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Introduction

Universities used to be discrete organizations. Perhaps no more than a dozen universities had
global aspirations prior to the twenty-first century. Many universities may have had important
implications for the country where they existed, but their roles, governance structures, and
organizational structures were relatively clear. Universities taught students from the country
where they were situated. Faculty did discrete research that largely focused on national
problems (and was funded through national funding). Institutions either were public and
supported by the state or they were private and charged student's tuition. The president (or vice
chancellor) had a thin staff of administrative assistants who supported the faculty in teaching
and conducting research.

Although the modern research university derives from Europe and the USA, universities
have existed throughout the world for centuries. Nalanda University in India was a Buddhist
center for learning as far back as 427 AD [1]. The University of Ez-Zitouna was established in
737 AD in Qirwan, Tunisia [2]. The Cordoba Mosque was built in Muslim Iberia (Muslim
Spain) in 786 AD and later became the greatest university in Europe during the medieval era
[3], where Pope Sylvester II studied when he was a bishop [4]. The University of
al-Qarawiyyin opened in 859 AD in Fez, Morocco [5], and Al-Azhar University began in
Cairo, Egypt, in 970 AD [6]. The University of Bologna came onto the scene in 1088 [7].
Although these early universities had foreign students and faculty, the norm has been that a
university serves the needs of the country where it is located. Most of the students and a
majority of the faculty were locals.

When a university thought about foreign affairs, the assumption was that they needed to
create a “semester abroad” for undergraduate students. By the 1960s, numerous universities
had established simple relationships with universities in foreign countries so that students
might gain cross-cultural experience. The “semester abroad” was a good advertisement for a
university, but the experience was generally for fewer than 10% of the student population, and
the costs were negligible.

Faculty also, on occasion, had a sabbatical in a foreign country. The Fulbright Fellowship
Program, founded by the US Senator J. William Fulbright in 1946 [8], enabled US faculty to
study abroad for a semester or two, and foreign faculty received scholarships to study in the
USA. Post-World War II funding programs aimed to provide opportunities for foreign students
to study in the USA. However, even these programs were relatively small and circumscribed.

There is no exact point when universities became more invested in international strategies,
but the 1980s was a time of significant growth. China recognized that they needed to enhance
their system of higher education and began sending thousands of students to the USA and
Australia. Many developing countries, including Saudi Arabia, Malaysia, Pakistan, and India
sent hundreds of thousands of students to the UK and the USA for quality education, espe-
cially for Master’s and Doctorate degrees, to prepare them to be faculty in the universities they
graduated from. The host countries benefitted from the foreign students who added to the
diversity of their institutions and also provided a new revenue stream for them.

By the twenty-first century, two factors became evident. First, higher education was a
growth industry. Massification became the norm as numerous countries tried to expand and
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open tertiary institutions. The knowledge economy demanded an educated citizenry, so new
universities developed and more students entered higher education. Many countries had global
aspirations to be considered among the top tier of world-class institutions. Second, foreign
students generated revenue. Students from abroad generally could afford to pay full tuition;
therefore, what was once an informal activity took on more importance. Although foreign
student enrollment generated revenue in countries such as the USA and Australia, even small
countries, such as Taiwan and Malaysia, recognized that reaching beyond their borders was a
good idea. Malaysia wanted to be a hub for Islamic higher education. Taiwan and Hong Kong
wanted to be a place for students who wanted to experience China without having to live in
China.

The need for this book, however, goes beyond the simple assumption that, to be an
international institution, a university simply ships a few students abroad for a semester, or that
an influx of students is little more than a new revenue stream. International higher education
today is a much more complex undertaking—one that is necessary but not well understood.
Universities are no longer discrete entities that have defined geographic borders. Social media
and the Internet have enabled a professor in Jeddah (Saudi Arabia), for instance, to co-author a
paper in real time with a colleague in, say, New York (USA). A class may be located in
Jeddah, but the students may be dispersed throughout the globe. The reality of the twenty-first
century is that if a university wishes to gain preeminence within its country, then it needs to
look outwardly to the world. A successful citizen of a country is a global citizen who has
cultural strength from his/her own country and at the same time is a multicultural citizen of the
world. The educated individual is able to interact with individuals from multiple countries on
multiple levels.

The purpose of this book is to lend depth to the manifold topics pertaining to global
collaboration. We move away from a one-sided assumption that successful collaboration is
either “this or that” and instead highlight the various challenges that confront a university’s
leadership team.

Chapter 1, which is entitled “King Abdulaziz University’s Approach to International
Collaboration,” delineates the strategies King Abdulaziz University (KAU) has employed that
helps explain their rise in global rankings. It also highlights the reasons KAU has chosen to
collaborate with other academic and research institutes.

Chapters 2, “Creating an Organizational Climate for Global Partnerships,” and 3, “Global
Citizens for the Twenty-First Century,” point out the challenges that exist, how to overcome
them, and what role these partnerships play in the mission of a university. The environment in
which universities currently exist as framed by globalization is considered, and subsequently
how an innovative culture might be established and maintained to enable global partnerships
to be implemented and to succeed is discussed in Chap. 2. Chapter 3 then explores the role
international partnerships play for universities and how they educate, research, and impact a
disruptive future. How international work-integrated learning opportunities are developed will
make a difference in the ability of universities to develop talented global leadership.

Chapter 4, “International Cooperation in East Asian Higher Education,” concludes Part I by
looking at successful cooperation within a region, namely that of Asia. It discusses the rise of
Asia, where eastern Asia has become the most attractive region for international cooperation in
higher education. Along with its neighboring countries, the region has some of the most
talented human resources in the world because Asia has excellent global telecommunications
and a free international flow of funds. There is also a substantial transnational flow of com-
merce, communications, and ideas. In fact, most economies of eastern Asia are
market-oriented.

Part II’s three chapters consider knowledge transfer, broadly stated. Chapter 5, “Interna-
tional Collaboration as a Catalyst for Change” is a case study of Nanyang Technological
University in Singapore, a university that brought about change through successful engage-
ment in international collaboration.
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Chapter 6, “Making Ideas Work for Society” provides an intense focus on why cooperation
is a necessary ingredient for knowledge transfer and explains how to do it. Ideas arise
everywhere, but they are more likely to be the result of organized research as happens in
universities or other research institutes. The ideas and the new knowledge, however, may
easily remain in the confines of the university halls and rooms. Making them work for society
is the topic of Chap. 6, with an emphasis on how university cooperation can contribute in this
respect.

The final chapter in Part II, Chap. 7 “Student Exchange: The First Step Toward Interna-
tional Collaboration” offers a twenty-first-century perspective on student exchanges. These
often represent the first step toward international collaboration, as the graduates of universities
need to have the ability to interact with people from other cultures and different backgrounds
in order to be successful in the international labor market and to work effectively in multi-
cultural teams.

Part III includes two chapters that consider how to sustain partnerships. One of the chal-
lenges of global partnerships is not just setting them up, but also sustaining them.

Chapter 8, “The Tricky Terrain of Global University Partnerships,” offers evidence of the
challenges that exist and how to address them. It presents a taxonomy that explains the basic
types of collaborations and partnerships that exist and describes their elements, what they have
in common, and the ways in which they are distinct. It then discusses the ways in which
institutions that have entered into global collaborations and partnerships have both benefitted,
and been challenged, by these arrangements.

Chapter 9, “Long-Term Sustainability in Global Higher Education Partnerships,” takes a
long view with regard to partnerships and asks what kinds of structures need to be put in place
to sustain innovation and experiments. It identifies four specific threats to long-term sus-
tainability. These are divergent motivations and goals for the partnership, inadequate planning
and funding volatility, leadership turnover and a lack of formal and informal leaders from
within the partnership, and poor staff morale as the result of an over-reliance on part-time
employment. The chapter then proposes the conditions that can improve the prospects of
long-term sustainability for colleges and universities interested in stable, mutually beneficial
global partnerships. Finally, the chapter considers the ethical issues pertinent to contemporary
global partnerships.

We surely have not covered every aspect of global collaborations and partnerships in our
book. What we have done is set the stage for further investigations. The world may not be flat,
as Thomas Friedman has suggested, but we are certain that it is smaller. Our interrelatedness
behooves us to help universities think through the hurdles we face with regard to global
collaboration and then to put in place the ingredients that lead to long-term success.

Abdulrahman AI-Youbi
Adnan H. M. Zahed
William G. Tierney
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1King Abdulaziz University’s Approach
to International Collaboration

Abdulrahman Al-Youbi and Adnan H. M. Zahed

1 Introduction

This section first explains the differences between the terms
“cooperation,” “collaboration,” and “partnership,” which are
used interchangeably in the literature. It then highlights the
reasons King Abdulaziz University (KAU) that has chosen
to collaborate with other academic and research institutes.

1.1 Definition of Cooperation, Collaboration,
and Partnership

Cooperative work is accomplished by dividing a task among
participants where each is responsible for a portion of it [1].
Cooperation is achieved if all participants do their assigned
parts and send them back to the work coordinator. Cooper-
ative bodies have specific and joint rights and responsibili-
ties. Each cooperative body has an equal share of the risk as
well as the reward. The concept of “international coopera-
tion” describes cooperative activities between two or more
countries. The policies of the participating partners are
negotiated to bring agreements more in line with each side’s
preferences. Once policies become more compatible, the act
of cooperation is completed [2, 3].

The term “collaboration” is the action of working toge-
ther with others to produce or create something, and in the
context of academic bodies, it is used mostly on the level of
research. In other words, it is the mutual engagement of
participants in a coordinated effort to solve a problem
together [4]. However, the collaboration also involves
cooperation, in which the responsibilities of each partner
may not be shared equally.

Partnership is a co-term used in cooperation as well as
collaboration to indicate that two or more partners are
cooperating to conduct the task. Partnerships may be

between researchers in the same laboratory or academic
department, between researchers from different departments
in the same institution, or even between researchers in dif-
ferent institutions or different countries. The latter case may
be sometimes complicated due to cultural differences.

The three terms are used interchangeably, although they
represent different ways of contributing to a group. Cooper-
ation can be achieved if all participants do their assigned
parts separately and bring their results to the table, while the
collaboration implies direct interaction among the partners to
reach the desired result. This interaction often involves
negotiations, discussions, and consideration of different
perspectives. In other words, cooperation focuses on work-
ing together to create an end product, while participants in
collaboration share in the process of knowledge creation [5].
Therefore, the collaboration is appropriate for complex
projects involving multiple teams or agencies, while the
cooperation is suitable for projects in which each participant
is responsible for performing a certain segment of the
complete task. In both cases, partnership also frequently
occurs.

It is to be mentioned here that the opposite of cooperation
or collaboration is “competition.” A small amount of com-
petition is effective in encouraging different organizations to
seek a better position, but excessive levels of competition
have negative consequences. Many institutions cooperate in
research and collaborate in the research and joint degrees,
but still see each other as “competitors” as they try to attract
the best students and staff and to get higher rankings.

1.2 King Abdulaziz University’s Choice
to Pursue Collaboration

King Abdulaziz University (KAU) realized early on the
importance of international university cooperation and col-
laboration to expedite its way toward becoming a
world-class university. As a result, it has established joint
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international cooperation agreements and service contracts
with many of the world’s distinguished universities and
educational institutions. It has also established the Distinc-
tive Scientists Program to create collaboration programs
between KAU researchers and well-known researchers from
all over the globe. These steps, along with other accom-
plishments, have accelerated the achievement of KAU’s
objective to increase its ranking and become a world-class
university.

2 International Collaboration

International cooperation and collaboration are modes of
working together to attain the best results in the development
of solutions to international problems. Modern life has
brought luxury to human beings, but at the same time, it has
created many massive problems such as global warming, an
extreme need for energy, excessive demand for water,
crowded cities, the rapid aging of people, and a high
occurrence of natural disasters. These huge problems
necessitate collaboration between universities and industry
worldwide to bridge the gap between knowledge and
innovation.

A comprehensive paper by Ankrah and Al-Tabbaa [6] on
universities–industry collaboration (UIC) for the period from
1990–2014 studied the different organizational forms of
UIC, motivations at universities and in industry for UIC, the
process of forming UICs, activities undertaken in UICs, the
factors facilitating or impeding UICs, and the benefits from
UICs for both the universities and the industry. The paper
explains that collaboration between universities and industry
is increasingly perceived as a vehicle to enhancing innova-
tion through knowledge exchange. This is evident from the
significant increase in studies that investigate the topic from
different perspectives.

The academia–industry collaboration in science and
technology-based innovation has resulted in role sharing
between universities and companies resulting in global
problem solving with an emphasis on human resources
development.

International cooperation and collaboration are carried
out between partners working traditionally together in the
same field or collaboratively in various fields in order to find
an optimized solution or to introduce a non-traditional or
creative solution for an international problem. The climate
problem, growing energy consumption, high rates of fatal car
accidents, global peace, and fighting terrorism and crime are
the most famous examples of widespread global problems.
To find the best scientific and applicable solutions to such
problems requires the strengthening of cooperation/
collaboration between universities, research institutions,
civil societies, and industrial sectors. At times, international

policies have a key role to play in developing appropriate
solutions and preparing them for implementation.

The following section, Sect. 3, deals with how interna-
tional collaboration is implemented by higher education
institutions, while Sect. 4 explains the importance of inter-
national collaboration for universities.

3 International Collaboration
and Cooperation Among Universities

International university collaboration is a part of the much
wider arena of international collaboration. The topic of
international university collaboration has been prominent in
recent times and has become a significant and important
university activity [7]. In recent years, universities have
managed to include international cooperation and collabo-
ration as integral elements of their missions and functions
although it is a laborious process. This cooperation and
collaboration are forms of working together to attain the best
results in learning, training, and research.

University cooperation has recently been successfully
incorporated into the institutional structure of an increasing
number of universities. Most universities currently have an
office or administration in charge of international university
cooperation, with a definite strategy and an action plan to
carry out a series of international activities. In recent years,
rising expectations have been generated with regard to the
need to adopt new perspectives in international university
cooperation. University authorities have to overcome bud-
getary constraints and other impediments in order to pursue
the necessary efforts to enhance the incorporation of inter-
national cooperation in their institutions.

For a long time, education and scientific research have
been focused on a lot in international cooperation/
collaboration. Therefore, universities and research institu-
tions are called upon to promote cooperation in order to
develop knowledge, which will benefit all humankind [7].
Recently, introducing international collaboration as one of
the university strategic objectives has opened new paths for
the exchange of academic expertise, saving effort and money
and achieving qualitative leaps in strengthening systems
management and development.

Technical international cooperation is another form of
international university cooperation. It includes activities
whose primary aim is to increase the level of knowledge,
technology, practical know-how or productive attitudes of
the population, that is to say, to increase their reserve of
human intellectual capital or their ability to use their current
resources with greater efficiency [8]. The basic aim of
technical cooperation is to support the ability of people and
organizations in creating, adapting, strengthening, and sus-
taining their capacity to set their own objectives. Its aims are
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that institutions with a more advanced level of development
in certain areas would contribute to the solution of specific
problems of less developed institutions through the trans-
ference and interchange of scientific and technological
capacity and human and material resources.

Technical cooperation is often associated with actions
intended to strengthen individual and organizational capacity
by offering a wide range of technical opportunities to its
beneficiaries. Technical cooperation can be strengthened via
improving the following cooperative channels:

• Educational cooperation: student exchange, teacher
exchange, language learning, joint degrees, and curricula
developments

• Research cooperation: joint research activities
• Training cooperation: training programs and supplying

training equipment and materials
• Cultural cooperation: social and cultural programs
• Scholarships
• Strategic partnerships.

4 The Importance of International
Collaboration for Universities

International partnerships between universities are beneficial
to all, including staff and students. Forming links with other
universities has become highly necessary and is easily
managed. Universities across the world are seeking to form
global partnerships and foster relationships with other
institutions. This helps student recruitment in two main
ways: For domestic students, it offers the opportunity to
travel internationally via student exchange programs, and
vice versa for students at partnered universities. It also
enables universities to better understand the culture of other
nations [9]. Additionally, international collaboration pro-
grams help by providing students with the ability to study,
work, and travel worldwide.

Partnerships with highly ranked international universities
provide greater opportunities for cultural exchange and the
development of academic systems, which in turn will posi-
tively reflect on the development of various academic and
research university sectors. Developing the abilities and
skills of human resources from student to professor is the
most significant factor in the strategic development process.
For these benefits, universities all over the world seek to
create international partnerships with similar universities and
academic institutions. Academic exchange programs,
including international visits, enable students and staff

members on both sides to learn about each other’s culture.
Such programs also promote intercultural skills in a glob-
alized world, help people to work effectively in a new
environment, open new channels for academic cooperation,
and help people to make new friendships. This has a direct
effect on university development processes and the quality of
academic and research programs.

Significantly, it is known that one in five of the world’s
scientific papers is co-authored internationally. As a result of
the expansion of communication methods, academics and
researchers are finding it easier to collaborate with their
foreign counterparts, and the exchange of academic ideas
has become much simpler to organize.

The ability to scrutinize, debate, and share experience is
essential for academic and scientific accomplishment.
International collaborations help to facilitate this. In terms of
teaching, benefits include curriculum development and
degrees formed in collaboration with partner institutions.
However, developing successful relationships takes a long
time and requires understanding the culture and goals of
each other’s institutions in order to ensure compatibility in
terms of ethics and standards. Therefore, the most important
aspect of a partnership’s endurance is an alliance of ideas
and goals. This means selecting carefully institutions to
partner with and confirming at every stage that all members
of the partnership are on the same page [9].

5 International Collaboration in Higher
Education in Saudi Arabia

International cooperation in higher education in Saudi Ara-
bia is a part of the strategic goal of the Ministry of Education
(MOE). It aims to develop, improve, enhance, and raise the
level of higher education in the country through cooperation
with distinguished international higher education and
research institutions. This is achieved via signing agreements
and alliances and by building international partnerships in
academic and research areas [10]. The MOE has established
the “General Administration for International Cooperation”
within its administrative structure. The unit was established
because of the Ministry’s belief in the importance of inter-
national cooperation mechanisms in education and their
strong effects on fostering globalization, massification, and
marketization of higher education.

The objective of the General Administration of Interna-
tional Cooperation is to ensure effective mutually beneficial
coordination with universities and academic research agen-
cies outside the kingdom. It has an important role in building
bridges of knowledge between Saudi universities and
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internationally prestigious and distinguished higher educa-
tional institutions. It seeks to promote knowledge and cul-
tural exchange through the expansion of scholarships. It
coordinates training programs, seminars, conferences, and
international exhibitions, and it raises the level of perfor-
mance and development of international cooperation in
various fields of knowledge. The administration is eager to
contribute to, highlight and reinforce Saudi Arabia’s general
development in the field of higher education. The MOE and
the Saudi universities have signed a number of memoran-
dums of cooperation and service contracts with ministries
and prestigious universities around the globe.

6 International Collaboration at King
Abdulaziz University

This section discusses the international collaborations at
King Abdulaziz University (KAU).

6.1 KAU Administration of International
Agreements

At KAU, there is an “Administration of International
Agreements” that organizes, follows up, and develops
international agreements between KAU and international
universities and research centers. The aim is to accelerate
scientific progress and expedite technology transfer from the
world’s most prestigious universities and scientific institutes
to KAU. The administration prepares a fully automated
management system of international agreements and service
contracts and ensures that adequate budgetary provisions are

in place for effective task design and implementation. It also
edits a final statistical analysis report detailing the achieve-
ments of the various agreements.

The structure of the administration is illustrated in Fig. 1.
It consists of five units under the management of a general
supervisor who reports directly to the KAU President.
However, to ensure administrative effectiveness, the
University Vice Presidents monitor and supervise the five
units according to their fields of responsibility. The Research
Agreements Unit is under the supervision of the Vice Presi-
dent for Graduate Studies and Scientific Research, while the
Educational Agreements Unit is under the supervision of the
Vice President for Academic Affairs. The Creative and
Innovative Agreements Unit is under the supervision of the
Vice President for Business and Knowledge Creativity, while
the Administrative and Training Agreements Unit is under
the supervision of both the Vice President and the Vice
President for Development. And finally, the Academic
Accreditation and Classification Agreements Unit is under
the supervision of the Vice President for Development.

6.2 Agreements with Leading Universities

King Abdulaziz University has made joint international
cooperation agreements and service contracts with many of
the world’s top universities and educational institutions.
There are currently more than 77 operational service con-
tracts and several other agreements and memorandums of
understanding between KAU and universities, scientific
institutions, and specialized companies in many countries
such as the USA, Canada, and Argentina in the Americas;
the UK, France, Spain, Germany, Finland, Switzerland,

KAU President
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Fig. 1 Administration of
international agreements at KAU
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Austria, the Netherlands, Belgium and Turkey in Europe;
China, South Korea, Japan, Singapore and Malaysia in Asia;
and Australia and New Zealand in the South Pacific. These
agreements and service contracts specialize in the imple-
mentation of joint research projects and patents; the
exchange of students, staff, faculty members, and scientific
expertise; the establishment of joint graduate programs;
curriculum development; the development of distance edu-
cation; training programs for medical, engineering, and
maritime studies graduate students; and training for faculty
members.

6.3 International Students Program

The international graduate students program started some
years ago and is successfully attracting students from dif-
ferent countries. KAU grants scholarships to talented inter-
national students to pursue their studies in its various
university graduate programs. KAU admits top international
students in its graduate programs. Currently, KAU has 193
graduate programs in all of its specializations, divided into
Ph.D. (43), Master’s degree (143), and Higher Diploma (7).
Recently, the number of new entrants has increased signifi-
cantly, and this growth has necessitated strengthening and
invigorating all aspects of higher educational academic
research at KAU. This has helped to ensure that when KAU
graduates enter the employment market, their competencies
and qualifications are sought after and welcomed by inter-
national employers. KAU has become a recognized venue
for “elite higher education.” It has a reputation for academic
excellence and is considered to represent quality higher
education. These factors enable KAU to have the privilege
of receiving high levels of funding and to recruit the most
academically talented international students.

6.4 Distinguished Scientist Program

The 9th Development Plan of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
states that it will concentrate on scientific research and attract
scientists of high caliber to work in universities and research
centers. The 2005–2030 Plan of Higher Education in Saudi
Arabia (AAFAQ Plan) states that universities should attract
the best scientists, while the KAU Strategic Plan states that it
will be transformed into a Research University. The Inter-
national Advisory Board (IAB) of KAU suggested in its
second meeting (July 2011) that KAU should attract inter-
nationally distinguished scientists to enhance its research
quality. Accordingly, in June 2011, KAU started an ambi-
tious program to employ distinguished scientists. Colleges,
Research Groups, and Centers search for distinguished sci-
entists whose specialization fits the research areas and send

their selection to a KAU committee which starts writing to
the selected distinguished scientists inviting them to visit
KAU and meet with the local scientists to discuss possible
types of collaboration. At the end of the visit, a decision is
taken as to whether to go ahead with the collaboration or not.
Many distinguished scientists have preferred to work
part-time, while a few have moved to KAU.

The duties of the distinguished scientists can be sum-
marized as follows: to write research proposals with KAU
researchers to the KAU Deanship of Scientific Research and
to the King Abdulaziz City of Science and Technology
(KACST), especially for the National Strategic Research
Program; to collaborate with and guide the local academic
staff to conduct the research; to co-supervise graduate stu-
dents; to examine graduate students theses; to give seminars,
lectures, and short courses; to co-author books; to participate
in establishing business incubators; to participate in the
councils of the centers of research excellence; to help KAU
graduates to get admission in graduate programs at univer-
sities abroad; and to help KAU academic staff get acceptance
for Sabbatical years in their home universities.

The outcome of the program may be summarized in the
following points: Numerous research proposals have been
submitted to the KAU Deanship of Scientific Research by
distinguished scientists in collaboration with more than 150
KAU academic staff; numerous research proposals have
been submitted to King Abdulaziz City for Science and
Technology (KACST); various scientific books have been
published; four international scientific journals have been
launched: Bulletin of Mathematical Sciences (published by
Springer), The Journal of Microscopy and Ultrastructure
(published by Elsevier), Genomic Medicine (published by
Nature Partner Journals, NPJ), and Climate and Atmospheric
Science (published by Nature Partner Journals, NPJ).

6.5 International Advisory Board (IAB)

King Abdulaziz University (KAU) has undertaken genuine
transformational steps to establish partnerships and cooper-
ative programs with international educational and industrial
institutions in order to enhance and improve its academic
and educational profile and status. To achieve a substantive
leap forward in quality in levels of performance in educa-
tional, academic research, and community services, in 2010,
KAU established an International Advisory Board (IAB). It
is benefiting from the experience of international pioneers in
the industry and higher education who have made significant
contributions to the development of higher education
worldwide. The aim of the IAB has been to provide KAU
with diverse input and guidance from the international
community in order to support its quest for academic and
educational excellence and ultimately, its international
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recognition. To ensure that KAU receives a diversity of
ideas and views, the IAB represents a variety of disciplines
and an extensive range of backgrounds.

The main objectives of the IAB are: to participate in
re-formulating KAU’s strategic plans; to achieve its goals in
the educational process, scientific research, and community
service; to enable the university to surpass and accomplish
distinction in knowledge accumulation, science, and tech-
nology; to enhance the university’s status and international
profile, especially in the fields of research and innovation; to
contribute to the formation of strategic alliances between
KAU and different sectors in the Saudi community, as well
as international institutions; to establish and activate part-
nerships with international universities and research centers;
and to provide consultancy to KAU as well as to other Saudi
institutions wishing to take advantage of the expertise,
experience, and qualifications of IAB members [11].

6.6 Research Groups

KAU initiated the idea of forming research groups to
enhance cooperation between researchers from different
specializations. Each group consists of up to 15 researchers
and academics (of all ranks including fresh academics and
graduate students) under the leadership of one prominent
scientist. The group must include one collaborating scientist
from an international university. Each research group has a
main broad specialization that is different from the special-
izations of other groups. The research proposals submitted
by research groups are prioritized in terms of funding over
proposals submitted by individuals. To date, twenty-five
research groups have been formed covering a wide spectrum
of specializations. These are the: Saudi Diabetes Research
Group; Oral and Dental Diseases Research Group; Renew-
able Energy Group; Software Engineering and Distributed
Systems Group; Economic and Market Research Group;
Nonlinear Analysis and Applied Mathematics Group;
Biotechnology Group; Engineering Management and Qual-
ity Improvement Group; Information Security Research
Group; Advances in Composites, Synthesis and Applications
Group; Clinical Nutrition Group; Communication Systems
and Networks Group; Plant Biology Group; Laser Applica-
tions Group; Diagnostic and Therapeutic Engineering
Group; Modeling and Simulation of Complex Systems
Group; Bioactive Natural Products Group; Medicinal Plants
Group; Lithography in Device Fabrication and Development
Group; Metal Oxides Research Group; Carbon Nanostruc-
tures Group; Vitamin D Pharmacogenomics Group; Virtual
Reality Research Group; Sustainable Green Chemistry
Group; and Sleep Disorder Research Group.

In addition to publishing papers in ISI ranked journals,
the research groups are committed to working on projects

that benefit the local community as well as the national
Saudi community.

6.7 KAU–Industry Collaboration

Collaboration between KAU and industry is managed by the
Research and Consulting Institute (RACI). RACI is a con-
sultation center which provides its services in research and
development on a contractual basis with the utmost flexi-
bility and professionalism to suit both the public as well as
the private sectors. RACI is one of the most important
investment arms of KAU. It offers a number of services
including: contractual research, consultancy, project man-
agement, educational services, and training. In addition,
RACI manages KAU’s scientific chairs and central
laboratories.

The objectives of RACI are to have a strong partnership
with the society based on KAU’s responsibility toward the
country and its citizens; to have a modern methodology for
providing consultation experiences that meet international
standards; and to market KAU human and technical abilities
via professional and competitive ways.

The capabilities of RACI include: a strong relationship
with effective players in the consulting service industry;
access to more than 5000 researchers from various spe-
cialties at KAU to perform services offered by RACI such as
contractual research, consultations, training, and educational
services; more than 50 central laboratories at medicine,
engineering, computing, science, and business schools,
which can provide different services to both the public and
the private sectors; and more than 200 active expert houses
that offer consulting services to various sectors in the king-
dom. These expert houses cover most of the fields including
medicine, engineering, computing, science, economics, and
business.

6.8 Knowledge and Business Alliance

In addition to the Research and Consulting Institute, KAU
and the public and private sectors also collaborate through
the Knowledge and Business Alliance (K&B). As the largest
and one of the most prominent universities in Saudi Arabia,
KAU has a proven record in providing research solutions.
KAU has at its disposal about 50 years’ worth of
“know-how” and organizational knowledge competence, in
addition to a magnitude of other resources and assets
including: rich expertise and established industry leadership;
state-of-the-art research infrastructures; and a stimulating
working environment. KAU clients and partners are diverse,
ranging from entrepreneurs to developers, from locals to
internationals, and from visitors to tenants. However, they
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have one aspect in common: They are empowered through
the synergy of KAU knowledge partners. K&B facilitates
the creation of these knowledge networks through its four
main divisions:

(1) Expert Houses Sector: Drawing on KAU’s powerful
knowledge base of varied specializations and highly
qualified academic personnel, these are university-
supervised, faculty-operated establishments that offer
specialized consulting services to both private and
public sectors.

(2) Central Laboratories Sector: These laboratories provide
a powerful combination of expertise, competent staff,
and state-of-the-art equipment dedicated to providing
specialized and advanced laboratory consultations and
workshop services, including standardized procedures,
certified tests, and analytical studies.

(3) Business Incubators Sector: This sector offers valuable
support services and resources to KAU students and
graduates with promising and innovative business ideas
and projects. Moreover, it helps entrepreneurial firms
survive and grow during vulnerable start-up phases.

(4) Knowledge Parks Sector: These parks provide a smart
and stimulating working environment which enables
tenants to reduce their cost of operation and to enhance
their competitiveness through privileged access to
KAU’s professors, students, labs, cutting-edge techno-
logical infrastructure, and a wealth of other supporting
services.

6.9 Wadi Jeddah (Jeddah Valley) Company

Another channel for collaboration with industry is the Wadi
Jeddah Company. It is wholly owned by KAU and repre-
sents KAU’s investment arm. It operates on a commercial
basis in the process of investment and profitability and
contributes to the development of the knowledge economy.
To achieve its goals, Wadi Jeddah has established five
companies so far. These are:

(1) Molecular ImagingCenter: Thiswas established due to the
increasing need for a specialized center in cancer diagnosis
as well as in the production of the radioactive materials
needed in the diagnosis. The company has partnered with
the General Electric Company to operate the project.

(2) Manarat Al-Ma’arefa (Knowledge Minarets): This was
established for knowledge transfer and R&D. It works
on creating a suitable environment to attract scholars
and businesspeople.

(3) Saudi Alliance for Development of Education and
Training (SAFEA): This project is implemented
through a partnership contract with the Finnish com-
pany, EduCluster, which comes under the University of
Jyväskylä, one of the largest universities in Finland
known for its multidisciplinary activities in creativity
and innovation in the field of education and research.

(4) Medical Knowledge Village: This company plans to
build a hospital and a hotel of international standard on
the Obhur Campus (North Jeddah) of KAU.

(5) Clinical Research Organization: This medical research
company is to be a model center for conducting clinical
research on drugs. It plans to establish partnerships with
international pharmaceutical companies.

7 Outcomes of Collaboration at King
Abdulaziz University

King Abdulaziz University constitutes a rich source of
graduates and skilled cadres which can help address the
needs of the country and contribute to its development. To
achieve its objectives and become one of the top universities
in the world, KAU adopts a clear vision, responds accord-
ingly to changing community needs and circumstances,
provides a congenial academic environment, and establishes
cultural cooperation with international universities. This
results in the university having outstanding educational
programs, skilled graduates, rich scientific research, and the
ability to make effective contributions to society. The need
for excellence in international relations is triggered by the
diversity of the university’s departments and the importance
of coordinating collaboration and cooperation with other
universities.

The KAU Vision regarding international cooperation is to
establish internationally effective partnerships to support the
university’s vision, while its message is to participate in the
development of the university into a leading international,
cultural, scientific, and research collaboration.

The achievements of the international agreements held
between King Abdulaziz University and world-class uni-
versities have resulted in eighty-one agreements in various
fields. The total budget of these agreements has amounted to
more than US $120 million. The achievements include:
publishing numerous scientific papers in ISI journals and
specialized international conferences; registering numerous
patents at international organizations; implementing 1400
training, development or technology transfer programs;
developing graduate programs; and developing student and
professor exchange programs.
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8 Conclusion

International university cooperation is a must, especially for
university students and professors in the early stages of their
careers. International cooperation and collaboration should
be an integral element of the university mission and func-
tions. This is achieved by universities when they assume
responsibility for cooperating with other world-class insti-
tutions. International university collaboration and coopera-
tion can take place in many avenues of university work:
education, research, training, culture cooperation, and
scholarships.

Research cooperation among individuals is no longer
complicated, even though these researchers work at institu-
tions in different countries and have cultural differences.
Modern communication methods have facilitated the research
projects they conduct. Globally, student exchange is increas-
ing, and the total number of Saudi students studying abroad
has also grown rapidly in recent years, largely funded by the
Saudi government scholarship programs. International stu-
dent and staff exchange increases the concerned individuals’
capacity for self-reflection, self-reliance, and self-confidence.
Such exchanges also help individuals develop more mature
and objective perceptions concerning their home and foreign
countries, thereby contributing to international tranquility by
enhancing multicultural understanding. Such an exchange
also crucially promotes creative thinking.

International collaboration and cooperation in higher
education is a strategic goal of the Saudi Ministry of Edu-
cation. In line with this goal, the MOE is actively involved in
building bridges of knowledge between Saudi universities
and world distinguished educational institutions to promote
knowledge and cultural exchange. Each Saudi university,
including King Abdulaziz University, has established joint
international cooperation agreements and service contracts
with many of the world’s top-ranking distinguished univer-
sities and educational institutions. The international strategic
policy of world-class universities is intended to improve
education, strengthen both external and internal collabora-
tion, build research partnerships with other world-class
universities, and attract highly talented students and pro-
fessors from around the world. Success in so doing provides
a diversity of academic environments and scientific
approaches and is a mark of distinction and strength.

Any world-class university endeavors to develop its
leading position by providing researchers and students with
excellent opportunities for cooperation, collaboration, and
exchange with other national and international universities.
Successful implementation of this strategy enables the

university’s researchers and students to participate in inter-
national research and research-based teaching to acquire a
truly global outlook. Such a strategy can be implemented by
means of research projects, student symposia, summer pro-
grams, workshops, conferences, and congresses. Scholarship
grants and programs, such as the “International Students
Program” of KAU promote mutual understanding between
individuals and institutions in the global arena. Such mutual
and mutually beneficial understanding can be accomplished
through the educational and cultural exchange of students,
knowledge, and skills and is of crucial significance to
mankind’s aspirations to live in harmony and peace.

Other cooperative programs provide opportunities for
study, lecturing, curricular development, postdoctoral
research, advanced joint research grants, visits, and aid in
promoting mutual cultural understanding. Such programs
also assist in the internationalization of campuses, curricula,
and communities. Grant programs facilitate an international
educational and cultural exchange for students, teachers,
professionals, and scientists. This exchange is accomplished
through direct interactions of individuals who are able to live
and work together in order to learn from host country
inhabitants in a daily sharing of mutually enriching cultural
experiences.

King Abdulaziz University realized early on the impor-
tance of international university cooperation and collabora-
tion to expedite its way toward becoming a world-class
university. The impact of this on KAU has strengthened its
scientific research and higher education sector (international
students), improved the quality of its academic programs,
and facilitated the administrative development and restruc-
turing of KAU through its successive strategic plans. Inter-
national collaboration has achieved alignment between
KAU’s vision and objectives and the programs of the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Vision 2030. Enhancing the
ranking of KAU is an outcome of the development plans and
activities based on international collaboration.

And finally, it is worth mentioning that although some
other Saudi universities have similar programs of collabo-
ration, none of them have all the programs of KAU. It is no
wonder that KAU is ranked as the top Saudi university in the
list of world university rankings (Shanghai, Times, and QS).
KAU was declared by the Times Higher Education ranking
to be the top university in the MENA region for two suc-
cessive years (2017 and 2018).
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2Creating an Organizational Climate
for Global Partnerships: Challenges
and Opportunities

William G. Tierney

1 Introduction

All too often, observers of tertiary education assume that the
way the academic world functions today is the way it always
has been organized. And yet, colleges and universities
always have been in a state of change. If “world-class
rankings” had been compiled in the late nineteenth century,
no institutions in the USA would have likely made the list.
In the most recent Shanghai Jiao Tong Rankings of World
Universities, however, American universities held most of
the top 20 positions, and over 50 of the top 100 spots [1].

With this constant state of flux in the academic world, the
institutions that are most successful are those which are able
to manage change and innovation in a world defined by
globalization. Those who adhere to a principle of “staying
the course” are likely to run aground, due to the rapidly
changing conditions of the larger environment. Globaliza-
tion highlights the necessity for institutions to be outward
looking rather than insular. The ecology of global institu-
tions is one where partnerships and alliances are created and
maintained as opposed to a “go it alone” strategy where
institutions fail or succeed by their own initiative [2].

My purpose here is to outline what the conditions are for
an organization to create global partnerships and how to
sustain them. As I shall elaborate, an innovative organization
is different from a stable one. It requires different skills from
its participants, and it functions in a different way than a
stable organization. Global partnerships demand an inno-
vative climate—but such an undertaking is not without risks
and challenges.

Accordingly, I begin with an overview of how I conceive
of an organization’s culture, in general, and universities, in
particular. I then consider the environment in which uni-
versities currently exist as framed by globalization, and
subsequently turn to a discussion of how an innovative

culture might be established and maintained to enable global
partnerships to be implemented and to succeed.

2 Defining Organizational Culture

Our lack of understanding about the role of organizational
culture in improving management and institutional perfor-
mance inhibits our ability to address the challenges that face
higher education and confounds our ability to create and
maintain global partnerships. Colleges and universities face
increasing complexity and fragmentation [3]. As decision-
making contexts grow more obscure, costs increase, and
resources become more difficult to allocate, leaders in higher
education benefit from understanding their institutions as
cultural entities. They need to recognize that those with
whom they will work on a global partnership will have a
culture different from their own. The point is certainly not
that one organizational culture is better than another, but
instead, that working across cultural boundaries is necessary
for any leader involved in global partnerships [4].

As before, these leaders continue to make difficult deci-
sions. These decisions, however, need not engender the
degree of conflict that they usually have prompted. Indeed,
properly informed by an awareness of culture, tough deci-
sions may contribute to an institution’s sense of purpose and
identity and will facilitate the ability to create and maintain
global partnerships. Moreover, to implement decisions,
leaders must have a full, nuanced understanding of the
organization’s culture. Only then can they articulate deci-
sions in a way that will speak to the needs of various con-
stituencies and marshal their support. Without an
understanding of one’s own culture, the ability to create
connections with another organization’s culture becomes
that much more difficult [5].

Cultural influences occur at many levels, within the
department and the institution, as well as between univer-
sities when they work with one another, regardless of
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whether the companion organization is in the same country
or abroad. Because these cultures vary dramatically, a cen-
tral goal of understanding organizational culture is to mini-
mize the occurrence and consequences of cultural conflict
and help foster the development of shared goals. Studying
the cultural dynamics of educational institutions and systems
equips us to understand and, hopefully, reduce adversarial
relationships. Equally important, it will enable us to recog-
nize how those actions and shared goals are most likely to
succeed and how they can best be implemented.

One assumption of this chapter is that more often than
not, more than one choice exists for the decision-maker; one
simple answer most often does not exist. No matter how
much information we gather, frequently we are able to
choose from several viable alternatives. Culture influences
the decision. Effective administrators are well aware that
they can take a given action in some institutions but not in
others. They are less aware of why this is true. Bringing the
dimensions and dynamics of culture to consciousness helps
leaders assess the reasons for such differences in institutional
responsiveness and performance. This will allow them to
evaluate likely consequences before, not after, they act. An
understanding of the cultural determinants of an organization
enables a decision-maker not only to understand their
organization, but also those with whom they will enter into a
global partnership [6].

It is important to reiterate that an understanding of
organizational culture is not a panacea to all administrative
problems, or a certainty that global partnerships will always
be successful. An understanding of culture, for example, will
not automatically increase enrollments, increase research
grants, or increase the number of global partnerships that get
formed. However, an administrator’s correct interpretation
of the organization’s culture can provide critical insight
about which of the many possible avenues to choose from is
best when deciding about how to increase enrollment,
whether to undertake a particular approach to increasing
research output, or how to improve global partnerships.
Indeed, the most persuasive case for studying organizational
culture is quite simply that we no longer need to tolerate the
consequences of our ignorance, nor, for that matter, will a
rapidly changing environment permit us to do so. By
advocating for a broad perspective, organizational culture
encourages practitioners to:

• consider real or potential conflicts not in isolation but on
the broad canvas of organizational life

• recognize structural or operational contradictions that
suggest tensions in the organization

• implement and evaluate everyday decisions with a keen
awareness of their role in and influence upon organiza-
tional culture

• understand the symbolic dimensions of ostensibly
instrumental decisions and actions

• consider why different groups in the organization hold
varying perceptions about institutional performance.

Many administrators intuitively understand that organi-
zational culture is important; their actions sometimes reflect
the points mentioned above. A framework for organizational
culture provides administrators with the capability to better
articulate and address this crucial foundation for improving
organizational performance in general, and global partner-
ships in particular.

When anthropologists conduct fieldwork to better
understand the culture of a society or a collective group, they
are equipped with disciplinary-specific terms, such as “fic-
tive kinship,” that define commonly encountered phenom-
ena. These terms are not only intelligible to other
anthropologists, but they are deemed crucial for a thorough
description and analysis of a given culture or cultural
activity. For an understanding of institutional culture in
higher education, it is therefore useful to pinpoint similarly
important phenomena and provide a working terminology
that can serve as the basis for a conceptual framework. Six
such terms define an organization’s culture at a university:
mission, socialization, information, strategy, leadership, and
environment [7]. In what follows, I provide a thumbnail
definition of these terms in relation to how to think about
global partnerships.

• Mission: A mission is succinct, clear, and orients the
institution to its primary roles in society. If global part-
nerships are a central part of a university’s role, then one
expects to see mention of international outreach and
involvement.

• Socialization: Socialization pertains to how new mem-
bers are oriented to the mission and functions of the
institution. Socialization is not a static concept and
changes and adapts as individuals enter and exit the
organization. If global outreach is important, then indi-
viduals will be socialized in a manner that enables them
to learn about more than their discipline, country, or
institution.

• Information: The material that individuals receive and the
manner in which it is conveyed pertains to this term. If
the organization honors global partnerships, then a sig-
nificant communicative symbol pertains to all of the
members receiving information and updates about inter-
national engagements.

• Strategy: Any organization will have an implicit or
explicit plan about the direction the organization is tak-
ing; if global partnerships are important then it will be
one key component of a university’s strategic plan.
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• Leadership: The board, university president, and senior
administrators are obvious actors who are key in the
direction the university will take. Global partnerships
should have someone who oversees the strategic direc-
tion the university takes as a member of the senior
leadership team.

• Environment: A university has a variety of geographies
that it can define as its sphere of influence. A local
institution may define nothing more than the city or town
where it is located. Regional universities may have a
broader geographic region but define their clientele and
outreach as a region within the country. A university that
desires long-standing and impactful global partnerships
will see its environment in much broader terms. Never-
theless, a university need not be so broad as defining “the
world” as its environment. Instead, for strategic reasons,
the institution may focus on one particular area such as
the Mideast or Africa. By focusing in this manner, the
organization helps frame what is and is not of importance
to the university’s members.

3 Defining Globalization

The rapid development and adoption of technology along
with more open economies have created an integrated global
economy [8]. The globalization process has brought with it
significant changes in all areas of life, including tertiary
education.

Tertiary education remains at the center of economic
well-being, and its import may have grown due to its
importance in a knowledge economy. Education is necessary
for growth both through its direct contribution to skills and
workforce quality and also because of the ways in which it
adds key competencies such as critical thinking, creativity,
teamwork and self-learning [9]. These contribute to
entrepreneurship, mobility, and the capacity to process
information and new ideas.

Governments and institutions need to act quickly since
they exist in a competitive environment where all countries
and universities interested in staying competitive are also
changing [10]. In particular, regional cooperation can add
value by reaching a deeper understanding of the forces for
change, sharing experiences to build confidence in the ability
to adjust and to capture the benefits on offer, and removing
impediments to integration. The implication for higher
education is that relationships among universities across
regions needs to be increased and strengthened [11].

Globalization is a highly complex process that has
impacted multiple national and international arenas. At
times, when individuals have spoken about globalization, the
term has been employed as a synonym for American

imperialism as if the term simply refers to the extension
throughout the world of American power and culture [12].
Although the rationale for such an assertion is understand-
able, such an assumption makes it appear that the USA is not
influenced by globalization, as if the country is simply on a
unidirectional trajectory and globalization is the next logical
stage in the country’s development. But globalization has
impacted American universities just as well. What we need
to do, then, is not work from a western perspective about
what globalization is or how an institution should respond.
Rather, although the forces of globalization may be similar
across geographic borders, how a university will respond
will largely result from national imperatives and the culture
of an institution [13].

Regardless of the challenges that globalization may have
created for the world’s economies, and indirectly univer-
sities, one point is certain: organizations no longer can look
entirely inwardly and focus on a local market as if larger
forces are not at work [14]. Jobs are outsourced from one
country to another. A product that a company made for
decades that served a niche market suddenly finds com-
petition from a company that is thousands of miles away.
A worker spends his entire lifetime in one job, and then
discovers that she is unemployed because of changes in the
workplace. And universities find that they cannot rely on
revenue streams that once seemed certain. Government
subsidies shrink because of a new definition of public
goods and educational resources. Clienteles shift because
on-line learning enables students to take classes virtually,
rather than having to attend class on a campus. Faculty
discovers that either the compensation for a traditional
academic job no longer provides a salary that enables a
comfortable living, or that there are opportunities beyond
academic work.

Globalization, however, does not necessarily need to
portend that all of the consequences are negative for indi-
viduals or organizations. However, as I discuss below, rather
than assume that stasis is the norm, the “new normal” that
globalization assumes is that change must be a central
component of any organization [15]. Educational organiza-
tions not only have to incorporate the notion of change into
their organizational ethos, they also have to train students on
how to adapt to change rather than assuming that a college
education provides job security for life.

Global partnerships are an obvious outgrowth of global-
ization. International arrangements once meant that a uni-
versity might send some students for a semester abroad.
Although undergraduate travel is certainly a mainstay of
academic institutions, global partnerships today involve a
great deal more activities from not only students, but also
faculty, and different units within a university [16]. Indeed,
as I suggested above, based on an organization’s culture, the
environment has shifted for successful organizations that
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enable and encourage the actors to create global partnerships
that will increase the well-being of the university.

Education is a useful example of the breadth of global-
ization insofar as education’s reach transcends one or
another category: education not only is transformed by
globalization, but as knowledge-producing organizations,
schools, colleges, and universities also transform globaliza-
tion. Discussions often center around globalization’s impact
on economics, trade, or culture. Education cuts across vir-
tually all of these categories. The result is that education, in
general, and higher education, in particular, is undergoing as
significant of a change as at any time in the last century, in
large part because globalization assumes a knowledge-based
economy [17].

The result is that the definition of a country’s economy
now exceeds simple geographic boundaries. Communication
and transportation technologies enable companies to tran-
scend borders in ways unimaginable only a generation ago.
The same may be said of tertiary education. Where one takes
classes and how one takes them and who teaches these
classes—indeed, even what we mean by a “class”—is being
unalterably changed in a remarkably quick timeframe.

I have previously written about how the first wave of
globalization was simply the movement of students across
borders [18]. The number of students in the Asia-Pacific, for
example, moving overseas for their university education
almost doubled between 1999 and 2006, and has continued
apace. There is no reason to think these increases will not
continue. The new wave of globalization, however, includes
not merely teachers on the move but also programs, degrees,
and institutions. And “movement” is not simply geographic
travel but also participation enabled by improvements in
technology and communication. The underlying ethos is one
of the competitions; the World Trade Organization has
estimated that the global market for education is well over
US $40 billion dollars. According to a report published by
the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO), there were approximately 207
million students in tertiary education in 2014—a number
that has more than doubled since 2000 and continues to
increase [19].

The new wave of globalization includes the movement of
teachers and whole institutions into overseas markets, joint
degree programs offered by institutions in different econo-
mies, and distance learning programs, to mention just a few
of its characteristics [20]. It has a higher level of commercial
motivation: There is not only a shift from student mobility to
program and provider mobility, but also a shift in orientation
in the relationships between universities from a focus on
development and cooperation to what might be defined as
competitive commerce. The new wave offers access to skills
in delivery, experience in curriculum design, teaching
resources, quality assurance systems, and research capacity

and an international perspective, all of which can add value
for local partners [21]. But it also brings competition and
pressure for adjustment. The result is that our universities
have to build an innovative culture.

4 Defining Innovation for Global
Partnerships

Organizations change for a variety of reasons. New organi-
zations have fewer rules. As organizations age and expand,
they gain a history and a way to conduct business. Leaders
have different priorities and set the organization in a new
direction. Environmental conditions force an organization to
react in one way or another.

Stable organizations also are different from innovative
organizations. Fast food chains are not particularly innova-
tive. When a customer enters McDonald’s, he or she is not
looking for an innovative hamburger. Indeed, in large part,
the organization has been successful for its stability and its
ability to replicate a similar experience across different
countries. At the same time, local customs are observed.
Similarly, the army is not looking for creative soldiers. The
organization succeeds, in part, because the employees follow
orders.

Thus, colleges and universities that are going to be
innovative are different from organizations that require sta-
bility. One of the curiosities of academic organizations is
that they frequently have creative individuals, even though
the organization may not be innovative. Creativity pertains
to inventiveness grounded in field-specific knowledge and
expedited by motivation [22]. Indeed, successful academic
organizations have fostered individual creativity through the
assumption that a walled fortress divorced from the daily
troubles and turmoil of society will enable a creative envi-
ronment. How many poets or creative writers have used the
university as a sinecure? Nobel Prize winners are over-
whelmingly located at universities where tenure has pro-
vided them the time to be creative. Such organizational
environments are entirely different from a prison or fast food
franchise where no one wants workers to be creative.

Innovation requires a different organizational structure.
Innovation pertains to the implementation of a creative
product or process and its perceived novelty once it has been
evaluated by a critical audience [23]. But how does an
organization change its processes so it is seen as innovative?
What might an innovative organization look like that is
different from traditional organizations?

Prior to creating a culture of innovation, an understanding
of the impediments that exist in organizations is prudent
[24]. Consider traditional organizations and how they
function. Regulations and standardization are the norm.
Rules explain the dos and don’ts of organizational life.
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Individuals learn what acceptable behavior is and how to act.
Process is important. When one arrives and leaves, how
someone dresses, when days may be taken for holidays, and
the like are all part of clarifying acceptable behavior. In
doing so, an objective is that the processes involved in
enabling the organization to function are standardized so that
differences do not occur. Starbucks prides itself that the taste
of its café latte will be the same whether one buys it in New
York, Singapore, or Dubai. Even relatively new organiza-
tions, such as Amazon, have rules and regulations that
govern behavior and standardize action.

A traditional organization incentivizes activities that
produce stability, rather than disruption [25]. Employees get
awards for showing up on time or by having a workplace
that exemplifies company codes of conduct. Thinking “out
of the box” is not typically rewarded. Indeed, managers
oversee actions in order to ensure that productivity is
maintained at a level that the organization has stipulated.
New entrants to an organization learn quickly that reporting
requirements assume standardized behavior.

Even universities that reward creative behavior have rules
and regulations [26]. Research and scholarship may be cre-
ative, but the organization’s processes clarify the parameters
within which one acts. The vision of the university as a
monastery where academics were to be divorced from the
daily concerns of society has enabled a rhythm and pace that
framed acceptable modes of behavior. The desire to innovate
—to scale up one’s ideas, or to have the organization
function differently from its peers—was eschewed, or at
least was never a priority. Until recently, when one looked at
the world’s great universities, “entrepreneurial” was not a
word that came to mind; indeed, an “entrepreneurial uni-
versity” was not intended as a complement, for the institu-
tion in question was presumably conducting business in a
manner different from what had been established.

An innovative organization rewards experimentation.
Rather than being divorced from society, an innovative
university is more likely to think about ways to engage with
the larger environment. Such an observation is particularly
important with regard to global partnerships. Bringing ideas
to market is no longer disdained, but applauded. The
implication is that an institution is likely to have services that
augment faculty ideas in non-traditional ways rather than
standardized ones. Faculty once wrote for one another via
scholarly journals. Innovative organizations utilize social
media so that professors are able to extend their ideas not
only to their confreres but also to the larger society.

Rather than standardizing processes, innovative organi-
zations set stable goals about what they want individuals to
do and to produce; they then enable individuals to create the
means of production. Rather than acceptable norms of
behavior with regard to how one dresses or when one comes
and goes from work, an innovative organization is more

likely to focus less on micromanagement and pay more
attention to goals. Autonomy within an innovative organi-
zation suggests that individuals should be encouraged to
create patterns of behavior that will empower them to do
their work, rather than assuming that the organization is the
best determiner of organizational behavior. Difference,
rather than similarity, is celebrated.

How an organization spends its time and resources is a
useful clue for understanding if innovation is an organiza-
tional priority and whether global partnerships are a central
part of the culture, or peripheral. Offices devised to regulate
behavior may succeed in a traditional organization, but not
in an innovative one. Instead, temporal and fiscal resources
will be geared toward encouraging experimentation and risk.
“Venture capital” is an idea outside of traditional organiza-
tions where resources are put toward experiments. By defi-
nition, an experiment may fail. An innovative organization
will have internal funding mechanisms that support experi-
mentation; in effect, the organization has an internalized
form of venture capital that rewards risk [27].

Curiously, tenure was once seen as a structure that
facilitated experimentation; over time, however, the concept
has been turned on its head. Assistant professors commonly
profess to undertaking activities that are less risky in order to
publish articles that will enable them to achieve tenure. The
socialization process creates a culture that gravitates against
experimentation and toward conservative behavior. For the
twenty-first century, academics need to revitalize structures
and processes so that they reward, rather than penalize,
experimentation.

Similarly, the vision of the isolated academic working on
research isolated from one’s colleagues and peers has to be
reconsidered in an innovative environment. Rather than
standardized, isolated behavior, the organization seeks dis-
tributed problem-solving. Teamwork matters. Innovative
organizations encourage multiple perspectives and ideas.
Rather than a solo composition, think of the metaphor of an
orchestra where different players have different parts to play
in order to create a brilliant piece of music. Innovative
organizations encourage individual experimentation, but
they also frame individual action across actors so that the
outcome is unique, rather than similar.

The need for innovation is only likely to increase.
Newspapers were once a mainstay of society. Only a gen-
eration ago, no one would have predicted their demise.
Individuals thought of social media as entirely different from
the newspaper and as something used largely by younger
people. And yet, countless newspapers have been downsized
or closed over the last twenty years. The ability to adapt to
new environments is a skill that needs to be fostered. Hence,
the assumption that higher education does not need to be
innovative in a manner fundamentally different from the past
is perilous. Universities need innovation to manage a
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potentially turbulent future—or more urgently—to avoid
irrelevance.

One outgrowth of globalization and the ability of uni-
versities to incorporate innovation into their culture are seen
by a growing interest in international research cooperation.
The research community is being asked to respond to issues
that apply across borders such as climate change, for
example. Cooperation is valuable as institutions respond to
these sorts of issues. Cooperation and cross-border projects
have a number of advantages [28]. They include:

• building research capacity and drawing together required
research expertise

• studying problems in situ
• providing research students with an international

experience
• combining research beneficiaries and helping avoid

problems of free-riding and therefore underfunding
• helping to capture economies of scale
• avoiding costly duplication
• capturing the benefits arising from differences in relative

costs in research inputs
• gathering insights from comparative studies
• adding to the impact of research results
• reducing technology transfer costs.

My point here is that there are real drivers for interna-
tional cooperation and global partnerships, far beyond mere
reputation setting for newcomer or mid-ranked institutions.
A generation ago, only a handful of universities might have
looked across geographic borders to establish relationships,
but today such activities are increasingly common. These
activities are also a great deal more than simply sending
students abroad or welcoming students to the host institution
primarily to generate a revenue stream. Instead, a broad
array of activities is being contemplated largely because
globalization has both enabled and required universities to
think and act in ways different from the past. What enables
universities to act decisively by forging and sustaining glo-
bal partnerships? I answer this question in the next section.

5 Sustaining an Innovative Environment
and Building Stable Global Partnerships

I have argued that globalization requires innovation in uni-
versities that historically have traditional cultures framed by
a socializing process that inculcates a mission that usually is
historicist rather than forward-thinking. The organization’s
environment is generally local, and the information provided
meets the needs of a traditional organization. Strategic plans
generally seek to improve incrementally based on a tradi-
tional organizational structure. What we need to confront,

however, is a new intellectual framework oriented toward
change and innovation.

The challenges that academe faces to develop and sustain
global partnerships in a competitive environment are
numerous. Academic staff, for example, require skills dif-
ferent from those who taught subject matter in a classroom
and conducted discrete research. Of consequence, teaching
will undergo a sea-change and research will require skills
associated with teamwork and cross-cultural collaboration.
The result is that the kind of individuals we hire is likely to
require a different framework from the past, and our uni-
versities will need pedagogical and research training centers
aimed at equipping staff with skills required for a globalized
universe.

As I noted above, “venture capital” is a normal term in
the business world, but foreign to those of us in academic
institutions. Academics generally conduct discrete research
or find funding from a government agency. Global partner-
ships may well need venture capital from a funding arm of
the university or from the business world. For such funding
to occur, the skills researchers need not supplant what
world-class researchers currently have, but rather necessitate
additional skills of the researcher or within the university.
Simply stated, a chemistry professor needs a laboratory to
undertake research. In a global environment where univer-
sities hope to attract venture capital, in addition to traditional
academic materials such as laboratories, universities also
require technology transfer offices, units that are able to
develop business plans, and offices that establish relation-
ships with business and industry that look to marketing ideas
in the natural and social sciences [29].

There is also not one predetermined manner in which
universities must move. In the past, a university might have
simply figured out which areas of the world they wished to
send their students and created arrangements with a few
institutions together with faculty exchanges. The current
options are more complex. Universities need to choose a
model of internationalization [30]. Program and provider
mobility comes into play. An array of choices exists that
decision-makers actively need to consider and accept or
reject. “Brick and mortar” campuses in another country
remain an option, but virtual campuses are also a possibility.
Dual enrollment options exist such that one campus might
offer a discrete number of courses and another institution
across the world will offer the other. Some universities will
see dual degrees as beneficial to their students and others
might think it decreases the brand. The result is that quality
assurance is no longer a “one size fits all” model but must be
adapted to the mission that the institution has chosen for
itself.

One conundrum of globalization is that over the last
generation there has been a mania about international
rankings [31]. Ministries want their institutions to be
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represented on league tables. The risk, of course, is that all
universities then need to adhere to the same sorts of activi-
ties. Precisely at a time when a university’s culture ought to
choose an identity that sets itself apart from other universi-
ties, there is a pressure to conform. Over time, however,
rather than a move toward isomorphism, universities are
likely to establish unique global partnerships that enable
innovative relationships to occur based on the unique cul-
tures of the institutions. Organizational cultures gravitate
against isomorphism as if one institution’s identity is akin to
another. Rather, a university needs to come to grips with its
own identity, make its uniqueness clear to internal and
external audiences, and then develop relationships with
global partners based on those differing identities.

Markets respond to diversity and unique ideas. Not all
partnerships will succeed, but the successful organization is
one that is open to experimentation and trial and error. To be
sure, support structures need to be in place that enable such
relationships to germinate, but the future lies less in mim-
icking what other institutions have done and instead in
building an identity based on innovation.

Because of increased collaboration across borders and a
focus on differentiation rather than similarity, the import of
quality assurance is likely to rise. The most obvious example
is that of for-profit higher education in the USA. New pro-
viders entered the academic market and their experimenta-
tion gained initial admiration. Over time, the experiments
were cause for concern. Low completion rates, increased
costs, and fraudulent claims plagued the industry when
governmental and accrediting agencies investigated its
activities [32]. The same sort of oversight needs to be done
with the ventures universities begin across the globe to
ensure that the activity is of high quality and measurable
cost. An increase in global partnerships suggests that a
Ministry of Higher Education’s role is likely to move from a
funding agent to that of a design or certification authority.
The likelihood also exists that cross-border collaboration
will require cross-border alignments of those who determine
quality assurance.

Universities interested in building global partnerships
obviously need offices focused on the matter, but to build a
regional and global community, a variety of mutual topics
need to be discussed. Commonsensically, global partner-
ships require multiple partners. A first step is to develop new
data collection systems that will be utilized by those groups
who are working together. Institutions can be proprietary
about their university’s data, and global partnerships require
the opposite sort of action. Data sharing, especially among
institutions without a history of data collection and analysis
is an initial step for successful collaboration.

The sharing of data, however, is simply a first step in
regional cooperation that needs to be considered, developed,
and enhanced over time. Universities in developing

economies often face a severe “brain drain” that needs to be
reversed [33]. Global partnerships in open markets suggest
not simply an economic free trade zone, but also an aca-
demic one where faculty participates actively at more than
their home institution.

Similarly, rather than a reliance on national professional
and disciplinary associations that cater to a local clientele,
cross-border associations can work together to increase the
teaching and research capacity of the academic staff in the
region. Just as global partnerships suggest increased student
and academic mobility, so too might staff mobility be
enhanced. The key component here is a commitment to
openness, experimentation, and rigor in the mode of supply.

Research cooperation also will be reconfigured. Rather
than research project “A” being done in one institution and
research project “B” in another, there ought to be a prolif-
eration in modes of supply. The joint funding of Ph.D.
programs, for example, is one possibility for partnerships
where faculty and students from multiple institutions work
together on projects that are of regional benefit and enable
students to gain skills aimed at the future rather than the past.
Students trained on more than one campus return to their
host university with networks and skills not ordinarily
gained in a discrete program.

Although I have argued here for a changed organizational
culture aimed at innovation in an era of globalization, of
necessity, one key player in the environment needs to be
addressed. Universities are located in countries and in one
manner or another they are framed by the stance a country
takes toward its neighbors and toward education. A country
can enhance or restrict global partnerships based on its
willingness to have its institution engage in such activities.
As opposed to previous opportunities, however, a country
does not necessarily need to provide long-standing revenue
for an activity. Nevertheless, a country also has to be willing
to enable its institutions to operate in ways that may be at
odds with the cultural or economic mores of the country.
“Venture capital,” for example, is not a phrase commonly
used in socialist countries, but I have suggested such an
arrangement might be beneficial for a university seeking a
global partnership.

How faculty thinks and works is not only framed by an
academic culture but also by the national culture from which
they come. In general, I see such differences as a strength,
and institutions and faculties can work out their differences,
but if a nation state is wary of such collaborations, then
long-standing partnerships are going to be at risk. An initial
step is for a ministry and its institutions to develop codes of
conduct that enable the ground rules to be understood.
Finely tuned, restrictive rules are less likely to enable col-
laboration then models aimed at enabling partnerships. Any
country has a vested interest in seeing its universities pros-
per, but in general, steering global partnerships from afar,
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such as from the ministry, is less likely to produce sustain-
able projects. Those closest to the project are the best
qualified to determine the parameters of the project.

6 Conclusion

I have approached global partnerships as entering a new era
because of globalization. Although universities always have
had unique cultures, I have suggested that rather than aiming
at maintaining the status quo, the culture now needs to shift
toward innovation. Such movements certainly come with
risks, but also rewards. A successful university aimed at
innovation and increasing global partnerships will
acknowledge that not all such ventures will succeed. Nev-
ertheless, the parameters of what is necessary for global
partnerships will be apparent. Such projects do not simply
occur without cultural and structural supports both within the
university and at the Ministry level.

The future holds great possibility for new sorts of
arrangements that go far beyond simply shipping students to
one or another country or for singular faculty exchanges.
The potential for arrangements that work at resolving some
of the world’s more intransigent social and environmental
ills are significant. The question is if our institutions have the
ability to reorient themselves toward long-standing
arrangements that enable our students, faculty and staff to
function and prosper in new ways.
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3Global Citizens for the Twenty-First Century:
The Role of International Partnerships
in University Education

Feridun Hamdullahpur

1 Introduction

The scale of disruption that our world faces from geopolit-
ical to socioeconomic perspectives is vast. No single
researcher, university or nation can achieve a breakthrough
solution alone. The challenges are too complex, and finding
success is only possible when we work together as a global
community of educators, researchers and influencers.

At the heart of this is the need to collaborate across
borders, languages, industries and disciplines. The chal-
lenges and opportunities in our disruptive world are only
becoming more complex due to the acceleration of new
technology, an ageing population in the West, an increas-
ingly turbulent geopolitical landscape and more.

This chapter will explore the role international partner-
ships have for universities and how they educate, research
and impact a disruptive future.

Cross-discipline cooperation has long been the focus of
many institutions to increase the impact of research and the
strength of our students’ education. This approach can also
be taken through international partnerships that leverage the
combined power of talent, resources and vision that spans
national boundaries and cultures. Our increasingly global-
ized world offers a range of opportunities for university
education to grow and flourish at the individual level,
institutional level and the national and global levels.

It is vital that international partnerships also bring toge-
ther a range of partners that intersect with all aspects of our
society. This means broadening the scope of traditional
partnerships between universities to include partners in
government, industry and Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs).

And, how we develop international work-integrated
learning opportunities will make the difference in our

ability as universities to develop global talent when we need
their leadership the most.

2 Achieving the Three Levels
of Collaboration Success

Internationalization within post-secondary institutions has
evolved into a mosaic of programs and partnerships that look
nothing like those seen in past decades [1]. Each interna-
tional partnership is unique and has developed to suit a
specific need for the institution, researchers or students
involved.

A university’s expertise, scope and goals are individual to
their community of students, faculty and community mem-
bers. While each collaboration has individual characteristics
that make it ideal for both or multiple parties involved,
achieving wide-ranging success in international partnerships
means developing partnerships that have an Individual
Impact, Institutional Impact and aNational andGlobal Impact.

Implementing actionable programs that touch on each of
these levels is vital in creating lasting and comprehensive
international partnerships for universities. Because of the
central role universities play in educating the world’s citi-
zens and their leadership in scientific, technological and
policy research, achieving success at each level is the ideal
approach for broad impact.

2.1 Individual Impact

The Individual Impact of international partnerships most
often comes in the form of student exchanges. The intrinsic
characteristic of universities viewing the free flow of ideas
that transcend borders, conflict and cultures as being very
valuable has made international exchanges standard practice
at most institutions around the world. As our world has
become smaller and more globalized, the value of interna-
tional experiences for students has only increased.
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Increasing the ability of students to gain a global per-
spective through short-term and long-term exchanges offers
valuable experiences for students that transcend their learn-
ing in the classroom. Offering and hosting exchange students
from partnering institutions from around the world creates a
lasting impact on the students involved that is immediately
felt upon the completion of their education.

A survey of Asian companies found that 57% of surveyed
companies agreed that hiring international talent is very
important or somewhat important [2]. The demand is there
for the talent, and students understand that there is signifi-
cant value in international exchanges that can increase their
career prospects.

The Erasmus Impact Study [3], which surveys European
Union students in exchange programs, found in 2013 that the
rate of unemployment for students who had studied abroad
was 23% lower than those who had remained in their home
country. This is not insignificant in the minds of students
who are looking to their future prospects for employment
throughout their university career.

Developing exchange offerings for students ultimately
depends on establishing positive relationships with partner
institutions with similar academic and research programs.
Creating a framework that is mutually beneficial for both
institutions and students create a good foundation for
long-term relationships. To make these relationships and
experiences as positive as possible, each university must
ensure a cohesive process of bringing international students
into their campus community.

There are also typical barriers international students face
that need to be addressed to ensure a successful student
exchange for all parties involved. These considerations
include most pressingly, financial limitations that limit the
ability for students to explore the world. Considerations also
include screening for positive academic prerequisites, so
students have the educational background needed to suc-
ceed, language support for those students arriving in a
country that is not their native tongue, community integra-
tion services that bring exchange students into the greater
university community, and the student mental health and
wellness supports needed to serve international exchange
students.

Many of these elements and expectations should be
well-defined in the student exchange agreement to ensure
that the responsibilities of each institution are clear to each
party. Institutions can begin the exploration of such
exchanges through a preliminary memorandum of under-
standing (MoU), but a formal agreement that is signed
between both parties is necessary in the end.

Given different national and institutional cultures are at
play when developing these agreements, what is customary
at one institution or in one country may not be at another.
Establishing expectations for each party ahead of time will

help mitigate disagreements and possible legal issues that
may arise in the future.

Embracing exchange students and the potential they have
to add to the diversity of ideas and perspectives will
strengthen the hosting university as the blending of cultures
and experiences spreads throughout the domestic student
population. The links that are created across nations and
institutions start at the individual level and can last lifetimes.
The impact is significant on the individual student involved,
but also lends to what is possible at the institutional level
when international partnerships are established.

2.2 Institutional Impact

The second level of international collaboration that is inte-
gral to developing successful partnerships is those that have
an Institutional Impact. Institutional Impact collaborations
are primarily found at the research level. This includes, but is
not limited to, joint research projects, co-authoring of
research papers and the sharing of resources through joint
research grants and research equipment use.

With the ever-present challenge of raising funds and the
resources needed for any number of research projects, it can
be difficult for any institution to have the equipment and
field expertise to meet the curiosity and vision of their
researchers. To meet this demand, like-minded universities
from around the world can find common ground and partner
on projects and work together towards discovery.

This can be joint research projects between disciplines to
maximize institutional expertise or formally pooling resources
to fund large-scale joint projects on previously agreed upon
areas of focus. By building complementary agreements that
lean into the strengths of each institution, there are more
opportunities to make an impact across disciplines and fields.
This can bolster the output from each institution that would not
have been possible prior to the agreements.

Assessing the success of these programs can be estab-
lished through several performance indicators that are indi-
vidual to each project and institution. Traditional indicators
include the number of joint research papers that are authored
between the partnering institutions and the number of joint
research grants awarded through the added strength of the
collaboration.

Further to the partnerships between institutions is the
addition of collaborations between universities and industry
partners. The development of international research agree-
ments between universities and businesses that are not
domestically connected is becoming a commonplace. The
transfer of ideas and innovations through collaborative R&D
between academia and industry lends to an impact at the
institutional level that creates generally positive outcomes
for everyone involved.
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According to a study in The Journal of Technology and
Transfer, industry partners enjoy the benefit of having access
to groundbreaking research and talent pools, and universities
find a source of revenue to fund graduate student work and
often the addition of needed equipment. This makes both
parties likely to expand on more project collaborations in the
future [4].

It was pointed out in the Individual Impact section the
impact student mobility and exchanges can have on those
students taking part in a cross-cultural experience. A similar
benefit can be found at the Institutional Impact level through
staff exchanges. Staff exchanges between institutions and
cultures can have a fundamental impact on the innovative
ability of any university through the exploration of how their
peers from around the world face common challenges in
their work.

These exchanges can include a university’s communica-
tions team travelling to a partnering institution to collaborate
and explore joint projects or a staff member travelling to
another university to speak with and/or shadow a peer of
theirs to experience their culture and share industry best
practices. Universities hold a tremendous amount of talent in
their staff and the power of collaboration amongst this
community group can be leveraged both for closer rela-
tionships between individuals and to make improvements at
an institutional level.

Universities have an opportunity to add to their research
capabilities through collaborations that aim to bring
like-minded institutions and researchers together. The
impact of these collaborations can be highly valuable. In
addition, through partnerships with the private sector and
embracing an entrepreneurial spirit of discovery and cre-
ation, universities can be impactful on a whole other level
that has significant implications nationally and globally.

2.3 National and Global Impact

Remaining at this level of international cooperation can be
both fruitful and limiting at the same time. Individual and
Institutional Impact keep the emphasis of positive collabo-
rations within the realm of student and university. While
these programs can create strong impacts on the personal and
institutional level, there is further room to grow international
collaborations so they can have national and global impacts.

International programs that promote entrepreneurial
enterprises and the development of university intellectual
property into commercialized ventures will have the ability to
shape and impact society at a far greater scale than institutional
and individual levels. For many institutions, this can be a
challenge to implement as it is counter to their established
practices and can face resistance at a faculty level.

A number of universities around the world are making
entrepreneurship a priority for their students, but what is
often lost is the importance of international collaborations in
developing technology and intellectual property (IP) that can
have a global impact.

Growth within regional and global economies can be
produced through a university’s dedication to supporting
entrepreneurship and innovative IP policy for students and
researchers [5]. Coordinating with international partners
through joint ventures and research projects with an eye on
the commercialization of research makes the impact far
greater than the act of discovery. Bringing innovations to the
world and understanding global markets through interna-
tional partnerships bring an element of coordination and
global experience that students, faculty and alumni can use
to their advantage down the road.

Creating international entrepreneurial experiences for
students and faculty is a key in having a national and global
impact that creates economic prosperity and provides a pri-
mer for future technological and scientific discoveries.

Challenges to the establishment of global ventures rest at
the institutional and legal limitations of each partnering
organization. Each university must adhere to a form of
creator-owned IP policy that removes the barrier of who
owns the IP by keeping the ownership with the researchers
involved and not the university. This will fuel the desire and
opportunity for more researcher-driven ventures as it
incentivizes commercialization and limits any legal issues
that may come to pass between partnering institutions.

It is equally as important that the partnering organiza-
tions promote entrepreneurship at their universities at a
fundamental level. A creator-friendly IP policy is vital
towards promoting entrepreneurship but additional supports
such as mentoring, commercialization expertise and basic
startup programs for researchers are integral to future
success. Adding international experiences through research
partnerships and international work-integrated learning
experiences for students, such as cooperative education job
placements, contributes to the future impact of international
partnerships.

It is understandable that every university within their
national border would want to contribute and be a part of
building a strong, healthy economy through talent, knowl-
edge and, more so, the integration of the two in the simplest
form of entrepreneurship. However, many large-scale chal-
lenges (i.e. water scarcity, climate change, artificial intelli-
gence) are of a global scale, and we need to understand and
accept the importance and value of sharing and building
solutions together with other nations through collaborations.

Of the nearly 200 million students who are enroled in
universities and colleges worldwide, about 5 million of them
study at institutions outside of their home countries [6]. This
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provides a tremendous amount of mobility of knowledge,
culture, global awareness and opportunity.

And, since the world is in great need of collective
learning from one another and building healthy economies
worldwide, what could be a better opportunity to collaborate
globally to achieve prosperity for all?

3 The Wide Range of University Partnerships

Knowing that there is a range of international collaborations
possible for a university broadens its ability to find the
perfect institutional fit whether it is with another university,
private enterprise, government or NGO. Partnerships are not
limited to what can be traditionally thought of as academic
exchanges of students and ideas, but can also be viewed as
an act of collaboration that creates something neither orga-
nization could achieve on its own impact.

It is vital to weave collaborations together and build a
network of cooperation that is complementary to all parties.
Given the central role of universities to be centres of excel-
lence where society comes to educate the next generation and
find the discoveries that will drive future prosperity, ensuring
all avenues of international cooperation are leveraged will
strengthen outcomes and contribute a level of diversification
needed in our complex, globalized economy [7].

There are several examples of these varying partnerships
that can be found at the University of Waterloo.

3.1 Soochow University, University of Waterloo
and Suzhou Industrial Park Joint Institute
of Research and Education
on Nanotechnology

International partnerships can be tailored for comprehensive
impact. While these partnerships add new layers of com-
plexity to both build and sustain, they also have the oppor-
tunity to create positive outcomes that cross borders even
outside of academia.

The strong and productive research partnership between the
University of Waterloo’s Waterloo Institute for Nanotechnol-
ogy (WIN) and the Soochow University started in 2011 when
Soochow University, the University of Waterloo and the Suz-
hou Industrial Park (SUN-WIN-SIP) initiated a Joint Institute of
Research andEducation.Theobjectives of the Joint Institute are
to enable faculty at both institutions to engage in research col-
laborations, foster scholar exchange and stimulate
entrepreneurship and innovation in nanotechnology [8].

The partnership is made up of several programs and
agreements that blend research, education and commercial-
ization that are aided by SIP and Waterloo’s spirit of
entrepreneurship and creator-friendly IP policy.

The research collaboration has shown to be productive as
SUN and SIP have sponsored 24 collaborative SUN-WIN
research projects in each of the four key theme areas of
nanotechnology, namely nanoinstrumentation, nanobiosys-
tems, nanoelectronics and nanomaterials development, since
April 2012.

The first round of funding sponsored 12 projects, ten of
which received 450,000 RMB (approximately $70,000
CAD) and two of which received 750,000 RMB (approxi-
mately $150,000 CAD) over three years. In 2013, seven
additional projects were awarded 450,000 RMB each, and in
2015 five projects received the same.

During the initial phase of the collaboration process,
Soochow University’s Technology Transfer Office visited
WIN in July 2012 to learn more about the University of
Waterloo’s commercialization practices, IP policies,
entrepreneurship and faculty support. The University of
Waterloo has a progressive creator-owned IP Policy that is
unique amongst most universities around the world and has
aided in Waterloo’s researchers and students creating hun-
dreds of startup ventures that include successful technology
companies.

The partnership also brought graduate and undergraduate
students into the agreement. Soochow University and WIN
have signed agreements on collaborative educational pro-
grams for Soochow students interested in studying nan-
otechnology at the University of Waterloo, including the
Doctoral program and the 3+1+1 joint Bachelor’s/Master’s
program. In addition, WIN hosts several fourth-year Soo-
chow students for a four-month research internship program
which is sponsored by the China Scholarship Council.

This has allowed the University of Waterloo to attract top
international graduate students to WIN and the university,
and Soochow can offer their students the experience of
studying at one of Canada’s top nanotechnology labs.

Since the beginning of the nanotechnology collaboration
between the University of Waterloo and Soochow, there has
only been growth. These successes have also inspired the
exploration of creating further agreements with additional
fields of study, such as Energy and the Water Institute.

What began as an international research collaboration has
flourished into a multidimensional partnership that has had
fundamental Individual Impact, Institutional Impact and,
with the focus on entrepreneurship, National and Global
Impact.

3.2 United Nations Sustainable Development
Solutions Network

As discussed in the previous sections, universities have a
central role in bringing international partners from all sectors
of society together to face some of the most pressing
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challenges facing our world. An example of this effort that
can have far-reaching national and international implications
can be found in the partnership the University of Waterloo
established with the United Nations Sustainable Develop-
ment Solutions Network (SDSN).

The SDSN is a global initiative by the United Nations
dedicated to mobilizing the global community of scientific
and technological talent to help promote the UN’s 17 Sus-
tainable Development Goals (SDGs) and help their nations
meet their SDG targets. The majority of the work is done on
the ground in regional and national SDSN hubs that can
bring together those researchers, policy-makers and society
members who wish to help reach their nation’s SDG targets.
All of this is done in an effort to accelerate an integrated
approach to building a more sustainable world.

In May of 2018, the University of Waterloo became the
founding institution of Canada’s national SDSN hub: SDSN
Canada. SDSN Canada is the country’s hub of sustainability
action that links hundreds of researchers and organizations
that are dedicated to meeting Canada’s SDG targets.

What the establishment of SDSN Canada at the Univer-
sity of Waterloo means for the institution is twofold. First,
the University of Waterloo builds a stronger connection with
a major international organization in the SDSN and also with
the United Nations itself. Secondly, Waterloo becomes a
national beacon, in academia, government and the rest of
society, for the successful movement towards building a
more sustainable world.

This increases the number of researchers, NGOs and
universities from across Canada and the world which look to
Waterloo as a leader in sustainability research and practices.
Ten Canadian universities and NGOs have partnered with
SDSN Canada in less than a year of operation [9]. These
organizations are bringing their expertise and ideas to the
University of Waterloo because of the institution’s interna-
tional partnership.

National recognition is being paid to the University of
Waterloo, but it is important to note that the university is
also now linked with 24 other regional and national SDSN
networks from around the world. These connections are
more than reputational as they can act as greater opportu-
nities for sharing best practices and they can potentially
result in future international research projects.

While the university is seeing all of this activity, SDSN
Global and the United Nations have found a dedicated and
capable partner to lead their Canadian SDG efforts. It is a
mutually beneficial partnership that has national and global
benefits for the University of Waterloo, but this partnership
was not accidental.

SDSN Canada rests within the University of Waterloo’s
Faculty of Environment. This is the largest Faculty of
Environment in Canada with the capabilities and talent of
few other institutions within Canada, but the faculty also had

the forethought to apply to SDSN Global to be SDSN
Canada’s founding institution to see what it could become.

The projects that will stem from SDSN Canada will make
an impact on Canada’s future prosperity, and it will do so
because of this unique and successful international collab-
oration between universities and national and international
NGOs.

3.3 Risk Management, Economic Sustainability
and Actuarial Science Development
in Indonesia

University partnerships can naturally take different forms
with many different goals and partners. Universities can not
only partner with international institutions and governments,
but also be an agent of global change with the support of
their national government.

An example of this type of partnership can be found in
the University of Waterloo’s collaboration with the Depart-
ment of Global Affairs Canada (GAC), international insur-
ance companies Manulife Indonesia and Sun Life Asia and
seven Indonesian universities to create Risk Management,
Economical Sustainability and Actuarial Science Develop-
ment in Indonesia (READI) [10]. With funding support from
the GAC, Manulife and Sun Life, the READI project aims to
establish Indonesia as a regional centre of actuarial
excellence.

The University of Waterloo operates as the Canadian
Executing Agency for the project through the area expertise
of its Department of Statistics and Actuarial Science. As the
executing agency, Waterloo’s role in this multilateral,
international partnership is to help train and facilitate
long-lasting capacity within Indonesian universities to pro-
mote and train actuaries in their home institutions.

On a broader level, this partnership endeavours to
increase the number and quality of Indonesian actuarial
science graduates, strengthen the linkages between industry,
government and educational institutions in support of actu-
arial science and risk management and deepen the under-
standing of actuarial science and risk management as a
profession in Indonesia. This effort comes at a pivotal time
in the South-Asian region.

Indonesia and the entire Ring of Fire region around the
Pacific Ocean face natural disasters on a regular basis, such
as the devastating tsunami that hit Indonesia in 2004. These
incidents bring loss of life and loss of property at significant
levels. The insurance and pension industry helps provide
safety nets that keep losses from being overwhelming, which
allow people to rebuild their lives following disasters, and
helps people to build and protect prosperity.

Without actuaries, or without enough actuaries, the ability
of poor and middle-income people to access insurance,
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pensions and retirement plans is compromised, leaving
future prosperity in the wake of disasters uncertain. That is
the situation in Indonesia.

The READI partnership crosses borders and industries,
brings expertise and resources from the established Depart-
ment of Statistics and Actuarial Science and works with the
Indonesian government and partner universities to offer joint
programs. These programs include both cooperative educa-
tion opportunities to build work experience and industry
outreach to develop a pipeline of talent for the Indonesian
economy. The global business partners are also integral
when developing co-op opportunities and future job pro-
spects for those students taking part in the READI project.

Partnerships such as this are only possible with the sup-
port of all parties. If the governments on either side were
opposed to the collaboration or indifferent, it would not have
the momentum to move forward. If the industry partners
were not established, an essential piece of the project would
be missing in the form of local and sector expertise and the
loss of a recruitment partner for future actuarial talent. And,
without the buy-in from the University of Waterloo or the
seven partnering institutions in Indonesia, there would be no
capacity to run an ongoing collaboration to promote and
train the next generation of actuaries in Indonesia.

The READI project is an example of what can happen
when government, industry and institutions of higher
learning come together to solve a pressing problem that
impacts thousands of lives when they need support the most.
Every nation requires the right training and the right talent.
Sharing knowledge and expertise from one institution to an
international partner is at the heart of how international
partnerships can make a positive impact and create
long-lasting prosperity.

4 International Work-Integrated Learning:
Future of Global Talent

Well-developed and well-executed international partnerships
that universities take part in can fundamentally impact entire
disciplines and industries. The collaboration of ground-
breaking, fundamental research is only strengthened by
complementary institutions working together and leveraging
a global community of talented researchers.

At the heart of our institutions, despite all of the excep-
tional research that is done every day, our students and their
growth are our top priority. Their development and future
success will have an unprecedented impact on our world, but
it is vital that universities leverage their global connections
to offer their students a global experience that goes beyond
student exchanges and joint degrees.

Work-integrated learning and experiential education have
been instrumental in the development of students at the

University of Waterloo through its co-op program. As
pointed out in the previous section on the READI program,
it is even a sought-after aspect of that international project.
This is because co-op offers students a unique opportunity to
gain relevant work experience throughout their degree, build
a number of valuable skills outside of the classroom and earn
money to pay for their studies. These experiences also cut
down on the learning curve students face when leaving their
institution.

Building international work-integrated learning opportu-
nities takes this even further by introducing all of the ben-
efits cooperative education offers and combining them with
the benefits of an exchange student’s experience. There is no
doubt that cooperative education and student exchange
programs offer distinct benefits and opportunities [11]. It is
the experience at the University of Waterloo that the
development of truly global talent is found at the cross
section of these two programs.

Establishing these experiences does not happen overnight
and depends greatly on building international partnerships
with businesses overseas. Creating the linkages with busi-
nesses needed to build the network of job opportunities open
to students can be done through several approaches, and they
come from fostering international collaboration with their
own community. Universities of all sizes have connections
outside of their country in the form of other partnering
institutions and their alumni.

The University of Waterloo, which was founded in 1957
has more than 15,000 alumni outside of Canada in 145
countries. These international members of the Waterloo
community prove to be essential in the global expansion of
co-op job opportunities, regardless of whether they are in
roles that allow them to hire students for co-op positions.
These alumni are advocates for a co-op at the company
overseas and can act as an outpost for future placement
opportunities. Moreover, the existing international partner-
ships the universities have with other institutions can play a
significant role in developing international work-integrated
learning opportunities as the students can work in research
labs or on those research projects that have joint partnerships
with private enterprises.

It is important to note that international experiences
through experiential education should not be limited to
domestic students, but to all students. There is a natural
inclination to view international work placements as some-
thing domestic students seek out since international students
are already taking part in an international exchange program
[12]. In our experience at the University of Waterloo, this is
not true.

The University of Waterloo attracts thousands of inter-
national students to our campus, not only because of our
research and educational strengths but also because of our
co-op program. These types of international placements
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happen every term and every year. One recent international
co-op experience involved an international student who
originally came to Waterloo from India did his co-op work
term at a research lab at a partnering university in China and
collaborated with one of his colleagues in China to together
develop their own startup venture after completing their
degrees.

This student embodies what is possible when interna-
tional collaborations are combined with the power of
work-integrated learning. Developing the connections, glo-
bal perspective and work experience needed to inspire a
transnational startup venture, by the student’s own admis-
sion, could not have happened for him in India. The con-
nections we make and the prospects that they create are only
possible when we explore what is possible.

These opportunities show students that their impact can
be on more than a single city or country, but on a global
scale. They are opened up to a new culture and a new way of
thinking that goes far beyond a classroom. The future of our
world is a global one, and the right talent is needed to lead to
that future. Future leaders must possess not only exceptional
technical skills, but also the ability to look at problems
through a global lens. Only then will we have the capability
and capacity to create long-term prosperity for our world.

5 Conclusion

Partnerships offer the benefit of possibility. More ideas,
resources and expertise create more opportunities for
groundbreaking discoveries and the broadening of the per-
spectives and knowledge base of those students who take
part in international experiences. These actions of institu-
tional cooperation are integral as we look to tackle countless
global challenges. Universities that limit their view of part-
nerships to domestic partners limit what is possible and the
impact of their community of students, faculty and
graduates.

Collaborations can mean many different things to many
universities. To build a global network of partnerships that
will lead to a prosperous twenty-first century, it would be
advantageous for universities worldwide to take a holistic
approach and explore the wide range of opportunities open
to their institutions. There is no single area of collaboration,
whether it be research, student exchange or entrepreneurship
that will create the impact we need to solve the global
challenges in front of us.

University education is no longer built on the learning
from a handful of classrooms and instructors in an isolated
campus cut-off from society. Society and the global econ-
omy are best served when our universities and their com-
munity of students, scholars and staff members branch out to
develop international partners that multiply impact and

opportunities to shape a more prosperous future, domesti-
cally and globally.

As certain nations in the world, out of fear, look inward
instead of outward to build prosperity, our world is limited.
Instead, we can set a different example for the global land-
scape and work together through cohesive and mutually
beneficial partnerships. We are only limited by our institu-
tions’ drive and determination, and universities can and
should be central to this movement. We are stronger when
we work together, and with all the opportunities out there
still to be seized, now is the time for universities to look
across borders, cultures and disciplines to create lines of
communication and collaboration.
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4International Cooperation in East Asian
Higher Education

Gerard A. Postiglione

1 Introduction: The Rise of Asia

Asia is positioned to be the global economic hub by
mid-century. It accounted for 40.9% of global gross
domestic product (GDP) in 2016, an increase of 11.5% since
2000 [1–3]. Three countries—China, India, and Japan
accounted for about 70% of Asia’s total output in 2016. The
rapidly growing population of Asia stands at 4.1 billion
people or 55% of the global population. For Asia to con-
stitute more than half of global GDP by 2050, it must raise
the quality, diversity, and autonomy of its institutions of
higher education [4, 5]. Therefore, Asia needs to be strategic
in its international cooperation, with a shifting balance
between two patterns of cooperation: traditional patterns of
international cooperation with countries of the industrialized
Western world and international cooperation with the rapidly
emerging nations within the surrounding Asian region.
Eastern Asia has become the leading edge of Asia’s higher
education system. It has the largest number of students, the
greatest number of world-class universities, and a higher
proportion of students in the STEM fields (science, tech-
nology, engineering, and mathematics) [6].

Twenty universities in Asia (not including Australia)
have risen into the ranks of the world’s top 200 universities,
a pace which could see a fifth of the top 200 universities
become Asia-based by 2040 [7, 8]. It is no surprise that
international cooperation in higher education has become a
significant strategy for Asia. Asian university presidents are
globally engaged in an assortment of consortia, such as the
Association of Pacific Rim Universities, World University
Network, U21, Asia University Alliance and similar asso-
ciations. The proportion of non-local academic staff in Asia
has climbed, especially in Hong Kong. The University of
Hong Kong in Southern China has the highest proportion of
international academic staff of any comprehensive research

university in the world [9]. China also has the third highest
number of foreign students after the USA and UK.

2 New Center of International Cooperation

Eastern Asia has become the most attractive region for
international cooperation in higher education. Countries like
Japan, the Republic of Korea, Singapore, China, including
the Chinese societies of Hong Kong, Macao, and Taiwan
have a recognized tradition that highly values education.
Along with its neighboring countries, the region has some of
the most talented human resources in the world. Most
economies of eastern Asia are market-oriented. Many of its
political systems are liberal democracies. In eastern Asia,
only the People’s Republic of Korea is extraordinarily
oppressive and orders assassinations of its enemies.

There are several reasons why Asia has become a center
for international cooperation in higher education. National
borders have become less relevant than in the past. Asia has
excellent global telecommunications and a free international
flow of funds. There is also a substantial transnational flow of
commerce, communications, and ideas that are supranational
and operate beyond the effective reach of governments. Even
as boundaries become more porous and permeable, there is
growing acceptance of the view that international collabo-
ration in higher education, if done well, can be mutually
beneficial on multiple levels. There is a recognition that the
intensified international sharing of ideas, strategies of learn-
ing, and exchange of students can be of enormous value to
systems and institutions and at the same time, it is also
essential for improving the quality of teaching and research.
To this end, Asia has the motivation, goal orientation,
infrastructure, and record of efficient outcomes associated
with international collaboration in higher education [10].
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3 Regional Partnership Within International
Cooperation

Economic globalization has made it more urgent for Asia to
consider how its long-term success may become dependent
upon its ability to constitute itself as a regional block in the
same way as the European Union [11]. It already acknowl-
edges shared cultural traditions, historical affinities, and
developmental experiences. As it becomes a more regionally
integrated economic system and comprehensive free trade
zone, it will consider regionally convertible educational cre-
dentials across colleges and universities. Such a trend would
have broad implications for wider international cooperation.

While Asia’s cultural, and especially linguistic and reli-
gious, diversity exceeds that found on other continents, there
are shared themes. These include harmony, moral cultivation,
social networks, and paternal leadership. These themes con-
tinue even while there is a strengthening of civil societies in
Asia. The pre-colonial era is increasingly viewed as a time of
free trade amid harmonious interchange. For most countries,
colonialism affected statehood and forms of governance, as
well as language, schooling, and especially higher education.
While colonialism intensified cross-national difference, its
education systems led to a convergent form of schooling.

The surge of Asian values discourse of the 1980s and
1990s was tempered by the economic crisis that transitioned
the region into the twenty-first century. In the Southeast,
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) has sus-
tained itself as a symbol of regional identity and mutual
respect. In the Northeast, the complex historical legacies of
the twentieth century have not slowed the economic rise of
China, South Korea, and Japan, who share an intimate cultural
and educational heritage. These two Asian power centers,
North and South, have intensified their educational inter-
change and cooperation, with China playing an increasing
role in attracting students from other Asian countries. With a
vast landmass that spans North and South and borders with 16
countries, China has espoused a vision of shared prosperity
and harmony across the vast lands of its ancient Silk Road and
Maritime Road. China’s one-party system practices Leninist
governance supplemented by Confucian values. While it does
not aim to export its system of governance, it eschews Wes-
tern values and places a premium on social stability, economic
development, and a greater role in world affairs [12].

4 Asian Aspirations for World-Class
Standards in Higher Education

East Asia’s aspirations are reflected in the plans of its
national leaders, education ministers, and university presi-
dents. They include calling for the building of world-class
universities and are backed by excellence initiatives. These

include, for example, China’s 211, 985, and Double First
Class (shuang yiliu) programs, Japan’s Doyama Plan, and
South Korea’s Brain Korea 21 [13, 14]. A number of flag-
ship universities in Hong Kong and Singapore have attained
world-class standards. Malaysia aims to do the same.
Top-tier universities repackage cultural heritage within a
shifting international geopolitical context toward fulfilling
the penultimate Asian aspiration—to be the major sphere of
global prosperity in the second half of the twenty-first
century.

Even with diverse religious and ideological orientations
and rapid socio-political transitions, Asian societies, with
few exceptions, are noted for executive-led governance,
consensus-driven management styles, and gradual but steady
progress to democratize within slowly incubating civil
societies [15, 16].

A major challenge for international cooperation is that
higher education development across Asia is still highly
uneven, both within and across countries. Massification has
placed added pressure on the higher education systems to
promote innovative thinking within the volatile global
environment of competitive market economies [17, 18].
Asian universities are stereotyped as less able than Western
universities to promote creative thinking. Thus, international
cooperation is sometimes viewed as a way to foster more
innovative methods of teaching and learning in university.

International university partnerships are also a way to
build strategies to offset demographic effects by attracting
international students and deepening international alliances.
The average fertility rates in Singapore, South Korea, Japan,
and Taiwan are only 1.3. The fertility rate in Hong Kong,
where there are no restrictions on the number of children, are
as low as in the Chinese mainland where policy permits only
one child per household. At the other end of the spectrum are
Asian countries like Malaysia, the Philippines, Nepal,
Thailand, Bangladesh, Pakistan, and India where the fertility
rates rise above 2.1 [19]. This points to the growing
importance of international student flows within Asia and
across the globe.

The time is ripe to explore some of the fundamental
issues in international cooperation in higher education and
how they have been shaped by historical experiences [20].
Macroscopic themes such as globalization, decentralization,
and privatization continue to plow their way across the
landscape of discourse about how to reform university
governance [21, 22]. How Asia comes to reconcile these
themes has been a formidable area for exploration [23, 24].

The full potential of international cooperation for eastern
Asia continues to unfold. This process is still in its infancy,
and it would be premature to project its long-term outcome.
One should not ignore how international cooperation in
higher education is shaped to some extent by socio-historical
contexts that include cultural traditions, colonial
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experiences, and postcolonial transformations, all culminat-
ing in a set of new pressures affecting the roles and strategies
of higher education systems and institutions.

5 Emerging Trends in International
Cooperation

The forces that have fueled greater international collabora-
tion provide a starting point in this exploration of new roles
and strategies. Among the most dramatic developments
across Asia are the rapid expansion and diversification of
higher education systems and the increased prominence
being given to higher education within national development
plans. This prominence is due largely to the convergence of
five trends within the region: (a) changing demographics,
(b) the success of many countries in expanding access and
raising the quality of their primary and secondary education
systems, (c) increased integration among countries driven by
economic globalization, (d) the shift from product-based to
knowledge-based economies, and (e) improved communi-
cation and technological acceleration. In responding to these
factors, higher education institutions have been confronted
with new demands for access, quality, economic
self-sufficiency, transparency, and relevance. Many institu-
tions have responded with creative programs and strategies.
There is an imperative to search for relevant and
cost-effective approaches for juggling the competing
demands of their multiple audiences.

5.1 Changing Demographics

Demand for higher education across Asia has grown rapidly
and will continue to grow [4, 5, 25, 26]. Demand is influ-
enced by the size of the school-age population, primary and
secondary school participation and completion rates, rising
family incomes, cultural traditions, willingness of urban
households to invest in higher education, and a more com-
petitive labor market. The pattern across the majority of
countries is that more students are entering general educa-
tion, a higher percent are finishing secondary school, and an
increasing proportion of those graduates wants to continue to
higher education.

However, there is rising concern about an increase in
graduate unemployment in countries with systems of mass
higher education. In China, Japan, and South Korea, higher
education enrollments will drop as the number of secondary
school graduates shrinks. In Japan and South Korea, the
number of college enrollment places is about the same as the
annual number of secondary school graduates. With eight
million college and university graduates per year, China is
concerned about unemployment. In Japan and Singapore,

where graduate unemployment is low, governments are
pressed to consider importing talent and specialized per-
sonnel from other countries. Both Japan and Singapore look
to mainland China and other neighboring countries with an
eye to recruiting students who will sign on to short- and
long-term work contracts after graduation.

5.2 Success in Expanding Access to Primary
and Secondary Education

East Asian nations have been enormously successful in
popularizing nine years of basic schooling. Most countries
have been willing to invest heavily in basic education and,
with the exception of the top-tier universities, leave the bulk
of higher education to the private sector. The notable
exceptions have been Singapore and Hong Kong but even
there, this situation is changing as more privatization takes
hold.

The remarkable success of many countries across eastern
Asia in expanding access to primary and secondary
schooling is now fueling a sharply increased social demand
for access to higher education opportunities. This demand is
understandable and unstoppable. Primary and secondary
schools provide students with a grounding in basic literacy,
numeracy, and other vital skills while higher education offers
the depth and flexibility people need to thrive in the modern
workplace [27].

Given the important role highly educated people play in
social and economic development, investment in higher
education is viewed in the public interest. The issue is not
primary and secondary education versus higher education
but achieving the right mix among the three levels. Having
willingly saddled up to the global discourse on the knowl-
edge economy, Asian countries have opened a variety of
channels beyond primary and secondary schooling to what
was formerly the higher elite sector of the education system.
Many countries, notably China and South Korea, are even
willing to risk student unrest by such a massive expansion of
higher education.

5.3 Economic Integration

Increased economic interdependency among countries, the
speed of communications and the increasing importance of
technology in business and government have created new
demands for higher level technical, managerial, and
administrative skills. Evidence consistently shows that
countries that invest heavily in higher education benefit
economically and socially from that choice. For example,
research has found that in Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries, every
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dollar invested in attaining high-skilled qualifications results
in getting even more money back through economic growth
[28]. This investment provides tangible benefits to all of
society, not just the individuals who benefit from the greater
educational opportunities. It is reasonable to assume that, in
the robust economies of East Asia, a similar pattern would
hold true.

While most Asian countries engage in increased eco-
nomic globalization and are willing to enter a phase of mass
higher education, they are apprehensive about taking on
what is a formidable financial burden, especially for devel-
oping countries like Vietnam, Malaysia, and Thailand. There
is little choice for such nations to not only begin charging
fees but also to strongly support the private sector’s move
into widespread fee-paying higher education. Before long,
this becomes a part of international cooperation with many
Western universities setting up shop in Asia by establishing
campuses or pairing with local universities to offer new and
innovative degree programs.

5.4 Shift to Knowledge-Based Economies

International finance, business management, and national
governance increasingly depend on automation, high-speed
communication, and complex information flows that require
administrative sophistication, technical proficiency, and
analytic capacity. Secondary education alone cannot provide
the needed managerial and technical leadership for modern
business, industry, and government. Moreover, economic
and social development increasingly depends upon innova-
tion that universities have a potentially important role in
fostering. Universities can do this through their role in car-
rying out research and development and by training workers
for the knowledge economy [3, 29]. There is a widespread
view in Asia that the ability to innovate is crucial in order to
be globally competitive and that the university systems of
the West have done far better in this respect. Thus, inter-
national higher education programs become scaffolds to
bridge the innovativeness divide.

5.5 Improved Communication Systems

Improved communication systems have revolutionized
international commerce in many areas. Information about
new products and services, competitive product pricing, and
user satisfaction are instantly available and can be widely
shared. These communication systems have allowed Asian
countries to advertise their programs to potential students,
deliver online courses to students otherwise unable to access
a campus, and foster collaboration among researchers across
widely dispersed universities. Cooperation and competition

among higher education systems are no longer constrained
by weak communications. Some countries have tried to hold
back the tide by close monitoring of international informa-
tion flows. This has been less the case for educational
courses and programs and more the case for ideas and aca-
demic dialog. While countries have largely been unsuc-
cessful in stopping such issue-based academic exchanges,
they continue to try.

While demand for higher education is still rising, higher
education systems across the region are expanding chaoti-
cally. Many public institutions suffer from under-funding,
lack of vision, poor management, and low morale. While
many countries have increased their public expenditure on
education, some, like Thailand, have decreased it. Most of
Asia is below the recommended six percent expenditure of
gross domestic product on education, including China,
which has hovered near three to four percent. Malaysia, with
over five percent of GDP going to education, towers above
the rest. At the same time, low-quality private institutions
have proliferated with little effective quality control [26].

A key reason for the low quality is that, during the rapid
system expansion that has characterized the region, the
demand for qualified college and university academic staff
outstripped supply. This shortage has been exacerbated by
the ever-increasing alternative employment opportunities for
highly educated personnel within the growing economies of
the region. Many institutions lack the resources to pay sal-
aries that are competitive with private sector opportunities
available to would-be faculty members. They also face the
related challenge of holding the attention and loyalty of
those instructional staff they do hire. Many faculty hold
supplemental employment which competes for the time they
would otherwise commit to their teaching and research.
Nevertheless, there are indications that locally produced
doctorates in some leading Asian economies are competitive
with overseas returnees in terms of academic productivity
[30].

5.6 Quality

The quality of higher education institutions is a pervasive
concern in many Asian counties, a situation created, in part,
by rapid system growth without sufficient attention to the
conditions needed for success. Efforts to address concerns
about quality have often involved international collabora-
tions. These collaborations have often focused on develop-
ing faculty competence in content and pedagogy, the direct
transfer of academic programs, and assistance in designing
and implementing quality assurance programs. However,
there is no mistaking the aspirations shared by several East
Asian systems to have world-class universities and govern-
ments, notably Singapore, China, South Korea, and Japan.
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Malaysians have shown their willingness to provide the
finances necessary to propel their flagship institutions further
ahead in the international rankings. Moreover, international
strategies are assessed by flagship institutions as playing a
key role in “knowing the competition.”

5.7 Relevance

Two central aspects of relevance in Asia concern the extent
that the knowledge and skills of secondary school graduates
are aligned with the entrance requirements of higher edu-
cation institutions and the extent that the knowledge and
skills of higher education graduates are aligned with the
labor market [31]. Some countries face problems at both
points. International collaborations provide a means through
which institutions can see how counterparts in other coun-
tries have addressed these issues and can obtain the expertise
needed to address these issues in their own context.

One of the more prominent international trends affecting
universities has been the call of governments and the private
sector for colleges and universities to increase the relevance
of the education they offer and the research they conduct. This
is being felt across all dimensions of scholarship and one of
the most visible manifestations has been in the weakening of
traditional disciplinary boundaries. Academic staff are being
challenged to make their research more multi- and interdis-
ciplinary. Pragmatic traditions in business and commerce,
emergent civil societies, and dependency on international
economic trends act together to ensure that relevance embeds
itself in the guiding discourse of universities. In Asian higher
education, there has been a steady emphasis on skill-based
higher education, especially higher technical and vocational
education, to counter concerns about relevance.

In many Asian countries, higher education institutions
grapple with a tension between aligning their entrance
standards and curriculum to be responsive to students’ prior
level of learning versus aligning their curriculum to inter-
national standards. Higher education institutions that focus
too heavily on trying to meet international quality expecta-
tions are pressured to divert resources to provide remediation
and sometimes incur extremely high dropout rates as poorly
prepared students are unable to do university-level work.
The articulation between secondary and higher education
requirements is further complicated in some countries by the
responsibility for these levels of education being split
between a ministry of education and a ministry of higher
education. If communication between ministries is weak, the
alignment of the curriculum and the accuracy of expectations
tend to suffer.

Even as demand builds for greater access to higher edu-
cation, graduates in some Asian countries have difficulty
finding employment. In some cases, this is due to employers’

concerns about the quality of the education students
received. In other cases, it is because students had only
limited information about existing and projected employ-
ment opportunities, entry points for access to desired careers,
and career ladders associated with desired professions. Some
higher education institutions, such as Cantu University in
Vietnam, have undertaken graduate tracer studies and
employer surveys as a basis for assessing the relevance of
their curriculum and instruction methods. Many other higher
education institutions also benefit from doing so. China, in
particular, is paying greater attention to improving services
directed at more successful rates of graduate employment.

5.8 Access and Equity

Given the growing importance of higher education in Asia,
there is a higher expectation about the rate of economic
return to individuals with a college or university credential.
It is important that opportunity be fairly distributed. While
considerable progress has been made over the last decade,
disparities surrounding gender, ethnicity, urban/rural resi-
dence, and income disparities continue to block access. As
access across social categories rises, institutional stratifica-
tion creates inequity. While the rate of rural students’ access
to higher education increases, their representation in top-tier
universities remains low or decreases. This is also true for
opportunities in overseas higher education.

Some societies prefer sending sons rather than daughters
far away from home. In the case of students from ethnic
minority regions in China, Vietnam, and elsewhere in Asia,
many learn through their native language while learning the
national language, but they must also learn English (or
another foreign language) if they are to gain access to study
overseas. Growing inequity in higher education distorts the
distribution of benefits to society and impedes inclusive
economic and social development.

6 Rapid Growth in Private Higher Education
and International Cooperation

One of the most important implications for international
cooperation in Asian higher education is the growth of the
private sector. Across Asia, more than 35% of higher edu-
cation students enroll in the private sector, and almost 60%
of the region’s Higher Educations Institutions (HEIs) are
private. Government promotion of private providers in
higher education and the growth of private higher education
are much more significant in Asia than in other regions of
the world [26].

In China, for example, expansion would be untenable
without private higher education. Private providers relieve
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financial pressure on the government and provide more
opportunities to those who can pay for a higher education. In
2002, there were 320,000 undergraduates studying in private
colleges and universities, accounting for only 2.2% of all
China’s undergraduates. By 2006, there were 318 private
independent colleges enrolling 1,467,000 students. In 2016,
there were 1861 public and 734 private institutions of higher
education. The total revenue of private higher education
increased from 69.6 billion rmb to 95.4 billion rmb from
2012 to 2016. It represented 9.6% of all the revenue of
Chinese higher education and is expected to increase to 139
billion rmb in the future. The number of students in private
higher education increased from 5.3 million in 2012 to 6.3
million in 2016 and represents 22% of all students in higher
education. The number is expected to reach nearly eight
million by 2021 (24% of all students) [32].

Indonesia has 4274 higher education institutions, most of
which are private [33, 34]. Malaysia, the Philippines, Thai-
land, and Vietnam are moving in the same direction [35–37].
The increase in private sector involvement has raised the
issue about pubic good versus private goods. It becomes less
of an issue if the government implements proper regulatory
mechanisms for effective quality assurance. Systems are
needed to monitor and guarantee that the higher education
provided by both public and private institutions meets
quality standards. Quality assurance also ensures that all
students, including those from disadvantaged groups, have
equal access to higher education, whether public or private.
Governments alone cannot provide enough higher education
opportunities, but they can make policies and create strate-
gies for monitoring the quality and standards of educational
programs launched through international cooperation.

Each Asian country has its own regulations for interna-
tional cooperation. In Malaysia, international service provi-
ders must have a physical presence. This ensures the
provider’s legal liability within Malaysia. The European
Union (EU) frameworks such as the Bologna Declaration for
higher education have become somewhat of a model for
academic higher education in the same way as the European
Training Framework is for Technical and Vocational Edu-
cation and Training (TVET). These provide a way to view
international program structure and credit transfer. However,
implementation in Asia is a greater challenge. The govern-
ment may regulate the market, but sufficient incentives are
essential to encourage wider provision. Government subsi-
dies can be strategically employed to incentivize providers
toward rural and remote communities.

Among the options to strengthen human resource
capacity are (1) using government funds, such as the
Nazarbayev University in Kazakhstan (2) developing partner
initiatives such as the Korea International Cooperation
Agency with Uzbekistan that focuses on higher technical
and vocational education (3) Indonesia’s partnering with the

Asian Development Bank to target polytechnic colleges, and
(4) the Asian Development Bank and Vietnam’s partnering
initiative to strengthen the quality of universities [25].

7 International Cooperation Amid a Concern
About Sovereignty

As China’s leadership around the world has grown, its
university system has become increasingly engaged inter-
nationally. Hundreds of Sino-foreign joint ventures in higher
education on Chinese soil were approved. Hundreds of
Confucian Institutes for the study of Chinese language and
culture were established by the Chinese government on
foreign soil. There are plans to establish two Chinese uni-
versity campuses overseas, one in Seattle, USA and one in
Malaysia. The number of international students coming to
China continues to rise, and the number of Chinese
self-funded students leaving for overseas continues to grow.
Many who go overseas to study do not return, though the
number of returnees is on the rise as China’s economy opens
new job opportunities.

By 2013, there were 1060 approved Sino-foreign joint
ventures in higher education with 450,000 students involved.
Since 2003, there have been 1,050,000 from higher educa-
tion institutions [38]. Sino-foreign cooperation in higher
education comes with stern warnings about risks to Chinese
sovereignty, as a minister of education remarked: “Tough
tasks lie ahead for China to safeguard its educational
sovereignty as it involves our fundamental political, cultural,
and economic interests and every sovereign nation must
protect them from being harmed” [39]. Thus, the debate
about liberal studies and science education is inseparable
from the debate about the establishment of international
cooperation. The issue remains embedded within an unam-
biguous paradox, namely the difficult compatibility of three
elements within its university system: internationalization,
institutional autonomy, and educational sovereignty.

The 2003 law on educational joint ventures opened the
floodgates to hundreds of partnerships between Chinese and
foreign universities. Reforms are underway at top Chinese
universities to adapt and innovate on models of liberal
higher education customary abroad. Attention is building
about whether foreign-partnership campuses can have a
significant impact on China’s current higher education sys-
tem. These collaborations and partnerships constitute one
type of laboratory for innovative formats in higher learning.
While the jury remains out on the long-term sustainability of
international campuses, both host and guest universities will
learn a great deal from cooperation in the running of part-
nered colleges and universities [40].

The majority of international university programs are
taught and run by foreign academics, at a substantial
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premium, within Chinese universities. They are popular with
middle-class parents because they give their children the
cachet of a foreign education without the cost of studying
abroad. In a few cases, foreign universities have gone one
step further and set up full campuses with Chinese univer-
sities. Nottingham University has a campus in Ningbo;
Shanghai Jiaotong and the University of Michigan run an
engineering institute in Shanghai; and Xi’an Jiaotong and
Liverpool University have established an independent uni-
versity in Suzhou, among others. In 2013, New York
University, which already has overseas study programs in
ten countries, opened a new campus in Shanghai with East
China Normal University. It will conduct integrated classes
in humanities and social sciences, with an equal number of
Chinese and foreign students. Duke University has also
established a campus in Kunshan in partnership with Wuhan
University. Keane University, the only one that is part of a
state university system in the US, has established a campus
in Wenzhou.

The rise in Sino-foreign joint ventures has led to more
discussion about sovereignty in higher education. An
influential scholar of Chinese higher education cautions that
permitting foreign entities to hold a majority (more than
51%) of institutional ownership can lead to an “infiltration of
Western values and cultures at odds with current Chinese
circumstances” [41]. The Vice-Director of the Shanghai
Education Commission makes it clear that a Sino-foreign
venture in running an educational institute has to “make sure
China’s sovereignty and public interests are not harmed”
[42]. To do so, at least half of its board of directors have to
be Chinese citizens. A Ministry of Education official pointed
out that China’s commitment to providing access to its
educational market is larger than any other developing
country and therefore, “we must safeguard China’s educa-
tional sovereignty, protect national security, and guide such
programs in the right direction” [43]. Nevertheless, foreign
campuses have been having an increased amount of auton-
omy with less interference from the host campuses since the
2003 law on Sino-foreign cooperation. However, they must
still adhere to regulations set out by provincial level edu-
cation bureaus who exert substantial control over student
admission and financial issues.

International collaboration provides a mechanism through
which universities can access international models for pro-
moting access and equity. In the case of China, the
breakneck-paced expansion is clear as only four percent of
the 18–22 age group was involved in higher education in
1995 but had increased by 2018 to surpass 45%.

Inevitably, universities that seek to improve their quality
will need to internationalize. Some institutions view

international programs as both a way of creating an incentive
for their faculty’s improvement and a way of securing
technical assistance in capacity development.

While international cooperation can involve different
dimensions of the university’s mission, one of the largest is
in the provision of academic programs. Within East Asia,
China is somewhat unique in its role as both an importer and
exporter of higher education.

8 Conclusion: The Inevitability
of International Cooperation

Asian knowledge systems will increasingly hinge upon the
speed, depth, breadth, and changing nature of international
cooperation in higher education. The northeast Asian
countries of Japan, South Korea, and China with embedded
cultural traditions of post-confucianism already have flag-
ship universities that are considered world class. Southeast
Asia, being far more diverse in terms of cultural traditions,
as well as experiences with colonialism and statehood, has
encased their universities in the global discourse of knowl-
edge economics. Singapore leads the region in the global
ranking of its universities and Malaysia has taken major
steps to introduce excellence initiatives.

For a variety of reasons, East Asia is becoming a major
international competitor in science and technology. Zakaria’s
Post-American World and the Rise of the Rest [44] is a theme
that is reflected in China’s rapid economic upsurge. With
more students in higher education, more world-class uni-
versities, and a higher proportion who choose to study STEM
fields than in the USA, China has become increasingly
influential among developing countries in Asia. The manner
in which it internationalizes and engages with the rest of the
world will greatly determine Asia’s future. An international
survey about the advantages of internationalization has
revealed that universities are not only considering the benefits
for students but also for both the universities and their soci-
eties. There is increased value being placed on enhancing
international cooperation for building capacity and enhancing
the quality of teaching and learning. This suggests the sal-
iency of the view that internationalization is much more than
a way of improving the quality of higher education. It also
has a significantly positive effect on society [45].
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5International Collaboration as a Catalyst
for Change: The Case of Nanyang
Technological University, Singapore
2003–2017

Guaning Su

1 Introduction

1.1 Genesis

I had the honour of serving as the second president of
Nanyang Technological University (NTU) from 1 January
2003 to 30 June 2011. Following the end of my term, Pro-
fessor Bertil Andersson, whom I had recruited in 2007 as the
first Provost, continued our work as my successor. By the
end of Andersson’s term on 31 December 2017, we had
engineered, together with Emeritus Professor Haresh Shah of
Stanford University, an unprecedented transformation of a
large university in a relatively short time of fifteen years.
This transformation and a detailed account of how we did it
are discussed in our new book under preparation [1].

I was a university president in a hurry from the first day
of my presidency on the 1st of January, 2003. I began
introducing initial reforms while carrying out the govern-
ment decision to expand the university undergraduate
enrolment by 6300 students. This was to be done by building
three new schools in Humanities and Social Sciences, Art,
Design and Media and Physical and Mathematical Sciences
as part of the Singapore plan to expand the university sector.
The granting of university autonomy as well as the estab-
lishment of the National Research Foundation of Singapore
in 2006 provided the empowerment and the resources for a
thorough revamp of the leadership and the faculty to meet
the new research-intensive innovation requirements. From
the beginning of my term on the 1st of January, 2003, until
the end of Andersson’s term on the 31st of December, 2017,
the university experienced a quantum leap in international
stature as a result of dramatic increases in research output
and research quality. While rankings are incomplete mea-
surements of universities, the magnitude of NTU’s

transformation can be seen from the 2020 Quacquarelli-
Symonds (QS) World University Rankings [2] in which
NTU now ranks joint 11th in the world.

In this chapter, I shall examine the role of globalisation in
the transformation of NTU and argue that international
resources can only serve as the catalyst. Sustainable trans-
formation is not possible without meaningful and often
painful internal reform. Because of this caveat, transforma-
tions such as we achieved in 15 years are still rare events in
the chronicles of higher education.

1.2 Historical Background

NTU was founded as a practice-oriented engineering college
named Nanyang Technological Institute (NTI) in 1981. It
received its university charter by an Act of the Singapore
Parliament [3] in 1991. Singapore has always looked upon
the university as an instrument for economic growth. As a
result, the Economic Development Board (EDB) has a major
influence on manpower planning and higher education pol-
icy. As Singapore’s economy continued to develop rapidly
and the demand for engineers skyrocketed, NTI was created
to answer this need. Between 1991 and 2002, NTU devel-
oped as a professionally focused university graduating
engineers, executives, accountants and media professionals.

By 1999, Singapore’s economic strategy had shifted
towards research, innovation and entrepreneurship [4]. By
2003, when I took office, change was overdue. At a per
capita GDP of roughly USD 50,000, Singapore faced an
uphill task to ensure that our innovation and productivity
gains kept pace with GDP growth.

As President NTU, I began engineering a major trans-
formation of the university. International networks and col-
laboration played an important part. However, we cannot
simply rely on an external party to strengthen our capabili-
ties. Otherwise, the impact is gone as soon as the external
party disengages. The impact of international collaboration
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was catalytic in that it provided the role model and advice.
We still had to figure out how to overcome the natural
human resistance and create a sustainable model of excel-
lence. Here, the government, as the ultimate sponsor and
customer of the university’s output, played a crucial role.
Fundamental internal reforms were necessary if the drive of
the university was to create the necessary impact. This
internal reform is the hardest part of a university’s trans-
formation and a focus of our forthcoming book [1].

1.3 Competitive Position

In 2002, before I took office, NTUwas a regionally known and
professionally focused teaching institution. My predecessor,
Professor Cham Tao Soon, had written extensively on the
1981–2002 period in the NTUStory [5] andNTU Story Part II
[6]. NTU was used to occupying the number 2 position in a
comfortable duopoly with the National University of Singa-
pore (NUS), but in 2003, it was in danger of dropping to
number 3 in student preference. This risk arose with the entry
of a smaller, livelier and Ivy League linked rival, Singapore
Management University (SMU). SMU was set up in collab-
oration with the Wharton School at the University of Penn-
sylvania. Therewas a real danger ofNTUending up as number
3, scraping the bottom of the barrel in student intake quality.
I had to take urgent action. Very quickly in February 2003, we
announced NTU’s move towards a flexible curriculum with
many more choices of majors, minors and combinations
thereof, which we branded as the New Undergraduate Expe-
rience. This event heralded the beginning of NTU’s historic
transformation. Teaching led the way.

At the time, NTU research was industry cooperation
oriented. Top-level research was patchy. NTU had very little
mindshare in top-level international research. I realised that
simultaneous changes had to be made throughout the uni-
versity. Eventually, it took not just one, but three
high-powered individuals to achieve the ambitious goals I
had in mind back in 2003. The outcome in 2018 was way
beyond the expectations of the three of us.

1.4 Building the Team

As I was parachuted into the NTU presidency, it took me
some time to get to know the people and more time to adjust
the structure and develop a core team of like-minded leaders
to drive the transformation. From 2003 to 2005, I tapped the
existing university leadership to help out in the transfor-
mation. The result was mixed. Not all of them saw the need
to change. Some did see the entry of the third university as a
threat but were at a loss on what could be done. No one

worried about the economy passing us by and the need for
research and innovation that we are duty-bound to provide
but were unable to at the time.

The reforms stalled as we were bogged down with regular
administrative issues. There were insufficient continuity and
enforcement to push reforms on all fronts simultaneously.
On the positive side, our drive to establish three new schools
was making good progress, and all three were in operation
by 2005.

2 Seizing the Opportunity

2.1 QAFU Review, Autonomous Universities
and National Research Foundation

Fortunately, the opportunity for major reform came soon
after this. The 2005 Quality Assurance Framework for
Universities (QAFU) Review [7] endorsed our direction but
was politely critical of the ad hoc nature of change. This
supported the case I had been putting forward to move
towards a provost structure, making the appraisal process
inherited from the days as a government agency much more
academic and transparent.

2.2 University Autonomy

The 2005 meeting of the Singapore Ministry of Education’s
International Academic Advisory Panel (IAAP) endorsed the
Singapore Ministry of Education’s proposal [8] to grant
NUS and NTU autonomy, with a performance requirement
and outcome-based funding, freeing our hands in
fund-raising. I gratefully accepted the suggestion to recruit a
provost with the utmost urgency and to build the university
governance tapping well-established examples such as
Stanford. The suggestion may have come from Gerhard
Casper, President Emeritus of Stanford University, a mem-
ber of the QAFU assessment panel.

2.3 National Research Foundation

Just as important as gaining autonomy and recruiting a
provost was the establishment of the National Research
Foundation (NRF) to provide strategic research funding
within Singapore. In one stroke, the universities were freed
to make proposals for grants from the NRF with single
programme funding up to 150 M Singapore dollars, a
mind-boggling sum at the time. This sum in turn gave the
universities firepower to recruit the very best from around
the world.
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3 The Nanyang Troika

The recruitment of Bertil Andersson as Provost gave me a
partner with vision who could be trusted to push our agenda
with all his might. Haresh Shah was chair of the search
committee. When Andersson signed his contract, our core
team was complete. The third member of this Troika, Pro-
fessor Haresh Shah, was a former department chair, entre-
preneur and professor emeritus at Stanford. He was familiar
with the system at Stanford and was keen to change NTU.
He became a member of the Board of Trustees and chairman
of the board-level Academic Affairs Committee. The Troika
met for the first time in Aptos, California and brainstormed
ten significant projects. After fifteen years of hard work,
when Andersson stepped down in 2017, most of the targets
had been achieved and validated externally. What happened
between 2003 and 2017 was nothing short of miraculous.

By 2017, NTU Singapore was a highly regarded
research-intensive university with a global reputation. We
achieved our highest ever ranking at number 11 in the QS
World University Rankings in 2017 and 2020. We were also
the highest ranked Asian university in normalised research
impact.

4 The Nature of Globalisation

As an important window to the world and a wellspring of
ideas, not to mention the cradle of leaders, movers and
shakers, the modern university cannot help but globalise.
The nature and extent of globalisation differ between insti-
tutions because the mission of the university varies and
evolves with time.

As already mentioned, NTU came into being as Nanyang
Technological Institute (NTI) in 1981 on a campus
bequeathed by its predecessor Nanyang University, a Chi-
nese language university serving the Chinese community in
South East Asia (“Nanyang” to the Chinese). NTI’s found-
ing mission in 1981 was to train large numbers of
practice-oriented engineers for the Singaporean economy.
Being chartered as NTU, a full-fledged university, in 1991,
did not change the mission but broadened it to include
educating professionals in accounting and business as well
as mass communications. It was appropriate, with this mis-
sion, that globalisation had a practice rather than research
focus. Some senior leaders even actively discouraged young
colleagues from doing research on the premise that it was
irrelevant to the university.

5 International Collaboration with Top
Schools

5.1 The MIT Review

As the Singapore economy began to mature and achieve a
high GDP per capita, this vacuum in research became a
shortcoming. In 1997, the International Academic Advisory
Panel was set up by the Singapore Ministry of Education. In
1998, the Ministry commissioned a team of professors from
MIT to review NTU and sister institution National Univer-
sity of Singapore (NUS). The team recommended a change
from the British style of narrow, but deep education towards
a broad undergraduate curriculum and a renewed emphasis
on research [9].

5.2 Singapore—MIT Alliance

A deal was struck with MIT to begin a major research col-
laboration between MIT, NUS and NTU. It was dubbed the
Singapore—MIT Alliance (SMA). This was a clear signal
from the government that world-class research was deman-
ded for both NUS and NTU. SMA was a classic case of
financial considerations being used to help establish some-
what unequal research collaboration. Of course, the disparity
in capabilities cannot be too great or else meaningful col-
laboration would not be viable.

Looking back, the SMA programme was positioned well.
SMA did not only raise the level of research in both NUS
and NTU but also provided much needed affirmation that
some of our faculty can match the best in the world. This
confidence was an important prerequisite for the subsequent
transformation of both universities.

5.3 SMART

It is important to keep in mind that globalisation is a
many-to-many courtship dance. Contacts and mutual visits
are used to size each other up. The relationship is normally
polygamous. Deals are consummated all the time, just as
some deals outlive their welcome and lapse. SMA served its
purpose well. It’s follow-up, SMART, where RT stands for
research and technology was a collaboration on a more equal
basis. Today, NUS and NTU, the two flagship universities in
Singapore no longer require “foreign aid” programmes, but
instead attract collaboration from peer institutions on an
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equal basis. In addition, both universities have now become
attractive targets being wooed by others to help them raise
their levels of research.

6 International Networks

Every university worth its salt is a node in a number of
international networks of universities. This is a sweeping
statement, but nonetheless true. Consider, first of all, the
essential component of any university: the teaching faculty.
Except for a very small number of bespoke institutions such
as military academies, it is necessary to cast the recruitment
net far and wide; in other words, a world-wide search is
often best. This is globalisation on the fundamental profes-
sorial level.

What about the recruitment of students? A university
typically has a student body drawn from many countries
around the world. While those from the home country are
always the dominant component, students in most countries
around the world aspire to attend the best global universities
wherever they are physically located. Whether their dream
schools are in their home country is immaterial. Increasing
affluence also allows them to broaden the scope of their
search for the ideal university by going international.

6.1 Research Collaboration

The most globalised university activity is research. The
broad themes of research tend to follow a global consensus
and do not vary much country to country. There is consid-
erable agreement among all countries on which are the most
important problems facing mankind. It is also the nature of
research that progress is incremental and often multinational.
The more advanced university’s research, the more impor-
tant their international network is, often built by professors
for particular big problems or grand challenges.

The topology of a university’s international network is
multidimensional. At the most fundamental level, it is a
person-to-person relationship usually based on a shared
research interest. Unsaid, but very important, is that the
relationship must create a win–win situation. If the levels of
research are too disparate, one side feels exploited and taken
advantage of while the other side feels inferior and worse,
looked down upon. Neither case leads to a sustainable
relationship.

At the university-to-university level, relationships are an
aggregate of individual relationships augmented by institu-
tional links, typically in alliances and collaboration in joint
teaching and research. At this level, the matching of capa-
bilities is even more important. If there is a major gap in
capabilities, even though collaboration can still be sustained

for some time with the lubrication of funds offered in com-
pensation to the stronger partner, eventually, the weaker
partner drops out because the gains do not justify the cost.

6.2 NTU Networks

NTU, too, had these multidimensional networks back in
2003 when I began to push its transformation. The networks
were built up mainly for the 1981 mission of educating
practice-oriented engineers and for foreign policy needs,
such as those pertaining to the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN). However, by 2003, these networks
had become less relevant to serve the needs of a high income
(and therefore high cost), innovation-based and high
value-added economy where technological innovation is key
to obtaining the necessary value added. For example, the
Commonwealth Engineering Council (CEC), with partici-
pation from all former British colonies, was useful at the
beginning of NTI to provide references on curriculum and
linkages to multinational corporations. NTI even received
accolades from the CEC for having developed one of the
best engineering programmes in the world.

In 2003 when I assumed office, these links with largely
teaching universities and industry employers of our gradu-
ates were dominant, taking up both resources and attention
from management. I set out to develop international links
that would be helpful for the progress of NTU in the context
of the new demands of the nation, mainly on high-level
research. Today, NTU’s set of partners mostly come from
the top tier of research universities.

6.3 Tapping Top Schools

Having worked with MIT in the SMA Programme since the
late 1990s, MIT was a natural target. As I had a degree from
Caltech and the Caltech presidential couple David Baltimore
and Alice Huang were frequent visitors to Singapore by
virtue of their engagement with the Agency for Science,
Technology and Research (A*Star), the national research
institute, these two top-rated technological powerhouses
were attractive to engage. Of the two, I had more success
with Caltech, partly because of alumni links, but also
because MIT was quite content to let the relationship evolve
naturally without too much pushing. Another success was
our engagement with Stanford, the Silicon Valley power-
house. It is interesting to see how these engagements with
three of the very best tech schools turned out.

6.3.1 MIT
With MIT, besides the SMA programme, we had developed
collaboration between our Nanyang Business School and
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Sloan School of Management at MIT. This was the Nanyang
Fellows programme, aiming to create a small and intimate
environment for talented officials from the ASEAN region in
an MBA-like programme. The aim was political—to
develop early friendship among officials in ASEAN coun-
tries. Both the SMA programme and the Nanyang Fellows
programme involved financial benefits for MIT. We were
happy to pay the premium as both programmes benefitted
the reputation and quality of two of our biggest schools,
engineering and business. I visited MIT within a few months
of taking office, but the meetings were more courtesy calls
and reviews. MIT Provost Robert Brown was a long-serving
member and Chairman of the IAAP where we can get in
touch with him easily.

The next major move by MIT was the Singapore MIT
Alliance on Research and Technology Programme within the
Campus for Research and Technological Entrepreneurship
(CREATE), where foreign universities of high standing were
invited to set up research laboratories in Singapore. Of all the
foreign universities in CREATE, MIT probably had the best
deal with five programmes funded. NTU was not very
involved. Overall, I would say NTU benefitted from MIT due
to the good decisions from the incisive leadership of Robert A.
Brown as Chairman of IAAP as well as because of the
branding effect of participating in MIT led programmes.

6.3.2 Stanford
In 2003, I signed the Singapore–Stanford Partnership
Agreement with President John Hennessy of Stanford.
Background work on this agreement to collaborate on
environmental engineering research and conduct master’s
and doctoral programmes was done by my predecessor. It
was a typical agreement with a university with a higher
overall research achievement and reputation. Stanford had
the number 1 ranked environmental engineering programme.
Environmental engineering was a specialised area of con-
centration in NTU and an area of emphasis in Singapore’s
research strategy. Thus, it was natural to offer financial
inducements as sweeteners for collaboration. We must be
aware, however, that the capability gap cannot be too large.
No university want to have their top faculty bogged down
bringing up someone else’s faculty. It was a credit to NTU’s
environmental engineering faculty that Stanford saw it worth
their while to collaborate, financial inducement or not.

During the course of my presidency, there were other
occasions when we sought out Stanford as a partner. But the
Stanford philosophy of tight control of their faculty quality
meant that no other programme materialised. We did,
however, through Haresh Shah, benefit from the Stanford
experience as our governance framework concerning the
Academic Council, the Senate, Senate Committees and the
Advisory Committee were largely adapted from the
ready-made systems at Stanford.

6.3.3 Caltech
NTU’s relationship with Caltech was interesting and much
deeper than the links with MIT or Stanford. Among my alma
maters, I spent the least amount of time in Caltech as my Ph.
D. programme was cut short by the Singapore government’s
insistence that I return to Singapore after completing my M.
S. which I had finished in three quarters. I am most grateful
to Caltech though, not only because I had a fellowship with
no strings attached, but because a Caltech GPA of 4.0
opened many doors when I did resume applying for doctoral
admissions.

Caltech also had a close relationship with the Singapore
national research institutes, its president, Nobel laureate
David Baltimore having struck up a relationship with the
Chairman of A*Star, Philip Yeo, upon the launch of Sin-
gapore’s ambitious biomedical initiative in 2000. David and
his wife Alice Huang, a formidable scientist in her own
right, were frequent visitors to Singapore. We were to
become good friends. Philip Yeo invited Caltech to send a
team to review NUS and NTU with a view towards estab-
lishing a new pharmaceutical chemistry programme. David
Tirrell, then Head of the Chemistry and Chemical Engi-
neering Division at Caltech, now provost, led the team.

At the time of the Caltech visit, NTU was just beginning to
assemble the leadership for the new School of Physical and
Mathematical Sciences while NUS had a strong and
long-established chemistry department. The Caltech team
recommended that A*Star establish the new chemistry pro-
gramme in NTU where a fresh start was possible without any
baggage from the past. I took a personal interest in the project
as a Caltech alumnus, with the help of Freddy Boey, Chair of
the School of Material Science and Engineering, and later Lee
Soo Ying whom I recruited while he was on sabbatical at
Berkeley after having stepped down from his Vice Provost
position at NUS. Appointed Dean of Physical and Mathe-
matical Sciences, he was a tremendous help tome in recruiting
outstanding young faculty. Some of the recruits were from
NUS which earned us howls of protest from their president.

What A*Star wanted was a strong pharmaceutical
chemistry programme. Consistent with David Tirrell’s
findings, we set out to recruit young and promising faculty.
To ensure good quality control, we proposed to recruit the
young faculty jointly with Caltech and have them spend two
years teaching and conducting research there before coming
back to NTU. Obviously to make it worth their while, there
were financial sweeteners for Caltech.

When we finally submitted what we thought was a win-
ning proposal to A*Star, word came back that it was too
expensive on a cost per Ph.D. graduated basis. But of course,
this approach of building up faculty at the same time as
students cost more. However, in the long run, it is more
effective as we are building up our faculty at the same time
as producing Ph.D.’s. Having world-class faculty is
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immeasurably more effective than sending groups of Ph.D.
students to top schools.

What A*Star failed to take into account was the more
important capability build-up in NTU research that would be
a continuing source of high-quality Ph.D. graduates specific
to industry requirements. Nevertheless, chemistry turned out
to be one of our bright spots as we rose in stature and
international reputation. Our relationship with Caltech
helped significantly in the international exposure of our early
recruits in 2004 which contributed to the prominence of
NTU chemistry today.

6.4 Competing for Research Centres
of Excellence (RCE)

Research Centres of Excellence were the flagship pro-
grammes of the NRF, each centre funded at SGD 150 M or
about USD 120 M. There were to be five centres budgeted.
Each centre would be affiliated with a university and spend
their budget over 5–10 years. As NTU did not have a tra-
dition of high-level research, we lacked the international
network from which we could try to recruit top scientists to
lead the programmes. Most people did not think NTU stood
a chance competing with NUS and expected all five centres
to be won by NUS.

We were in a precarious position. It was impossible to
pull ourselves up by our bootstraps. Even with an external
inject, Professor Tony Woo, Vice President (Research)
recruited from the University of Washington, Seattle, the
quality of NTU proposals that floated to the top were of
insufficient quality.

We achieved a final tally of 3 for NUS, 2 for NTU. The
two NTU wins were the Earth Observatory of Singapore
(EOS) and the Singapore Centre for Environmental Life
Sciences Engineering (SCELSE).

6.4.1 Earth Observatory of Singapore
An evenmore important effect of our relationshipwithCaltech
led to NTU winning two major research competitions. The
first one led to the establishment of the Earth Observatory of
Singapore (EOS) at NTU. We were able, for the first time, to
recruit a prominent Caltech professor, Kerry Sieh, to NTU,
who helped uswrite thewinning proposal.What stood out also
was the willingness of Kerry to give up his Caltech position
with life tenure and come toNTU full timewhich really means
tenure to the age of 65. In light of the life tenure system in the
USA, this was a tremendous sacrifice.

With Kerry at NTU, we had established in one stroke a
world-class observatory of the natural and man-induced
disasters in the South East Asia ring of fire, conducting

research on earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanos and climate
change due to global warming. Not only did this fill a vac-
uum in one of the hot spots of the world, but the close
cooperation with local authorities in Singapore’s neighbours
also earned us considerable goodwill. For NTU, the award of
the USD 120 M grant was a tremendous affirmation and
morale booster. The significance of the EOS award goes
beyond this. It demonstrated that NTU could hold its own in
competition with NUS for these mega-grants and that we
had the necessary creativity to chart our own path rather than
compete where others had a head start. An immovable bar-
rier had been breached, so to speak.

By this time, Jean-Lou Chameau had taken over from
David Baltimore as President of Caltech. I knew Jean-Lou
from his outstanding work at Georgia Tech where he was
Dean of Engineering and later Provost, one of the triumvi-
rate leadership at Georgia Tech responsible for their rapid
rise in recent years. So, it was in friendly discussion with
Jean-Lou that we applied the finishing touches to Kerry’s
move to NTU, including the price we paid for Kerry’s tec-
tonics movement instrumentation in Sumatra.

6.4.2 Singapore Centre for Environmental Life
Sciences Engineering

There was one final touch by Caltech on NTU’s research
excellence. Jean-Lou Chameau had been invited as Caltech
president to be a member of Singapore’s IAAP. Next to the
indefatigable Robert Brown, the President of Boston
University, he was probably the most eloquent advocate of
well-constructed and articulated research proposals. Our
research proposal for the final round of the NRF’s Research
Centres of Excellence grant calls had everything. We pro-
posed to establish the Singapore Centre for Environmental
Life Sciences Engineering (SCELSE). Tapping the tremen-
dous progress in genetic sequencing and inspired by
gene-sequencing pioneer Craig Venter’s voyage around the
world to collect the genetic makeup of oceans, we proposed
investing in the sequencing of microbial communities and
developing engineering techniques to put them to use or to
influence their behaviour. Not only would this effort create a
new engineering discipline, it held out tremendous promise
for environmental remediation and bodily infection inter-
vention. Moreover, our Principal Investigators comprised
not just NTU faculty and world-renowned authorities com-
ing to NTU but also faculty in NUS, our local competitor.
Rumour has it that this was the only proposal ever passed
unanimously. Robert Brown and Jean-Lou Chameau’s
influence no doubt loomed large in such a deliberation. This
move set up a collaboration model between the two Singa-
porean universities, often bitter rivals, creating a positive
atmosphere of working for the national good.
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6.5 National Research Foundation, Autonomous
Universities and New Talent

Singapore’s National Research Foundation made big
resources available for competition by the major players,
namely NUS, NTU and A*Star, the national research
organisation. As autonomous universities, NUS and NTU
became not-for-profit corporations, freed from the con-
straints of government processes and procedures. One par-
ticular outcome was the welcome ability to tailor
compensation packages for exceptional academic talent.
Coupled with the opportunity to win big research grants up
to 120 M USD, this allowed both NUS and NTU to bring in
exceptional senior faculty. Once the compensation barrier
was breached, the horizon opened up suddenly for recruiting
top talent at all levels including Assistant Professors.

In NTU, we created the Nanyang Assistant Professor
(NAP) scheme in 2007 to bring in exceptional young talents
through contact with the top laboratories around the world.
Subsequent to NTU establishing the NAP scheme, the
National Research Foundation set up the NRF Fellows
scheme aimed at recruiting some of the best young principal
investigators (PI) from around the world to Singapore. NTU
worked hard to attract a fair share of the Fellows to NTU.
The selection of the Fellows was entrusted to an interna-
tional panel of prominent authorities in various areas of
research and industry. I was the only Singaporean among
them. We kept the work of the selection panel very low key
to minimise lobbying problems.

NTU has had numerous collaboration programmes with
international universities. These have tended to be specific
programmes such as SMA with MIT, the
Singapore-Stanford Partnership for environmental engi-
neering and water treatment, Harvard Business School for
our Asian Case Centre, and Carnegie Mellon for our M.Sc.
in Financial Engineering. In each of these programmes, we
learned something from the more advanced partner. We in
turn are courted by many universities to collaborate with
them, often with the backing of political relationships. Of all
the foreign country relationships, the most important and
most interesting is China.

6.6 China Programmes

Way back in 2003, when China’s global influence was still
small although growing rapidly, I had already determined
that the engagement of China, tapping our Chinese speaking
Nanyang University heritage, was a useful competitive
strategy. We already had a head start with our so-called
Mayor Class. This programme started in 1992 when para-
mount Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping suggested learning
from Singapore. This was a one-year full-time Master

programme taught in Chinese, aimed at educating Chinese
senior officials in “Managerial Economics”. This prepared
them to manage market economies as required when China
opened up with its reforms. It was dubbed the Mayor Class
by the media as many of the officials became mayors of
cities and beyond upon return to China. Building on the
success of this programme, by the end of my term, we
counted seven China-related master’s programmes.

Besides the original Mayor Class, we added a more
general Master of Public Administration, referring to both as
Mayor Classes. The business school added an Executive
Master of Business Administration, and the National Insti-
tute of Education added a Master’s in Educational Admin-
istration. It was dubbed the Principal’s Class. The Nanyang
Technopreneurship Centre added a Master in Techno-
preneurship and Innovation. The Business School added a
Master of Finance. Later, when the Central Organisation
Department of the Chinese Communist Party issued an edict
prohibiting party cadres from obtaining a foreign degree on
government time and expense, our focus shifted to
short-term courses and younger candidates and officials
under different jurisdiction such as those from uniformed
services and corporations.

As a result of these efforts, NTU has today over 20,000
senior-level alumni in China spread over all 35
provincial-level entities. A degree-conferring convocation
ceremony has been held in China with all the pomp and cir-
cumstance of the home campus every year, at which the eve-
ning is devoted to building alumni relations and networks.

The impact of this important alumni network is yet to be
fully felt, but with China jostling with the USA for world
leadership, it will have an important, although as yet unde-
termined, impact on NTU, Singapore and the South East
Asian region. The positive influence of NTU’s China pro-
grammes on Singapore–China relationships has been, how-
ever, quite clear.

7 Conclusion

In this chapter, I have used the NTU example to illustrate
how the Troika, itself a result of international relationships,
was able to tap international collaboration to make possible
the quantum leap at NTU. At first glance, one may attribute
this to our globalisation efforts.

The benefits of globalisation are twofold. First, it pro-
vides good reference points to illustrate what is possible, and
then it demonstrates the kind of actions necessary to do
better. The reforms must initiate the right kind of behaviour;
while at the right time, the system must lock in the desired
changes.

Ultimately, the reforms at NTU were successful because
we seized the opportunity and put in place mechanisms to
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keep and sustain the gains. For this, we attribute the
achievement to the Troika, subject of a coming book on the
rise of NTU being written by the three of us.

7.1 The Role of Globalisation
in the Transformation of NTU

I had a wide-ranging globalised exposure in my education
and work experience prior to coming to NTU. My under-
graduate and postgraduate studies stretched over three
countries—Singapore, Canada and the USA. My Alma
Mater comprises five universities: the University of Alberta,
Caltech, Singapore, Stanford and Harvard. My work expe-
rience in defence research also helped build me up to an
international level that led to collaboration with Sweden,
France, Australia, the UK and the USA. As serendipity
would have it, while the search for the second NTU Presi-
dent was taking place, I was at Stanford studying the Silicon
Valley entrepreneurship ecosystem. Not only did I get to
know Haresh Shah there, but my links with Stanford and the
Silicon Valley turned out to be very useful in the globali-
sation journey of NTU.

NTU’s strong international relationships were further
enhanced when we led the way in the formation of the
Global Alliance of Technological Universities (GlobalTech),
inaugurated in 2009 with seven universities across three
continents. The alliance was formed on the basis of a com-
mon pursuit by these seven technological universities to
improve the human condition and bring benefits to mankind,
employing the technologies available. The founding mem-
bers were Imperial College London, ETH Zurich, Caltech,
Georgia Tech, IIT Bombay, Shanghai Jiao Tong, and NTU.
The alliance is useful for branding ourselves with these top
institutions.

From a position in the wilderness, Nanyang Technolog-
ical University (NTU) has risen rapidly. The university is
ranked joint 11th in the 2020 QS World University Rank-
ings. Although international collaboration played an
important part in this transformation, its influence is in
surprising and non-traditional areas. It is easy to overesti-
mate the importance of globalisation as it is a convenient
scapegoat to blame for failure. The fundamental reason for
NTU’s rise is entirely internal.
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6Making Ideas Work for Society: University
Cooperation in Knowledge Transfer

Jozef Ritzen

List of abbreviations
EU European Union
GDP Gross domestic product
KT Knowledge transfer
OECD Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development
R&D Research and development
UAE United Arab Emirates
WEF World Economic Forum

1 Introduction: KT (Knowledge Transfer)
as an Imperative for a University

1.1 It’s Ideas That Count for Progress

It was a shock when economists (in the 1950s) realized that
economic growth could only partly be accounted for by
investments in buildings, machines, and land (“physical
capital”). The “wealth of nations” [1] was apparently not
only in physical capital as Smith (and with him most
economists) had believed for some 200 years. The part of
economic growth not explained by physical capital, the
“residual,” was attributed to ideas and knowledge derived
from research and incorporated in people [2]. The 2018
Nobel Prize for economics was awarded to Paul Romer in
recognition of his contribution to deepening our under-
standing of the roles of ideas and well-trained (wo)man-
power as drivers of sustainable economic growth [3].

Ideas arise everywhere, but they are more likely to be the
result of organized research as happens in universities or
other research institutes. The ideas and the new knowledge,
however, may easily remain in the confines of the university

halls and rooms. Making them work for society is the topic
of this chapter, with an emphasis on how university coop-
eration can contribute in this respect.

1.2 KT as an Imperative for a University

Universities are known to provide education and to do
research. Beyond these goals, universities should also pur-
sue, according to their charters, “knowledge transfer”
(KT) or “knowledge valorization.” Universities can have a
substantial impact on the economy of the world, their
country, and in particular, their region, through KT. KT is a
term used to encompass a broad range of activities to support
mutually beneficial collaborations between universities on
the one hand and businesses and the public sector on the
other hand. These collaborations tend to enhance, first and
foremost, the economic growth of the region as most of the
benefits of the new knowledge, whether patented or not,
contribute most directly to the places where the knowledge is
generated.

KT of a university is described as a “contact sport;” “it
works best when people meet to exchange ideas, sometimes
serendipitously, and spot new opportunities” [4]. Technology
transfer is a subcategory: It concerns the transfer of inno-
vative solutions to problems that are protected by different
intellectual property rights.

Unlike in education and research, collaborations in KT
over long distances are mostly among the top universities in
the world. For other universities, the collaborations are
mostly in the region or are in the form of “learning from each
other’s experiences.”

1.3 Content of This Chapter

Making ideas work for society: That is the role which uni-
versities have in addition to education and research. Sec-
tion 2 presents the development of the awareness of KT in
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universities and in society at large. These days, most uni-
versities around the world have recognized the importance of
contributing to society through KT—often with the univer-
sities in Silicon Valley as shining examples. The awareness
of KT as one of the drivers of innovation has been increasing
in the past decades. Innovation itself is increasingly recog-
nized as an important driver of sustainable economic growth.
Countries strive to be high up on the international innovation
ranking index.

This book is written in the context of King Abdulaziz
University in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. All of the oil-rich
countries on the Arabian Peninsula strive toward less eco-
nomic dependency on oil revenues. In Sect. 2.3, we briefly
discuss the role of innovation toward decreased oil
dependency.

In Sect. 3, we explore in more detail KT at the level
where it happens: the individual university and its impact on
the region. In Sect. 4, we consider the crucial factors, which
contribute to valorization and how to organize KT in a
university. In Sect. 5, we look into existing forms of coop-
eration, and Sect. 6 presents conclusions.

2 Competitiveness Through Innovation;
Innovation for Less Oil Dependency

2.1 Valorization and Innovation

In 1938, one of the first university spin-offs was created by
Bill Hewlett, a student of Stanford University, encouraged
by his Professor Fred Terman to start a company based on an
idea from his own master’s thesis. He then founded, together
with his colleague David Packard, Hewlett-Packard Com-
pany. HP became a huge success: It was ranked 24th in 2004
and 48th in 2018 out of 500 best prospering companies in
the USA [5].

HP was the beginning of Silicon Valley: the notion that
the proximity between the university knowledge of top
universities and business could create high technology
agglomerations, with high economic growth as a result.
However, being a top university does not automatically
imply a high contribution to the region through KT: Several
high-quality universities such as Berkeley, Cal Tech,
Columbia, Chicago, Harvard, and Johns Hopkins have
hardly played a vital role as incubators for the high-tech
industry in the region. Varga concludes: “The same uni-
versity research expenditure was associated with dramati-
cally different levels of innovation” [6].

Learning from success stories about the links between
business and universities is high up on the policymaker’s wish
list. Governments call on university leadership to take up the
“third goal” of the university (KT) with the same dedication as
the first (education) and second (research) goals.

Continental Europe has had a mixed experience with
knowledge transfer. In the postwar period (after 1945), the
universities, in particular, the technical universities, were
important to regain a competitive edge in production in the
electronics sector, in the chemical sector, in car manufac-
turing, and in mechanical equipment, only to mention
examples. However, in the period of the rapid expansion of
universities from 1965 onwards, the relations with industry,
as well as with the region, became looser. The period of the
1990s presented a turning point. It was felt that the European
economies had lost their comparative international strength
and that this needed to be mended by increased innovation.
Knowledge-driven innovation became a key word.

At that time, the European continent was recognized as
having a comparative advantage in creating knowledge and a
comparative disadvantage in transferring it to other sectors
and turning it into innovation and growth. Europe has pro-
duced and continues to produce a comparatively large
amount of basic research (around 30% of the world’s scien-
tific publications) with less than 8% of the world’s inhabi-
tants. At the same time, it used to be unable to get much
industrial innovation and economic growth out of it. This
phenomenon was widely known as the “European paradox.”
The “European paradox” was explained as resulting from
“institutional factors” [7] like the lack of communication
between scientists about current research, the lack of sharing
information ahead of wider publication, and limited networks
connecting people in companies, universities, research
institutes, and elsewhere. The limited university autonomy in
many EU countries is hampering KT [8].

The EU set up the Horizon 2020 program (see Web site
Horizon 2020) to promote smart, sustainable, and inclusive
growth for EU states through research and innovation. The
scale and scope of the Horizon 2020 program expanded the
past EU frameworks by funding a wide range of diverse
activities along the whole value chain, from basic research
all the way to market uptake.

The importance of industry-academia links is evident in
the strategies of many universities in countries like Finland,
Germany, Ireland, Norway, the Netherlands, and the UK.
However, in many EU countries, the challenge to make
university ideas work for society has hardly (as yet) been
taken on.
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The success of these strategies can be gauged by the
competitiveness of the countries. This is the topic of the
following subsection.

2.2 Countries Ranked by Level of Innovation

KT contributes to the competitiveness and the level of
innovation of the country. Countries are keen to see them-
selves high on the ranking of innovation. Rankings on
innovation make the headlines in the financial and economic
newspapers. The general pattern of rankings of countries is
well illustrated with the Bloomberg ranking of countries and
sovereigns based on their overall ability to innovate [9]. This
ranking identifies the top 50 countries by level of innovation
with the metrics presented in Table 1.

Other rankings, like that of the World Economic Forum
(WEF), are more sophisticated [10]. In 2018, the top 10
ranked economies over the last four years were: 1.
Switzerland 2. Netherlands 3. Sweden 4. United Kingdom 5.
Singapore 6. USA 7. Finland 8. Denmark 9. Germany 10.
Ireland. Northern Africa and Western Asia with 19 econo-
mies show that Israel (11th world wide) and Cyprus (29th)
achieved the top two spots in the region for the sixth con-
secutive year. Third in the region is the United Arab Emi-
rates (38th). It should be noted, however, that the WEF
report does not include KT from universities as one of the
main drivers of sustainable economic growth.

2.3 Innovation in Resource-Rich Countries

This book is written by authors associated with the King
Abdulaziz University, Saudi Arabia: a resource-rich country.
Oil-rich countries like those in the Arabian Gulf have almost
since their inception strived for innovation as a way to

become less dependent on oil, both in terms of GDP, or as a
percentage of government revenue or as a percentage of
exports. They are, however, generally not high on the list of
the most innovative countries, despite these efforts. Albas-
sam [11] documents that these efforts have not been very
successful in the period 1970–2015, while at the same time,
countries like Norway (oil), Chili (copper), Botswana (dia-
monds), and even the UAE (oil) have become less dependent
on their natural resources.

The road toward less oil dependency is paved by inno-
vation, in which KT from universities is an essential
part. Yet, KT still has a long way to go in many of the
oil-rich countries in the Arabian Gulf. A higher place on the
list of the most innovative countries would be important.

In the next section, we discuss the research findings on
the way KT works out for the region in which the knowledge
creation takes place.

3 Knowledge and the Region

3.1 The Distributed Impact of Knowledge

The first study to show that investments in new knowledge
have by and large local effects is from Jaffe [12].1 He
demonstrated empirically the effects of public research and
development (R&D) on innovation in relation to the distance
between the spot of origin of the new knowledge and its
economic impact. The number of patents was used as an
indicator for the production of new knowledge. He shows
that public R&D has a strong locational impact: the higher
the public R&D in the region, the more patents in that
region. This is explained by the “spillovers” of knowledge

Table 1 Metrics for innovation
ranking

Six equally weighted metrics were considered and their scores combined to provide an overall score for
each country from zero to 100

1. Research and development: Research and development expenditure as a percentage of GDP

2. Manufacturing: Manufacturing value-added per capita

3. High-tech companies: Number of domestically domiciled high-tech public companies—such as
aerospace and defense, biotechnology, hardware, software, semiconductors, Internet software and services,
and renewable energy companies—as a share of world’s total high-tech public companies

4. Postsecondary education: Number of secondary graduates enrolled in postsecondary institutions as a
percentage of cohort; percentage of labor force with tertiary degrees; and annual science and engineering
graduates as a percentage of the labor force and as a percentage of total tertiary graduates

5. Research personnel: Professionals, including Ph.D. students, engaged in R&D per 1 million of the
population

6. Patents: Resident utility patent filings per 1 million of the population and per $1 million of R&D spent;
utility patents granted as a percentage of world total

Source [9]

1This section draws on a study of the Central Planning Office (CPB) of
the Netherlands [13].
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toward that region. His findings have been corroborated by a
large number of other studies which looked at Austria,
France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden, and the EU as a
whole. However, the impact of new university knowledge on
the region differs substantially between sectors: It appears to
be substantial in sectors like pharmaceuticals and medicine,
optics, electronics, and nuclear technology, but less so for
chemical products or metal products.

R&D investments not only lead to more patents in the
region, but also to more product innovations (patented or
unpatented) [14]. That effect is even stronger than on
patents. This and other studies confirm the hunch that the
application of new knowledge is more likely to happen close
to the place where it is originated, simply because of the
contacts between the people who invent and those who
apply. Of course, this does not exclude the application of
new knowledge on a long distance. For example, interna-
tional firms realize new knowledge through central research
institutions or countries with central research facilities in
selected areas. The personal factor in generating innovation
close to the university is borne out by the larger number of
partnerships between firms and universities close to the
university [15–17].

In general, one expects smaller firms to benefit more from
the proximity of (new) university knowledge. Yet at the
same time, larger firms may prefer to locate their

research-intensive production or their research laboratories
close to a university with a comparative edge in their sector.
It is then not surprising that Audretsch and Vivarelli [18] for
Italy and Ponds et al. [19] for the Netherlands find that both
large and small companies in the region benefit from the
presence of a university. Also, Ghinamo [20] finds from an
analysis of 44 papers on the impact of the university on the
region that these support the existence of a genuine spillover
effect of university research on regional innovation. To be
sure, the studies quoted above are just examples of a large
number all with the same conclusion: The region benefits
substantially from KT.

This makes us curious as to the measures used to come to
this conclusion of substantial benefits and what the impact is
of the universities on the region according to these measures.

3.2 Measuring Impact

Impact is part of the “performance” indicators of KT. The
other two are: inputs and outputs. Table 2 gives an overview
of these three categories of performance indicators.

The Horizon 2020 program of the EU uses 23 similar
performance indicators. They add the leverage of venture
funding as well as the relation with KT with societal chal-
lenges to the performance indicators.

Table 2 Classification of
indicators of KT performance

Categories Indicators

Inputs Resources: R&D expenditure; university’s governmental income; non-government
donations, grants and contracts; industry sponsorship of university research; scholarships;
and number of researchers
Researchers’ capabilities: number of publications, citations, projects, and reports or
patents done in the past
Researchers’ motivation: number of previous industry contracts in the
department/university; number of strategies concerning industry–university cooperation in
the department/university; amount of resources dedicated to support cooperation in
department/university; and perception of researcher about the benefits from the cooperation
with industry
Firms’ absorptive capabilities: quality certificates (ISO); previous collaboration with
academia; membership of some association or research group; number of scientists; and
structure of employees by occupation and education
Firms’ motivation: number of previous contracts with universities; involvement with
university (e.g., alumni, lecturer); and perception of the firm about the benefits from the
cooperation with university

Outputs Patent applications; patents; license revenues; publications; joint publications; postdoctoral
or doctoral positions offered within alliance; joint supervision; master and/or doctoral
theses; secondment of researchers; intensity of collaboration; spin-offs; meetings; seminars;
and workshops

Impact GDP per capita; total factor productivity; productivity renewal indicator; number and share
of high-growth enterprises; renewal rate of enterprises; share of inward FDI per GDP;
knowledge intensity of production; success of spin-off companies; productivity growth;
turnover growth, export growth, the increase in exports created by new inventions; net
increase of jobs, employment growth; recruitment of graduates; and science citation index

Source [41], p. 20
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3.3 Evidence on the Impact of Universities
on the Region

Regional scientists have extensively studied the economic
impact of universities in the community [21–24]. The impact
of the university on the region goes far beyond KT as Wylie
and the contributors to his book show [25]. “Universities can
affect the lives of many members of the community via their
applied research and aspiration raising activities. They create
new knowledge, realize it commercially and fix it locally.”
Lambooy gives an overview of the different types of eco-
nomic effects as indicated in Table 3 [26].

Originally, the impact on the region was mostly assessed
through employment in the university and the expenditures
from students, using regional multipliers [27, 28]. Subse-
quently, Biggar Economics [29] also included KT activities.
The total economic impact of the League of European
Research Universities (LERU) with 23 participating uni-
versities was computed at 71.2 billion Euros, of which
almost one-third was generated by KT (technology licens-
ing, consultancy, contract and collaborative research, spin-
outs and start-ups, research and science parks, workforce
training, and staff volunteering).

In evaluating the role of KT, it turns out that it is often the
combination of the supply of well-trained young people and
knowledge valorization which makes the difference (see for
example [30] for the USA or [31] and [32] for European
examples). Knowledge valorization enhances the chances
that the graduates of the university remain in the region. This
is, of course, relevant in regions with a shrinking and aging
population such as Finland [33]. Universities can be
important for the investment climate which in turn might
seduce firms to locate near to a university.

Grant analyzed 6679 impact case studies of the 2014
Research Excellence Framework (REF) in UK [34] and finds
that larger institutions make large contributions to fields such
as “Clinical guidance” and “Dentistry,” while small institu-
tions make a greater than anticipated contribution to fields

such as “Sports,” “Regional innovation and enterprise” and
“Arts and culture.”

DeVol et al. [35] have made a ranking of the best US
universities for technology transfer, with the University of
Utah heading the list. The research done at Global Univer-
sity Leaders Forum (GULF) (made up out of the leaders of
27 top universities from 11 countries) is mostly connected to
a business in the fields of life sciences and computing. A list
of the 20 companies that co-publish the most papers with
academics is dominated by major IT firms such as Microsoft,
IBM, and Google and by large pharmaceutical companies
such as GlaxoSmithKline and Pfizer2 (see Fig. 1).

Worldwide the WEF has published the ranking of the
regions which score highest in international patent filings
and scientific publishing. These are listed in Table 4.

Notice the close correspondence between countries by
level of innovation and the regions of innovation.

This section brings us to the question of how to organize
KT so as to gain the maximum benefits for the region and
the country.

4 Organizing Innovation Systems:
Making KT Work

4.1 Institutional Setting: Triple Helix

KT does not happen by itself, but requires an institutional
setting in which the different actors (knowledge suppliers
and knowledge users) find each other easily or are even
partners, plus incentives which make the actors move in the
right direction. In general, one may say that KT has the best

Table 3 Economic effects of a
university

Example

Employment at the university Number of jobs at the university and related institutions

Income of the university State contributions, tuition fees, financial benefits, e.g., from book
sales and merchandising

University spending Purchase of goods and services by the university

Income and spending of
university employees

Wages, salaries, and social security costs. Expenditures in shops, on
entertainment and culture, and on public transportation

Labor market effects Delivery of educated labor. Heightened productivity effect

Spin-off business Companies founded by (former) students and university employees,
whether employing academic knowledge and technology

Marketing of knowledge The sale of knowledge in a variety of forms: from ideas and courses, to
patents

Source [26]

2At the background of the strong links between university research and
industry in the pharmaceuticals sector may have been the downsizing of
the research capacity in the drugs industry in favor of an investment
into putting new drugs into clinical trials, while they are looking for
smaller biotech firms and universities for the early-stage innovation.
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chances for success in a compact between the university and
the region, often termed the triple helix. This helix has three
parties: the local government, the university, and both the
public and the private sector [36]. A compact ensures joint
strategies. Increasingly universities and regions learn from
each other or cooperate in realizing the economic and social
benefits from KT from the universities through joint research
between universities and industry, start-ups, scale-ups
combined with other forms of cooperation (for example, in
the education area), as well as with a social commitment of
the university toward its setting: the region in which it
located. This requires an engagement of the university in
incentivizing KT (as we see in Sect. 4.2). But it also needs
engagement from the region. This applies not only to the
regional government but also to the business community and
the public sector in the region. An important element to
make cooperation succeed is the availability of angel and
venture capital.

Regions with well-developed compacts clearly show
substantially more socioeconomic progress compared to
regions in which there is little connection between the dif-
ferent partners.

KT goes substantially beyond the patenting of university
innovations. Patents can be a source of valorization if they
can be applied either by third parties or by university
start-ups. But the majority of the valorization comes through
new products, improvements in products, or in production
technologies which are difficult to patent. The use of new
knowledge contributes to a comparative advantage for the
first mover. This is also relevant in the context of open
science (see Sect. 4.5).

The size of public research is clearly recognized as con-
tributing to innovation. All of the top clusters in innovation
in Table 4 receive substantial amounts of public funds [37].
Yet, these funds are often targeted as a result of “industrial
policy” toward knowledge creation in the university which is
closely related to the business sectors in the region. This
underlines that the triple helix not only involves the region.
It is best suited for innovation if the national level is inclu-
ded as well.

The institutional framework for KT requires university
autonomy in close harmony with the accountability of public
universities to their funding agent [8], which is often the
public (i.e., the government).

Fig. 1 Connection between GULF universities and industry. Key: Node color = institution FWCI (Field-Weighted Citation Impact); Node
size = number of publications; Thickness of line = number of co-publications; Color of line = collaboration FWCI. Source [42]
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A regional triple helix compact is a good starter for KT,
but does require the follow-up of actions at the university
level, for universities to be successful in KT.

4.2 Readiness of Universities for Innovation

The EU and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) have analyzed what it takes for a
university to be successful in KT. This happens to resemble
closely the insights of Pertuzé et al. [38]. The combined
EU/OECD analysis has resulted in a self-assessment tool:
HEInnovate [39]. Eight key areas are distinguished for the
capacity of the university to contribute to innovation in the
region and beyond:

1. Leadership and governance: Strategically, strong gover-
nance and good leadership are required for
entrepreneurship

2. Organizational capacity: sufficient funding, people, and
incentives so institutions can minimize their formal
structure which often is adverse to entrepreneurship

3. Entrepreneurial teaching and learning
4. Preparing and supporting student and staff entrepreneurs

5. Acknowledging digital transformation and digital capa-
bilities as key factors for entrepreneurship and innovation

6. Building and sustaining good relationships with a wide
range of stakeholders including the public sector,
regions, businesses, alumni, and professional bodies

7. Internationalization as essential for entrepreneurship
8. Monitoring and measurement of the size of KT.

The EU and OECD offer to review the engagement of
universities in KT through the Regional Innovation Impact
Assessment (RI2A). For this review, universities prepare
their own case studies which are then assessed by interna-
tional experts.

4.3 Personal or Institutional KT Partnerships?

Bodas Freitas and others have looked into the quantitative
effectiveness of the organization of KT along two lines:
personal contractual interactions between academicians and
partners outside the university and institutional partnerships
[40]. Their econometric estimations suggest that personal
contractual interactions are used relatively more by small
firms involved in technology and open innovation strategies,

Table 4 Top cluster of
economies or cross-border
regions within the top 50

1 Tokyo–Yokohama

2 Shenzhen–Hong Kong

3 Seoul

4 San Jose–San Francisco

5 Beijing

9 Paris

15 London

17 Amsterdam–Rotterdam

20 Cologne

22 Tel Aviv–Jerusalem

28 Singapore

29 Eindhoven

30 Moscow

31 Stockholm

33 Melbourne

37 Toronto

38 Madrid

44 Tehran

45 Milan

48 Zurich

Source [10], p. xii
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while institutional interactions are mostly used by large firms
that vertically integrate R&D activities.

4.4 A Practical Example

Here, we present a to-do list for a university which desires to
be “entrepreneurial.” This is to some extent derived from the
practice and good intentions at Maastricht University in the
Netherlands.

1. Leadership
• The university strategy should be embedded in a tri-

ple helix. The region should be involved in the
development of the university strategy.

• The university leadership (board and deans) should
have ownership for KT as part of their performance
agreements. (However, it should be noted that some
deans believe that this might be counterproductive.)

• Goals should be set in terms of the number of
start-ups, scale-ups, and other forms of KT which
occur within a given time frame.

• Deans should be rewarded for success in the
entrepreneurship of students and graduates and in
patenting.

• Successful entrepreneurs from university incubators
should be rewarded with a substantial part of the
shares. Clear and trustworthy guidelines should be set
up for this.

2. Entrepreneurship Education
• Research-based teaching (as part of problem-based

teaching) should be enlarged to start-up-based
teaching: using the examples of start-ups as part of
the learning experience.

• Bachelor and master theses should be devoted to
business plans for start-ups.

• Ph.D. theses should have a compulsory section on
“validation,” indicating the relevance of the research
to society. These validations should be stored in an
open access depository which can be consulted by the
public and business at large, as a way to “unlock the
knowledge safe.”

• A course in entrepreneurship should be included in all
disciplines, striving to catch at least 10% of the stu-
dents. It should be made a compulsory part of the
curriculum in economics and business.

• Alumni who have successfully started companies
should be involved in public university lectures or
in the regular teaching program. This is one of the
ways in which a stimulating environment for
entrepreneurship is built.

• A small number of “entrepreneurs in residence” at the
university should be involved in teaching and
research in entrepreneurship.

3. Supporting Structures
• An incubator for start- and scale-ups should be

developed. The incubator should be supported with
angel and venture capital supplied or organized by the
university. New businesses should be supported in
the incubator with assistance in marketing and
administration.

• An entrepreneurship center should be created for the
delivery of entrepreneurship courses. The center
should also lead pre-incubation services with angel
funding from the university. Students should be
allowed to start a business in the center as part of their
credits. The university should own only a small per-
centage of the shares of the start-up.

• One or two entrepreneurship weeks should be orga-
nized annually to inspire students to become entre-
preneurs and to discuss successful practices of
start-ups including how to find funding.

• Master courses in engineering and science should be
established on industrial sites related to the master
courses, making the research facilities of businesses
part of the university campus.

• The returns of start-ups and spin-offs should accrue
mostly to the individuals who have supplied the
entrepreneurship.

• Entrepreneurial achievements and patents should be
recognized on par with academic publications for
academic careers.

• A department of the economic analysis of innovation
should be set up.

• Four faculties should take the lead: economics (fi-
nancial and business services), medicine, science, and
engineering.

• An annual university entrepreneurship prize should be
established for the most promising start-up of that
year.

4.5 Open Science

At present, there is a substantial drive to do research as
“open science”, implying that research findings are acces-
sible to the broad public and not locked into intellectual
property rights. The main purpose of open research is to
spread knowledge and allow that knowledge to be built upon
by giving free access to the information so it can flow
without restriction.
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Open science allows researchers to apply each other’s
findings without costs and expands access to students to new
knowledge. However, it is questionable whether these
advantages are sizeable; accept by reducing costs of
peer-reviewed publications for the academic community at
large if fees to be paid by authors for publishing are less than
the present subscription costs of journals.

The impact on entrepreneurship is undecided. On the one
hand, intellectual property rights were established to create
an incentive for new knowledge. On the other, open science
allows for a higher speed of application.

One notices a move toward more open innovation models
involving larger multinationals, like the Structural Genomics
Consortium. All the results from this research—into the
three-dimensional structures of human proteins—are open
access. Firms can still see the long-term potential of using
the discoveries for later-stage commercial benefit by being
close to the new knowledge generated.

In information technology, open innovation and the
sharing of discoveries are more established. Firms recognize
the benefits that accrue from that dissemination, including
more thorough review, consideration and critique, and a
broad increase in the scientific, scholarly, and critical
knowledge available.

The bottom line is that open science will increasingly get
hold of society, definitely when public research is involved.
Open science, if anything, facilitates KT.

5 Cooperation in Innovation

Cooperation in KT goes hand in hand with cooperation in
research. Existing forms of cooperation are mostly through
three channels:

1. The region. This is exemplified in Table 4. In terms of
size, this is presumably the largest cooperation world-
wide in KT/research. The region lends itself well to
cooperation in KT as it can be embedded in a triple helix
connecting universities, regional administration, and the
businesses in the region.

2. Top universities. The cooperation in KT of the “Gulf”
universities with top universities has been well docu-
mented. Figure 2 gives an overview.
Notice that the kernel of worldwide cooperation between
universities and industries is in the USA and the UK. The
impact of this inter-group collaboration on research
citations is massive: The darker hue of the lines in the
network map shows that the field-weighted citation
impact of work co-authored by academics from the
institutions is consistently high. On the one hand, many
companies are often attracted to large institutions with a

wide breadth of excellent research, but on the other hand,
companies may also simply choose to work with their
nearest higher education institution.
Continental Europe is still not highly visible in this
context, despite the EU efforts. This might be the result
of a lesser entrepreneurial spirit among academics on the
continent, but it may also be due to too little autonomy
for the universities [8] and too little infrastructure in
terms of incentives within the university (as mentioned in
Sect. 4.2).

3. Other forms of university cooperation. There are many
university networks like LERU in which universities
search for joint interests and joint commitments in edu-
cation, research, and KT. In contrast to the GULF uni-
versities, there is little information available on the size
of the KT or the research cooperation in these networks.
This category of “other” also includes cooperation
between universities through mutual Memoranda of
Understanding (MOU). To say it blandly: MOUs gen-
erally appear to be little more than a license for the
university administration to travel and to learn about
experiences elsewhere with little translation to the work
floor and little actual cooperation in KT.

University cooperation in KT is hard work, carried out by
the work floor: the active researchers. Encouraging and
incentivizing researchers is generally the best way forward,
with the university administration in the roles of encourager
and possibly door opener.

6 Conclusions

Sustainable economic growth is more brought about by
ideas, knowledge, and human capital than by physical cap-
ital, like machines, buildings, or land. Universities are one of
the sources of ideas and of human capital. We focus on the
third function of universities, next to education and research,
and in particular on KT. KT is highly visible in agglomer-
ations like Silicon Valley. Many countries nowadays have
strategies to step up KT as a source of sustainable economic
growth. Countries strive for a good position in the rankings
of countries by innovation. Generally, the countries which
are high on the list are also actively pursuing KT strategies
for their universities.

Knowledge is recognized to have its strongest potential
impact close to the place where it is generated. This makes a
university attractive to the region in which it is located as
there is a substantial knowledge spillover from the university
to the region. The university contributes to sustainable
economic growth not only through the expenditures asso-
ciated with the running of the university, but perhaps more
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by the KT. Smaller firms tend to benefit more from the
proximity of university knowledge, while larger firms
choose to locate their research close to top universities. KT
appears to be substantial in sectors like pharmaceuticals and
medicine, optics, electronics, and nuclear technology, but
less so for chemical products or metal products.

KT does not come by itself. It requires action and strategy
on the part of the university, the region and local public, or
private actors (businesses and public organizations). This is
captured in the “triple helix” notion: universities, businesses,
and regional government should engage in a regional

compact which allows for strategies which are closely tuned
to each other. National government should also be included.
KT is better facilitated if universities have the freedom/
autonomy to act without too much red tape. The readiness of
universities to engage in KT can be deduced from the com-
mitment of the leadership, from the orientation of the uni-
versity toward entrepreneurship and from the organizational
structure, with attention for an incubator, for the systematic
study of innovation and for rewards for success in KT.

Open science (without protecting intellectual property) is
increasingly the mode of operation because it increases the

Fig. 2 Collaborations between GULF universities (co-publications university–industry). Key: Node color = institution FWCI; Node
size = number of publications; Thickness of line = number of co-publications; Color of line = collaboration FWCI. Source [42]
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speed of KT. Large firms in pharmacy and ICT see the
advantages of open science.

It appears that US- and UK-top universities are more
prominent not only in realizing cooperation with business,
but in cooperating with each other in KT. This is clearly a
challenge for universities on the European Continent and for
universities elsewhere in the world.
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7Student Exchange: The First Step Toward
International Collaboration

Abdullah Atalar

1 Introduction

In light of globalization in the twenty-first century, busi-
nesses are seeking employees with skills that would make
them more competitive in the international arena. Hence, the
graduates of universities need to have the ability to interact
with people from other cultures and different backgrounds
[1] to be successful in the international labor market. They
are required to work in multicultural teams and speak other
languages. This creates new challenges for institutions of
higher education [2]. Universities must prepare their students
for such a globalized environment, thus enabling their
graduates to be more employable. There is a growing pres-
sure on the faculty and administration of universities to
internationalize their campuses, curricula and classrooms.
They need to prepare their students for global work and
global citizenship.1 Their institutions, programs and courses
should be positioned to help globalize the higher education
environment and to prepare students for global markets. The
Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) defines an internationalized curriculum as one
which has an “international orientation in context, aimed at
preparing students for performing in an international and
multicultural context, and designed for domestic students as
well as foreign students [4].”

One of the most effective methods of developing an
international experience is for students to join a student
exchange or study abroad program for a semester or two.
Such programs help students be multilingual individuals
with intercultural competencies and develop lasting friend-
ships in other countries contributing to world peace [5].

Because of these benefits, universities are trying to expand
their student exchange programs and encourage their stu-
dents to participate in such programs. For example, the
European Union is providing financial support to European
Universities in 37 countries for student mobility through the
Erasmus program [6], enabling student exchange in over 900
partner universities. Moreover, many universities offer sec-
ond or third language courses to make their graduates mul-
tilingual. In some universities, such courses are even a
graduation requirement. The recruitment of more interna-
tional and ethnically diverse students is a priority for uni-
versities with a serious internationalization goal. The
integration of international students with domestic students
helps increase the intercultural experience of all students.

2 Description of Exchange Programs

2.1 Undergraduate Student Exchange Programs

An exchange program allows students from two universities
in two different countries to spend a semester or two in the
other institution while taking courses. Students from the
“home university” become visiting students in the “host
university” for a limited time to increase their international
exposure. This arrangement is made possible by a student
exchange agreement between the two universities. Typically,
home universities have a minimum grade point average
(GPA) requirement for undergraduate students to be eligible
for an exchange program. The students also need to satisfy
the minimum requirements of the host university. These
requirements can include a minimum GPA or a specified
level of proficiency in the host country’s language. The
number of students in the exchange program hosted by the
two universities should be about equal in both directions
for a sustainable agreement. If an approximate balance is
not satisfied over a period of time, the agreement may come
to an end.
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1Global citizens are people with skills in intercultural communication
and with awareness and respect for cultural differences and the complex
and interdependent nature of the world [3].
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Students pay the tuition of their own universities only if
such tuition exists. They take courses at the host institution
to be counted toward the degree requirements in their home
institution. Students bear the costs of travel, accommodation,
food and books while they are at the host institution.

2.2 Graduate Student Exchange Programs

To increase research collaboration between two universities,
a graduate student exchange program is a useful tool. In such
a program, for example, graduate students may spend a
period in the host university possibly using the facilities or
equipment of the host university not available at the home
institution. In the same period, it is also possible for graduate
students to take courses in the host university not given in
the home university. In a typical arrangement, the host
institution provides a tuition waiver and stipends and/or free
accommodation to visiting graduate students.

In many developed countries, the number of students
studying (STEM) science, technology, engineering and
mathematics subjects is decreasing, and it is becoming more
and more difficult to find native graduate students [7] despite
the efforts to increase their interest [8]. This is not the case in
many developing countries. Hence, the STEM workforce in
developed nations depends to a large extent on foreign-born
mathematicians, scientists and engineers. A graduate student
exchange agreement between a developed country and a
developing country and the resulting research collaboration
are beneficial to both sides: the developing country supplies
highly motivated graduate students while the developed
country has a rich research infrastructure and distinguished
faculty members. Home universities profit from this
arrangement in the form of collaborative research papers and
the expertise obtained by the graduate students. Research
universities in developed nations prefer to use graduate
student exchange agreements as a tool to attract and select
graduate students for their Ph.D. or post-doctoral programs.

3 Principles for Operating Exchange
Programs

3.1 Exchange Program Coordinators

Every department that is involved in an undergraduate stu-
dent exchange program should appoint a faculty member or
a staff member from the department as the exchange coor-
dinator. The duties of an exchange program coordinator can
be listed as follows:

• Inform the students in the department about the exchange
system and about the partner institutions.

• Keep in constant contact with the exchange program
coordinators of the partner universities.

• Inspect the regulations, academic rules and courses of the
corresponding departments in partner universities for the
purpose of informing the potential exchange students of
the department.

• Advise students about the courses they may take while
they are in partner universities. Before the students depart
for the host country, it is important for students to know
how they will satisfy the home institution’s requirements
with the courses they take at the host university. It is
obviously undesirable if the courses taken abroad are not
counted toward the degree requirements of the home
institution.

• Be a contact point for the outgoing students and be
available when they need academic advice.

• Report to the department the grades of the courses taken
abroad by the outgoing exchange students upon their
return, possibly after converting them using an equiva-
lency table.

3.2 Transfer of Undergraduate and Graduate
Credits

There may be differences in the grading policies of different
institutions. For this reason, some universities only transfer
the number of successfully completed courses in the host
institution toward the home institution graduation require-
ments: the students are exempted from an equal number of
courses in their home institution’s curricula. However, the
grades of the courses taken during the exchange period will
not be included in the student’s grade point average calcu-
lation of the home institution. On the other hand, some
institutions may prefer to transfer the courses as well as their
grades, using a grade equivalency table. In any case, the
students should be aware of the consequences of the
exchange system and the grades they get abroad before they
go for an exchange.

3.3 Thesis Advisors from Both Institutions

In the case of a graduate student exchange program, two
faculty members in the partner universities are appointed as
thesis advisors for each exchange student. The research
subject that the graduate student undertakes should be within
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the interest and expertise of both faculty members. Any
scientific publication that results from this collaboration is
typically authored by the graduate student and the thesis
advisors from the two institutions.

4 Advantages and Disadvantages
of Exchange Programs

4.1 From the Students’ Perspective

Students participating in student exchange programs often
enjoy and benefit from the program. Many students feel that
the insights developed during the program enable them to
feel a deeper interest in the country of exchange, making
them more tolerant and adaptable to cultural differences. On
the academic side, students can choose from a diversity of
courses at the host institution, increasing their preparation
for the job market or graduate school.

Attending a student exchange program in a good caliber
research university is a tremendous advantage for students
having a goal of attending a post-graduate program. The
grades they get and their behavior during the exchange
period in the host institution give the host institution reliable
data points if the same student applies for graduate programs
at the host institution after graduation.

On the other hand, financial considerations, administra-
tion and cultural difficulties are the highest perceived
drawbacks of an exchange program [9]. A majority of stu-
dents do not apply to an exchange program if there is no
financial support. The European Union’s Erasmus program
tries to alleviate this problem by providing significant
financial support for students participating in an exchange
program among the universities of the member countries.

Administrative difficulties such as visa requirements,
university bureaucracy or difficulty with the equivalency of
courses taken may also deter students from joining an
exchange program. Countries having difficulty attracting
exchange students should spend a significant effort to reduce
such problems. The perceived difficulty of the university
bureaucracy may be reduced as a result of this effort, helping
the domestic students as well. Countries having difficulty
attracting exchange students should also consider easing visa
and residence permit requirements for exchange students.

Moving to a new country and entering a new culture can
be very challenging. Many students may be confused or
stymied by the differences they encounter especially during
the first month of their visit [10]. Many students end up
experiencing some degree of “culture shock.” For example,
food served may be the most difficult aspect of their expe-
rience, contributing to culture shock. This shock could be in
the form of feelings of frustration, anxiety or anger, a lack of

motivation or a constant sense of being ill. These are all
normal reactions when adjusting to a new lifestyle. The
adaptation period may not be so easy. Many students feel
that going through this difficult time makes them stronger
persons in the end. They certainly will have interesting
stories to share with family and friends upon their return
home.

Evidence shows that many of the exchange programs are
within the countries of the developed world. Students prefer
to remain in their comfort zone, staying away from univer-
sities in the developing world, avoiding more challenging
and possibly more rewarding experiences. Analyses also
show that students who participated in student exchange
programs start jobs with higher salaries and have a higher
probability of opting for graduate programs [11].

4.2 From the University’s Perspective

There is a tendency in many western universities to increase
their tuition income through full-time international students
[12]. Giving full or partial scholarships to international
students and increasing the number of exchange students
help increase the number of fee-paying international stu-
dents. Many universities in the UK, USA and Australia are
particularly successful in recruiting international students,
capitalizing on the fact that English is the language of the
country as well as the medium of instruction in the univer-
sity. Because of international student fees covering the full
cost of the students, revenues from the export of education
services have become an important part of the budgets of
such universities. Many universities have lifted the quotas
that previously limited the number of foreign students.

On the other hand, a significant number of other countries
encourage their universities to increase their foreign student
counts and exchange student counts, not for the purpose of
increasing university revenues, but to cultivate soft power
and subsequently increase international trade between the
countries. Obviously, this aim can be fulfilled only if inter-
national students have a positive experience in the country
they visit. In such a case, full-time international or exchange
students become natural ambassadors, whether they stay in
that country or return to their home countries. They engage
in trade and contribute to the relations between the countries
in a positive way [13]. This engagement has become so
common that in the world university rankings [14, 15], the
percentage of international students has become one of the
factors contributing to rankings. This factor contributes 2.5–
5% toward the overall ranking. It is believed that student
mobility is a soft power strategy increasing international
trade and the influence of countries on each other. In addi-
tion, the experiences of students participating in exchange
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programs in a university in the developed world may, in the
long run, impact political institutions and influence political
behavior in their home countries in a positive direction [16].

Many developed nations have difficulty finding good
quality students for their Ph.D. programs. Having attractive
undergraduate student exchange programs is a powerful tool
to attract good quality students to the Ph.D. programs of the
host institutions. If the home institution is in a developing
nation, outgoing exchange students usually have a better
academic standing than the average. It is observed that those
students prefer to apply to graduate programs of universities
where they spent a semester or two as an exchange student.

Developing nations also try to attract foreign students to
their universities to gain prestige and to improve the cultural
composition and diversity of the student body. To make their
exchange programs attractive for students from developed
nations, some universities provide free accommodation for
exchange students.

Since English is the dominant language of the world,
having English as the medium of instruction makes a host
institution very attractive [17]. Students with higher GPA’s
end up in such institutions as exchange students. If their
experience is positive, they prefer to apply for graduate
programs in those universities. For example, most of the
universities in the Netherlands have English as the medium
of instruction, and as a consequence they are very successful
in attracting good international undergraduate and graduate
students. Although France is the number one tourist desti-
nation of the world, the number of international students in
French universities lags behind the USA, Britain and Aus-
tralia. The French government is simplifying student visa
regulations and is encouraging its universities to teach more
courses in English to lure foreign students [18], and the
number of such courses has increased fivefold in the last four
years.

5 Maintaining Exchange Programs

5.1 Things to Do

1. Universities should setup an “international office”
that takes care of full-time international students
and exchange students. This office should have the
responsibility to recruit such students. It should also
provide help and information to incoming exchange
students while they are getting their visas or residence
permits. If needed, the embassy of the host country in
the home country of the student should be contacted to
ease the bureaucratic processes. In short, everything

related to international and exchange students should
be done under the umbrella of this office.

2. A host family system should be setup for the
accommodation of exchange students during their
visit. With such a system, exchange students are more
immersed in the culture of the country as compared to a
system where the students live in a dormitory. Being a
host family is often a voluntary service and there might
be no monetary compensation, although some countries
may allow a tax deduction for such a voluntary service.

3. The international office should organize orientation
programs for the exchange students during their
first week. During this program, the office should give
printed documents, pamphlets or links to web pages
which provide useful information to the exchange
students in their initial difficult weeks. The information
package should include things like the history of the
university and information about campus life, enter-
tainment venues, concert halls, museums, local cur-
rency, banking, food, cafes, pubs, restaurants, sports
facilities, course registration methods, the grading and
credit system, the library, computer facilities, traffic
rules, shopping, places of worship, bookstores, safety
matters, health care, the smoking policy, medical
insurance, housing, transportation, parking, useful
websites and travel information.

4. The international office should also organize a wel-
come picnic in the first week. This can provide a good
start for exchange students and give them a chance to
meet each other and local students.

5. The international office should create a well-
maintained website devoted to exchange students.
An e-mail group, a Facebook account or a Twitter
accountmay also serve as away to distribute information.

6. The international office should organize cultural
trips to nearby destinations. For example, archeo-
logical sites, museums or touristic/historic nearby cities
or locations may be good choices.

7. The international office should inform the students
about the academic rules and regulations. While
plagiarism and cheating may be common in some
countries [19], such actions may be harshly punishable
in some other countries.

8. The international office should inform the students
about the laws of the country. For example, some
countries have strict laws about alcohol or drug use,
while in some others the rules on the use of such drugs
or substances may be very liberal.

9. The university should provide local language cour-
ses designed for international students. Such courses
must be designed to be useful in day-to-day life with an
emphasis on vocabulary and pronunciation components
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rather than a fully academic language course with
grammar, reading and writing components.

10. The international office should provide psychologi-
cal counseling for those students who are in culture
shock or in some kind of difficulty.

11. The international office should organize regular
social events bringing domestic and international
students together. Students who participated in inter-
national exchange programs previously may be invited
to such events since they are usually more willing to
participate in such occasions. It is also very desirable to
organize a social good-bye event at the end of the
semester for the exchange students leaving for their home
countries.

5.2 Things not to Do

The host university should not ignore the special needs of
international students. The absence of an international office
or an international office not doing its job properly may
cause a decrease in the number of incoming exchange stu-
dents. It should not be overlooked that word of mouth of
visiting students is an important aspect of the university’s
prestige building.

6 Termination of Exchange Programs

6.1 Things that Can Go Wrong

If the balance of incoming and outgoing students is not even,
there may be problems in the long run. Many exchange
agreements include a clause that enables termination of the

agreement if a balance of the number of incoming and
outgoing students is not satisfied within a specified time
period. Negative political developments and relations
between the countries or safety concerns arising from ter-
rorism in countries may also force the home universities to
cancel or discourage exchange programs to those countries,
reducing the number of incoming exchange students in
victim countries.

7 Good Examples of Exchange Programs

7.1 European Union Erasmus Program

The Erasmus [6] exchange program of the European Union
was started in the late 1980s. The purpose of the program is
to increase cooperation between the partner countries by
aiding the growth of international study and giving students
an excellent chance to experience another country [20].
Students typically go to another country for three to twelve
months. Between 2014 and 2017, each year about 300,000
university students joined this program to study in a partner
institution of another country. France and Germany send the
highest number of students (about 40,000 each year) to other
countries (see Fig. 1), while Spain is the most popular
hosting country (about 42,000 students each year) (see
Fig. 2).

In Fig. 3, the ratios of outgoing to incoming student
counts are given for different European countries for the
academic year 2014/2015. English-speaking or warmer cli-
mate countries seem to be popular as exchange destinations,
while the students in English-speaking countries are not so
willing to leave their universities for experience in another
country.
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In the Erasmus program, students are eligible to receive
grants for studying or for being trained abroad for a maxi-
mum of 12 months per each of the three cycles of study:

1. Bachelor degree programs
2. Master or equivalent degree programs
3. Doctoral degree programs.

Students registered in a higher education institution in the
partner countries and enrolled in a study program leading to
a recognized degree or a tertiary level qualification (up to the
level of Doctorate) are eligible. The exchange program is
carried out through inter-institutional agreements between

the receiving and sending institutions. All such institutions
must be awarded the Erasmus Charter for Higher Education.
In 2015, the European Union contributed about 1500 Euros
for each student participating in the exchange program to
help cover the extra costs [21].

7.2 Other Examples

AFS-USA is a non-profit organization providing interna-
tional learning experiences and study abroad programs in 80
countries for the purpose of fostering peace in the world
[22]. Most exchange students are high-school graduates,
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spending one year or one semester in a host institution in
another country. A network of volunteer host families
worldwide provides accommodation for exchange students
lowering the cost and increasing the cultural immersion.

8 International Collaborative Courses,
Another Avenue for Student Exchange

Through the advances in communication and Internet tech-
nologies, a new type of learning environment is emerging
[23]. Digital network technologies have a great potential for
Internet-based collaboration, shared knowledge making and
joint action across the boundaries of nations [24]. Instead of
limiting teaching to local traditional classrooms, this new
type of online classroom provides a multilingual and highly
diverse learning environment. In such cross-border class-
rooms, students are required to collaborate with students
from overseas for the purpose of solving a problem within
the framework of courses they take in their own universities.
They face multiple perspectives and multiple approaches in
the solution of the problem, making the learning experience
more valuable [25]. In a typical setting, the instructors on
each side should have prior online meetings to organize the
course, possibly by using video conferencing methods.
Students are formed into four- to six-member teams with an
equal number of students from both sides. A web-based
course management system like Moodle [26] detailing goals,
lesson plans and assignments is a very useful component of
the course. Discussion forums in such course management
systems provide a fruitful environment for discussion. Such
discussion forums are especially convenient if the collabo-
rating universities lie in quite different time zones.

If the time zones are not so different, possible collabo-
ration technologies among the students of two universities
include instant messaging applications like WhatsApp [27]
and face-to-face communication and video conferencing
applications like Skype [28] or Facetime. Obviously, popu-
lar social media tools [29] like Facebook [30] or Twitter [31]
can also be used for such courses, making collaboration
among students even more interesting. Project reports and
presentations can be prepared using cloud-based tools like
Google Docs [32] where the students can create and edit the
reports or presentations online in a collaborative manner.
Such courses not only bring the students of two universities
together, but also the instructors from both sides and
increase the collaboration and understanding between them.
Such relations and partnerships may eventually lead to dual
degree programs involving the two universities.

9 Other Forms of Collaboration

9.1 Faculty Exchange Programs

Many research universities have sabbatical programs. Sab-
baticals are paid leaves for a period of six months to
12 months for the purpose of professional development [33].
Typically, faculty members are eligible for sabbatical leaves
after six or seven years of service. This paid leave period
should not be interpreted as an increased vacation period;
rather it is an investment of the university to increase the
efficiency of the research and teaching force [34]. It also
serves the faculty member on sabbatical as relief from rou-
tine work duties, providing an opportunity for renewal.

Faculty members who are eligible for a sabbatical pro-
gram may want to apply to higher caliber universities for a
prospect to spend a year. Those host institutions may
prefer to accept such applications if the faculty member on
sabbatical can teach one course or if the faculty member
can contribute to research, without a long-term commit-
ment to that faculty member. Sending institution benefits
from the teaching experience gained by the faculty member
or from the research collaboration which may have
resulted.

In addition, two universities of nearly equal standing may
want to sign faculty exchange agreements. Some universities
have faculty exchange programs which provide benefits for
faculties as well as their universities. An opportunity to
lecture in another university is an invaluable experience [35].
Experience abroad helps faculty members enhance their
understanding of global issues. Research collaborations can
start during the time the faculty member interacts with the
host institution’s faculty. Upon return to their home insti-
tutions, those faculties increase global content in their
courses, bringing a clear benefit to their home institutions.
Many research collaborations started during a faculty visit
continue for many years if both sides find it fruitful.
Such collaborations bring the two partner universities even
closer [36].

The Erasmus program of the European Union also sup-
ports higher education staff mobility between European
countries. In 2017, about 62,000 faculty members benefited
from this program. Poland sent the highest number to other
countries while Spain received the highest number of visi-
tors. Figure 4 depicts the number of faculty exchanged
between different countries for the year 2017. In the same
year, the Erasmus program of the European Union con-
tributed on average 1872 Euros per staff member to support
the short-term mobility.
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9.2 International Joint or Dual Degree
Programs

In a typical undergraduate joint or dual degree program, the
students spend two years in one institution and two years in
another institution. With successful completion of four years
in a dual degree program, the students get two separate
diplomas from each institution. In the case of a joint degree
program, the students receive a single diploma containing
the seals and signatures of both universities. In both cases,
the students pay the corresponding tuition of the institutions
only for the time spent in that institution.

Joint or dual degree master’s programs are more wide-
spread. It is believed that joint or dual degree programs
better prepare students in terms of academic and intellectual
capabilities. Obviously, gaining qualifications from more
than one country increases the chance of employment.
Graduates of such programs can be more suited to be leaders
in international ventures [37]. Typically, students with
higher ambitions choose such programs.

9.3 Research Workshops Between Two
Institutions

The faculty members from two universities can arrange a
research workshop lasting one or two days. This can be
considered a mini conference where the faculty members

from both sides present their latest findings in their research
area. Informal dinners and social events can help faculty
members from each side to come closer together. In a
typical arrangement, the host institution covers all costs
related to accommodation, food and transportation from
and to the airport, while the visiting faculty members pay
their own airfare. Many European Union research programs
sponsor such events to increase collaboration between the
member countries. In successful collaborations, regular
research workshops are held every year with alternating
hosts.

10 Conclusion

Universities in both developing and developed nations use
student exchange as the first mechanism to increase collab-
oration between universities. It is also used to attract
full-time international undergraduate students for increased
tuition income and to lure graduate students for a stronger
research program. The presence of international exchange
students in a university improves the diversity in the class-
room and the interaction of students with different cultures,
developing the intercultural competencies of the students
and helping them become global citizens. In the long run,
such a program aids trade between the countries and con-
tributes to good relations, to understanding between nations
and eventually to world peace.
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Part III

Challenges and Sustainability of Global Partnerships



8The Tricky Terrain of Global University
Partnerships

James Soto Antony and Tara Nicola

1 Introduction

Higher education in the USA, for the most part, is an
industry in which individual institutions pride themselves on
their autonomy, often behaving as independent actors among
a broader population of over 4200 institutions. Even within
state systems, which the casual observer would assume
enjoy deep coordination among constituent institutions,
there is fierce independence and competition.

Take, for example, the University of California (UC) sys-
tem,which is composed of ten institutions (somewidely known
campuses include UCLA, UC Berkeley, UC San Diego, and
UC San Francisco, for example). One might assume that,
because each of these ten campuses belongs to the same state
system, there exists considerable cooperation and coordination,
even consensus, among the campuses. Yet all ten of these
campuses are in regular competition with one another for
resources, for the best and brightest faculty and students, and
for influence both within the state and across the globe. Where
degrees of cooperation and collaboration exist, they do so on
the margins in the name of broadly defined system goals that
allow all ten campuses to enjoy a set ofminimum standards and
expectations for policy, for the provisionof basic administrative
functions (for example, a common application system that the
campuses with undergraduate populations use to gather and
manage applications), or for overall systemwide priority and
direction-setting. But, these ten institutions are, and will always
remain, in competition with one another. This is just a cursory
description of what happens in one state system. When con-
sidering colleges and universities that are truly independent of
one another, that are not within the same state system, the
competition among these campuses is even fiercer [1–3].

If the model of American higher education, even within
what are supposed to be highly coordinated state systems,
reflects an attitude of competition and little collaboration,
then one might wonder why colleges and universities in the
USA increasingly seek collaborations and partnerships with
institutions in other nations. Why would the University of
Washington actively pursue a partnership with Tsinghua
University in China, but find a partnership with MIT, UC
Berkeley, or Harvard so challenging to consider, let alone
execute? Why would New York University (NYU) desire to
open satellite campuses in Abu Dhabi and Shanghai, before
opening a campus in Los Angeles, San Francisco, or Seattle?
Why would Yale University partner with the National
University of Singapore (NUS) to create Yale-NUS, rather
than dramatically increase the size of its current campus, or
create a second campus on US soil?

We believe the answer to these questions lies in what
US-based institutions perceive to be the primary benefits of
global partnerships: to increase revenues, to bring about an
expansion of institutional reputation and brand, to make the
learning of their students and the impact of their scholarship
more global, and to gain access to scholarly opportunities
not otherwise available. US-based institutions seek to gain a
foothold in what they perceive to be emerging markets that
contain circumstances that do not exist domestically and that
hold promise for dramatically improving their stature and
resources. Of course, there are also a host of challenges, and
we will discuss these, too.

In this chapter, we will briefly delve into the history of
partnerships and collaborations between US-based institu-
tions and global institutions. We will then present a taxon-
omy that explains the basic types of collaborations and
partnerships that exist, describing their elements, what they
have in common, and the ways in which they are distinct.
After doing so, we will discuss the ways in which US-based
institutions that have entered into global collaborations and
partnerships have both benefitted from, and been challenged
by, these arrangements.
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Through much of this chapter, we use US-based institu-
tions, and descriptions of their global collaborations and
partnerships, as the point of reference. We do this not
because we believe that the USA is an exemplar for the
world—after all, our extensive global travels as scholars
convince us that other nations have much to teach the USA,
and that institutions of higher education in the USA would
be well served to pay attention to innovations happening in
other nations. Rather, we begin our discussion with the USA
for two reasons. The first is that many institutions outside of
the USA actively seek to enter into partnerships with
US-based institutions, especially those with global brand
names. So, understanding lessons learned from the experi-
ences of several of these US-global partner arrangements
makes sense. Second, the majority of extant international
collaborations or partnerships involve a US institution with
an institution from another nation.

That said, after situating our discussion within the US
example, describing the forms these collaborations and
partnerships can take and their associated challenges and
benefits, we will widen the discussion with an examination
of the broader lessons learned. Specifically, we will discuss
the implications of global collaborations and partnerships
not just for US-based institutions, but also for those from
other nations that might be considering entering into col-
laborations or partnerships with any other global partner.

2 History of Global Partnerships

The history of global partnerships between higher education
institutions can be traced as far back as the seventeenth
century. During colonial times, establishing a branch campus
to promote the cultural assimilation of settlers was com-
monplace. The British created colleges in Africa and Aus-
tralia [4] while the Dutch and French formed schools in Asia
[5]. The Roman Catholic Church during this period was also
engaged in globalization efforts, encouraged by the Spanish
monarchy to establish universities in Latin and South
America as well as the Philippines [5]. Colonial powers
essentially exported their educational institutions abroad,
imposing the institutional model, curriculum, and values of
the dominant university in the metropole on the colonial
institution [6]. In fact, the export model underlied the
foundation of the nine colonial colleges in the US, institu-
tions like Harvard University and the College of William and
Mary modeled after their counterparts in Oxford and
Cambridge.

During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, there was
a focus on the expansion and development of US higher
education domestically. It was not until the late-1800s that
the newly formed US model of higher education, an amal-
gam of the English liberal arts college and German research

university, was first exported abroad [5]. On account of
Protestant missionaries, a number of American institutions
were formed overseas. For example, missionaries established
the co-educational Christian College of China in 1888 [7],
the forerunner to today’s Sun Yat-sen University and
Lingnan University, as well as the Lebanese American
University and the American University of Beirut [8]. These
international colleges were not actual partnerships between
US universities and those abroad but rather autonomous
institutions that embraced a US style of education.

2.1 Internationalization of US Higher Education

US institutions did not formally engage in global partner-
ships until the early 1900s. The early partnerships were
limited in scope, focused on short-term study. The Univer-
sity of Delaware was the first US institution to sponsor a
formal study abroad program for undergraduates, establish-
ing a partnership with the Sorbonne in 1923. Initially, pro-
posed by Prof. Raymond W. Kirkbridge at Delaware, a
World War I veteran who understood the importance of
promoting cross-cultural understanding, the Delaware For-
eign Study Plan, as it was called, eventually expanded to
include partnerships with institutions in Switzerland and
Germany [9].

By 1948, the Junior Year Abroad (JYA) program had
sent over 900 students from the University of Delaware and
other Northeast colleges to partner institutions abroad [9].
Due to the popularity of Delaware’s Foreign Study Plan,
Smith College established in 1925 its own JYA programs in
Paris, Madrid, and Florence [10]. Paris was a particularly
attractive destination for these programs given interest
among the French in cultivating a positive relationship with
Americans, as well as the country’s long-standing interest in
disseminating its language and culture beyond its national
borders [11].

2.2 US Institutions Abroad: 1900s–Present

Sanguine French–American relations laid the foundation for
the first international branch campus. As defined by the
Observatory on Borderless Higher Education, an interna-
tional branch campus can be broadly defined as “an entity
that is owned, at least in part, by a foreign education pro-
vider; operated in the name of the foreign education provi-
der; and provides access to an entire academic program,
substantially on site, leading to a degree awarded by the
foreign education provider” [12]. In 1921, the Paris Ateliers
of the New York School of Fine and Applied Art was
founded as a branch of what is today Parsons the New
School of Design. Offering courses in scenography,
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decorative arts, and costume design [13], the Paris school
was established to enrich the learning of American students
[8]. The campus remains in operation today as the Paris
College of Art, although no longer affiliated with the New
School [14].

Despite the success of the Parsons Paris campus, other US
institutions were slow to develop overseas footprints. It was
not until after World War II that there was growing interest in
establishing international partnerships. Nearly, 30 years after
the founding of Parsons Paris, the Johns Hopkins University
School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS) set up a
center in Bologna, Italy. Founded in 1955, SAIS was the first
American graduate school located in Europe and remains
today a leader in the fields of international relations, eco-
nomics, and social policy. A number of other institutions
subsequently opened branch campuses in the 1970s, Boston
University, Webster University, the American Intercontinen-
tal University, Alliant International University, and the
University of La Verne forming campuses in Belgium,
Switzerland, the UK, Mexico, and Greece, respectively [15].

By the 1980s, there was a growing interest among US
institutions in exploring other types of international part-
nerships, including bilateral linkage programs such as joint
research laboratories, concurrent and joint degree programs
(“twinning” arrangements), and franchising [16]. During this
same time, US colleges and universities also started to
extend their influence beyond Europe to Asia, specifically
Japan. A 1986 initiative spearheaded by the USA–Japan
Committee for Promoting Trade Expansion ultimately led 30
US institutions to launch branch campuses in Japan as well
as bilateral linkage programs and other educational part-
nerships with Japanese universities [16].

2.3 Global Partnerships in the Twenty-First
Century

It was not until the mid-1990s, however, that there was an
explosion in the number of US institutions seeking interna-
tional partnerships, with over 35 overseas branch campuses
opening just between 1995 and 2000. By 2015, an additional
179 campuses were established. During this time, regional
education hubs also began to form, or regions specifically
designed to house branch campuses from multiple institu-
tions [17]. For example, the United Arab Emirates (UAE) has
the Dubai International Academic City with branch campuses
of the Rochester Institute of Technology, St. Joseph
University, and Michigan State University, among others.

Today, there are approximately 250 international branch
campuses across 70 countries, serving over 180,000 students;
77 of those campuses, or nearly a third, are affiliated with US
institutions [18]. The majority of US branch campuses are
located in Asia and the Middle East. In addition, although

there is no official count of the number of bilateral linkage
programs in existence, it is estimated there are hundreds, if
not thousands, in operation [19]. Evidence suggests that the
number of cross-border higher education partnerships will
only continue to grow in the coming years [20].

3 A Taxonomy of Global Partnerships

Global partnerships can take many different forms. Our
analysis of the numerous examples of existing partnerships
leads us to conclude that, despite these differences, all
partnerships can be organized into a taxonomy. This tax-
onomy, which is depicted in Table 1, captures the levels of
resource co-dependence and autonomy the partners exercise
or maintain, and also describes the nature of programmatic
goals. As can be seen in Table 1, there are notable examples
illustrating the final three categories. The first two—
one-on-one collaborations, and program or center collabo-
rations—are ubiquitous on every university campus around
the world, and do not require specific examples for illus-
tration. Inter-program simultaneous matriculation, though
theoretically possible, is rare.

3.1 One-on-One Collaborations and Exchanges

One-on-one collaborations and exchanges are typically
informal arrangements between two faculty members located
at institutions in different countries. These partnerships may
revolve around a particular work product, such as a
co-written scholarly piece or coordinated efforts centered on
data collection. Sometimes these partnerships might include
exchanges where one faculty member visits another’s sem-
inars or classes, or even gives a talk and interacts with
colleagues and students at the other partner’s campus. What
might begin informally can, with success over time, lead to
slightly more formal arrangements in which the two faculty
members begin to co-write grants, invoking their home
institutions to think through a structure for the sharing of
resources. This kind of evolution might also bring together
more colleagues from each partner’s home institution or
even students. What is important to understand is that the
pattern typically begins rather informally—centered upon
shared intellectual interests—and, with success over time,
begins to crystalize and adopt more formal structures.

It should be noted that, although these kinds of
one-on-one collaborations and exchanges typically occur
among faculty, examples of students following a similar
pattern of initial collaboration and exchange exist. Regard-
less, success over time often can move these nascent
one-on-one collaborations and exchanges toward the next
stage: program/center collaborations and concurrent degrees.
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3.2 Program or Center Collaborations
and Inter-institution Simultaneous
Matriculation

Collaborations or partnerships between academic programs
or research centers can revolve strictly around research,
bringing scholars together to work on problems of shared
interest. They can also bring students together to exchange
ideas, take a course together, co-study either virtually or in

person, and sometimes even pursue degrees concurrently at
their home institution and the partner institution. Often, these
kinds of partnerships and collaborations evolve from suc-
cessful initial one-on-one exchanges. However, sometimes
these grow whole-cloth from perceived shared interests
absent any initial proof-of-concept experiences.

By definition, these kinds of partnerships and collabora-
tions are more formal, involving a co-sharing of resources
and an effort to articulate mutual goals. As a result, there is

Table 1 Partnership taxonomy Type Description Examples

One-on-one collaborations
and exchanges

Typically, these are informal
arrangements between two faculty
members located at institutions in
different countries. Student
collaboration and exchanges also
exist, although they are less
common

The list of these kinds of one-on-one
arrangements would be exhaustive,
because they are arranged mostly
through personal connections. Every
institution enjoys hundreds

Program or center
collaborations and
inter-institution
simultaneous matriculation

Formal arrangements between
academic programs or research
centers, these collaborations involve
the co-sharing of resources and an
effort to articulate mutual goals.
They can revolve strictly around
bringing scholars together to
conduct work or they can support
students pursuing degrees
concurrently at their home
institution and the partner
institution. Rules or policies that
allow students to simultaneously or
concurrently pursue degrees at each
institution can be instituted, but each
institution retains full authority over
their own degree programs

The list of center collaborations is
exhaustive, as this practice is
ubiquitous. Inter-institution
simultaneous matriculation is
possible in theory, but rare in
practice as these are not formal
arrangements (i.e., they require an
individual student to reach out to
each institution to make this
arrangement occur)

Joint or dual degree
programs

Joint degree programs allow
students to work across the
boundaries of two institutions,
earning a co-branded singular
degree that is conferred by both
institutions. Joint programs involve
much deeper coordination between
the collaborating universities and
more complex academic and
financial agreements

Appalachian State University—
Universidad de las Américas Puebla;
National University of Singapore—
Sciences Po; University of Arizona
—Nisantasi University

Satellite or branch
campuses

Universities choose to partner with
governments to set up US branches
of their own brand abroad. For the
most part, universities set up their
own campus and maintain virtually
all authority over the hiring of
faculty, admissions, program design
and standards, and the granting of
degrees

New York University, Abu Dhabi

Co-branded institutions Institutions partner with a local
institution to develop a co-branded
university, combining two academic
cultures into one. This is tricky to
achieve, and few co-branded
institutions exist as a result

Duke Kunshan University;
Yale-NUS College
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greater co-dependency. Yet, because these collaborations
and partnerships are limited or focused in nature, they rarely
force the two home universities to engage in complex
financial exchanges. Often, each home institution retains
complete fiscal autonomy and merely makes in-kind con-
tributions, such as the provision of space or faculty time.

Theoretically, students might wish to pursue, simultane-
ously, degrees from different institutions. This should not be
confused with intra-institution concurrent degrees, wherein a
student at one university pursues two different degree pro-
grams (such as a law degree and an MBA, at the same time).
Inter-institution simultaneous matriculation is rare. This
arrangement would enable a student to pursue two degrees,
from two different institutions, simultaneously. It is rare
because most institutions have policies that do not allow a
student to matriculate in two degree programs at two dif-
ferent institutions. Even if this arrangement is possible,
students would not cross-register at the two institutions, and
faculty from the two institutions would retain their affilia-
tions with, and be paid by, their home institutions. Basically,
to enable simultaneous matriculation, a student would have
to take it upon themselves to make the arrangement occur,
and each institution would have to institute policies that
allow the student to do so. Academic requirements would
not be merged or reconciled, and students would need to
fulfill the requirements of their home institutions. These
kinds of arrangements differ from organized, joint, or dual
degree programs (which we will discuss next), wherein
institutions have collaborated on combining aspects of their
programs, allowing students to earn a separate degree from
each of the two institutions while fulfilling all the require-
ments set by each institution (and, typically, paying separate
tuition to each university).

3.3 Joint or Dual Degree Programs

As a further-evolved form of partnerships, joint degree
programs are increasingly being developed around the
world. These arrangements allow students to work across the
boundaries of two institutions, earning a co-branded singular
degree that is conferred by both institutions. Unlike con-
current degree programs, joint programs involve much
deeper coordination between the collaborating institutions
(and their degree-granting authorities) and more complex
academic and financial agreements. Faculty commitment of
time is still often structured in such a way as to allow each
institution to retain oversight, as well as appointment and
promotion authority, over their own faculty members—
co-appointments of faculty at both institutions are rare but,
when they occur, are typically honorific in nature. Com-
pensation for the portion of faculty time dedicated to the

joint program is often paid from resources generated by the
joint program itself.

Because of the ways in which these joint programs are
structured, they blend a higher level of co-dependence with
the maintenance of individual institutional autonomy. Fac-
ulty adhere to the conventions and expectations (both in
terms of promotion and rewards, as well as in terms of
academic freedom) of their home institutions. But sometimes
the autonomy that institutions and faculty enjoy in these
arrangements does not easily transfer over to the students
who are enrolled in these programs, and there are examples
of issues that students might face, especially with respect to
academic freedom and freedom of expression. The inherent
blending of academic cultures begins to unveil challenges
for both institutions, and, because of this, there is a constant
need for negotiation and transparency as the program grows
and changes over time. Although most of these programs
remain niche program offerings, when these programs work
well, they can conceivably set the stage for further collab-
orations between the home institutions. However, the chal-
lenges associated with the merging of academic and
administrative cultures make these programs very difficult to
start and operate. As a result, many institutions find it is
easier to broaden their global brand not by partnering with
another university but, rather, with another nation’s gov-
ernment (typically via its Ministry of Education, or a similar
office) to set up a satellite campus of its own abroad. We
discuss this in the next section.

3.4 Global Satellite or Branch Campuses

Because it is so challenging to collaborate with another
university, we have seen many US universities choose to
partner with governments to set up US branches of their own
brand abroad. For the most part, universities set up their own
campus and maintain virtually all authority over the hiring of
faculty, admissions, and program design and standards.
Accreditation typically is subsumed under the umbrella of
the institution’s original accrediting authority, though there
may be regional standards with which the institution must
comply as well. Degrees are the domain of the institution
and are supposed to be the same quality and status of degree
as if the student had matriculated at the home location of the
institution.

We have seen the most prominent examples of US
institutions setting up campuses in the Middle East, e.g.,
Carnegie Mellon University, Weill Cornell Medicine,
Georgetown University, Northwestern University, and New
York University, just to name a few [21]. Several other
global universities have begun such arrangements, as well
(e.g., Paris-Sorbonne University, Abu Dhabi; the London
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Business School, Dubai Center; and the University of
Wollongong in Dubai, for example [22–24]).

Many American universities rushed to open up branches
in the Gulf Region, attracted by the combination of oil
wealth and the area’s strong desire for help in creating a
higher education infrastructure [25]. Local government
efforts to attract global universities to develop campuses that
would benefit local students often included some form of
subsidy, either to the arriving universities or to the students
who would enroll. These governments, in some cases, set
aside land for the development of the branch campuses.

But, as we will discuss shortly, the challenges of a fluc-
tuating petrochemical-based economy, the struggle to
maintain healthy enrollments when relying solely on local
student generation, and the inevitable culture shock Ameri-
can institutions and their faculty experience abroad, have
made many of these campuses difficult to operate. As a
result, some are on the brink of collapse. Whereas the
go-it-alone mentality that serves to extend one’s own uni-
versity brand abroad limits the degree of co-dependence and
bolsters institutional autonomy, the attractions of distributing
the risk and sharing in the rewards that come with truly
co-branded collaborations are increasingly being explored. It
is to this we turn to next.

3.5 Co-branded Institutions

We have seen, especially in East Asia, a movement in which
US-based institutions partner with a local institution to
develop a co-branded university. Some notable examples
include Duke Kunshan University, Georgia Tech Tianjin
University Shenzhen, Tianjin Julliard School, and
Yale-National University Singapore. These projects require
the creation of an entirely new infrastructure that combines
two academic cultures into one. The proposition is tricky,
and few co-branded institutions exist as a result. But the
movement is gaining momentum, and we suspect more
global universities will attempt such partnerships, particu-
larly in China.

Some of these efforts are focused, bringing together the
resources of two global institutions to bear upon a set of
specific programs or research priorities, such as Duke
Kunshan University [26]. Others, such as the Yale-NUS
partnership, are a joint creation of an entirely new campus
idea, with the aim of introducing the American definition of
the liberal arts concept into that nation’s system of higher
education [27].

Regardless, the number of co-branded institutions that
have successfully launched is much smaller than the list of
planned collaborations—many have not gotten farther than
concepts on paper. In fact, Chinese regulators have closed
more than a fifth of partnerships between local and foreign

universities as the Communist party tightens its control over
mainland higher education [28, 29]. With this action, China
essentially cleared up a backlog, closing down concepts that
were merely loose agreements but had little chance of ever
materializing as actual partnerships.

Aside from this administrative housekeeping, the
long-term viability of those co-branded collaborations that
have, in fact, been launched cannot be guaranteed. Part of
this has to do with the fact that setting up these collabora-
tions, especially in China, requires a nuanced and deeply
sophisticated understanding and appreciation of how to do
business in the foreign country. Partnering with a Chinese
public university amounts to the same thing as doing busi-
ness with the Chinese government which, essentially, means
doing business with the Communist party itself [30]. One
must understand party politics and priorities and have deep
connections within the power structure of the party apparatus
to effectively work with Chinese institutions.

For non-Chinese universities, getting started in China
requires a great deal of preparation, cultural knowledge, and
a bevy of consultants and partners with ties to the party.
These requirements, alone, are not insurmountable. What
can make working in China (and, frankly, even within any
other part of the world) challenging is when a partner uni-
versity fails to remember that, when all is said and done, the
imperative for the host nation will always be to address its
self-defined regional and national priorities. Any global
partner that seeks to develop a co-branded institution must
not come to the table solely wishing to pursue its own
agenda.

4 Benefits of Global Partnerships

Given the high costs, complexity, and amount of time nee-
ded to establish these types of transnational partnerships,
why are US institutions so eager to form them? Their
motivations can generally be boiled down to four key rea-
sons: increasing revenues, expanding institutional reputation
and brand, globalizing student learning and the impact of
scholarship, and expanding access to scholarly opportunities.
As depicted in Table 2, however, some motivations are
stronger than others for particular types of partnerships.
These four factors are detailed further below.

4.1 Increasing Revenues

Financial considerations are perhaps the largest driving force
behind US institutions seeking partnerships abroad. In recent
years, US colleges and universities have witnessed drastic
declines in government funding, state support decreasing
40% between 1980 and 2011 [31]. Because state
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appropriations have historically represented a large per-
centage of the annual operating budgets at public institu-
tions, these colleges and universities have become
increasingly cash-strapped and thus eager to explore new
funding avenues [32].

For institutions seeking to generate significant revenue
from global partnerships, branch campuses and co-branded
institutions are the most lucrative options on account of the
tuition money they generate. In fact, the University of Ari-
zona noted that a primary reason for opening its 25 “mi-
crocampuses” across Asia, the Middle East, and Mexico was
the potential revenue raised from student tuition [33]. While
some joint degree programs may also increase institutional
revenues, one-on-one collaborations and concurrent degree
programs are not designed to do so.

Beyond tuition dollars, financial incentives offered
directly by host countries are also a major pull factor to
engage in these global partnerships, particularly for institu-
tions seeking to establish a branch campus or co-branded
university. A 2012 report found that 30% of branch cam-
puses received some type of financial support from the host
country. Support can take the form of tax breaks, rent-free
facilities, or discounted leases on land [34]. For example, the
UAE gifted New York University $50 million in 2013 to
establish its branch campus in Abu Dhabi [35].

4.2 Expanding Institutional Brand
and Reputation

Internationalization is also a means of strengthening and
expanding an institution’s brand and overall prestige. US
colleges and universities increasingly consider being “world
class” as key to their survival in a competitive and inter-
connected higher education marketplace [2]. This expansion
of brand and reputation is a strong motivating factor for
establishing joint degree programs, branch campuses, and
co-branded universities specifically. This motivation is
especially reflected in the marketing materials for such
partnerships. For example, Yale-NUS notes that the

co-branded college is designed to “educate citizens of the
world,” aiming “to spur innovation in higher education
across the globe” [36]. Similarly, NYU Abu Dhabi has
declared itself the “World’s Honor College” [37]. These
international programs not only generate positive publicity
for the US institutions but also are a marker of prestige [38,
39].

In addition, global partnerships enable US institutions to
achieve their reputational goals as well as better carry out
their missions. For example, Berklee College of Music was
drawn to form a branch campus in Valencia, Spain due to the
city’s strong music history and traditions, bolstering the
college’s resources for studying flamenco music in particular
[40].

4.3 Globalizing Learning and Impact

Another commonly cited reason for establishing transna-
tional education partnerships is the potential to expand the
learning of students as well as the impact of faculty research.
Overseas branch campuses enable US students to more
easily study abroad and also support the dissemination of
faculty research outside the US context [41]. Likewise,
bilateral linkage programs and co-branded institutions can
spur development of new curriculum or degree programs
that incorporate scholarship and pedagogical techniques
from the host country [42]. Connections between US faculty
and their counterparts abroad can also inspire curricular and
teaching development [43].

Perhaps even more important is that international part-
nerships assist US institutions in recruiting top students and
faculty [44]. For example, one of the motivations for Duke
University to open Duke Kunshan University (DKU) was to
increase the diversity of its student body as well as its fac-
ulty. In 2014, only 8% of undergraduates and 23% of the
graduate student population at Duke identified as interna-
tional [45]. Through the establishment of DKU, Duke has
been able to attract more students, as well as faculty mem-
bers, from overseas.

Table 2 Benefits of
international partnerships, by type

International partnerships Increasing
revenue

Expanding
brand

Globalizing
learning

Accessing
scholarly
opportunities

One-on-one collaboration Low Low Low Medium

Center collaborations and
inter-institution simultaneous
matriculation

Low Medium Medium High

Joint or dual degree programs Medium High High High

Satellite or branch campuses High High High High

Co-branded institutions High High High High
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4.4 Accessing Scholarly Opportunities

Finally, all types of international partnerships bolster the
research of US faculty through the collaboration and funding
opportunities they offer. The Singapore-MIT Alliance
(SMA) is one example of a transnational partnership that has
strengthened the research capabilities and scholarly devel-
opment of US-based faculty. Established in 1997, SMA was
a research enterprise between the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, the National University of Singapore (NUS),
and the Nanyang Technology University (NTU) focused on
engineering and the life sciences. SMA supported interdis-
ciplinary curriculum development and research within MIT,
led to the publication of hundreds of journal articles by MIT
and Singaporean researchers, and provided over $30 million
in research money to MIT faculty [46]. Today, the venture
still exists in the form of the Singapore-MIT Alliance for
Research and Technology (SMART), a collaboration
between MIT and the National Research Foundation of
Singapore.

The Tsinghua-Berkeley Shenzhen Institute, a partnership
between Tsinghua University in China and UC Berkeley, is
another example of a successful research alliance. The
venture was entirely financed by the Shenzhen municipal
government and the Tsinghua Education Foundation, the
former contributing $52 million toward the creation of
buildings and laboratories and the latter investing $22 mil-
lion to support student scholarships as well as faculty
research in a range of areas including information technol-
ogy and pharmaceuticals [46]. These international collabo-
rations in many cases can open doors to funding and
research opportunities that are otherwise not available
domestically.

5 Challenges of Global Partnerships

Our analysis of recent articles written about existing global
partnerships suggests that there are four major challenges
that are raised consistently. These include: risk aversion and
its impact on innovation; lower than expected enrollments
and revenue; the perceived erosion of, or lack of control

over, quality; and threats to autonomy and academic free-
dom. We will discuss each below. Table 3 summarizes the
challenges—risk to brand, risk to revenue/enrollment,
threats to quality, and threats to autonomy and academic
freedom—presented by each of the types of partnerships.

5.1 Risk Aversion and Its Impact on Innovation

Both institutions or parties in any global collaboration must
think about the impact the partnership, even if informal in
nature, has on their individual brands. Typically, partner-
ships are in part driven by the promise that it will augment
each party’s individual brand globally. Though this makes
sense from a market-oriented perspective, institutions tend to
be risk-averse, only partnering with other institutions that
they perceive to be on equal status (or, better yet, even
higher status) than themselves. As a result, institutions that
initially lack cachet are rarely sought as partners; more often
than not, this prevents institutions from seeking potentially
high impact partners whose work is transformational, despite
their lesser known brand. Places like Harvard University
receive hundreds of requests for partnerships, even when
those partnerships make little sense. Sadly, another lesser
known university might be a much better match for a
potential partnership, which could truly be innovative in
nature. This phenomenon also impacts higher education’s
collective capacity to improve opportunity in developing
nations. For example, outside of medicine, collaboration
between elite research-based institutions and poor nations is
lacking [47]. Risk aversion and the protection of (and related
desire to improve, by association) institutional brand slow
down innovation and out-of-the-box thinking in the global
partnership space.

5.2 Lower Than Expected Enrollment
and Revenue

Among the many partnerships that have begun, the reality of
lower than forecasted enrollments and reductions in spend-
ing on research by host governments pushes these

Table 3 Challenges of international partnerships, by type

International Partnerships Risk to
brand

Revenue and enrollment
expectations

Control over
quality

Threats to
autonomy

One-on-one collaboration Low Low High Low

Center collaborations and inter-institution simultaneous
matriculation

Medium Medium Medium Medium

Joint or dual degree programs Medium Medium Medium High

Satellite or branch campuses High High High High

Co-branded institutions High High Medium High
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collaborations to the brink of failure. For example, there
exist many once-heralded collaborations in the Middle East
that are on the precipice of bankruptcy. This has to do, in
part, with the economy in this region being so volatile
because of its lack of diversification (in a
petrochemical-based economy, the fluctuating price of oil
puts a dent in consumer and government spending). This
volatility directly impacts local students’ willingness to
enroll, as government subsidies can decrease. For many
US-based institutions that set up shop in the Middle East,
reliance on local or regional student enrollment has put their
operations at risk. Only those institutions (NYU Abu Dhabi,
as one example) that have branded their Middle East cam-
puses as enrollment options for students from any part of the
world seem to be doing somewhat better. The challenge of
enrollment and research support maintenance, minimally
speaking, is not insignificant. Growing enrollments and
research investments remains an even greater challenge.

5.3 Perceived Erosion, Lack of Control Over
Quality

Once a partnership is cemented, the question of who controls
quality is always evolving. Depending on how the partner-
ship is structured, it can sometimes be difficult to determine
who should define academic standards for a program,
oversee the hiring and evaluation of faculty, and establish the
articulation and assessment of learning goals for students.
Local accreditation authorities might have different stan-
dards than what the other partner finds familiar, and these
different standards may have little to do with academics and
everything to do with local imperatives and national eco-
nomic goals—both of which are subject to shifting political
priorities. The challenges here are characterized by a per-
ceived lack of control [48]. That is, the two partner institu-
tions may have little control over the institutionally specific
and nationally specific vagaries of policy and politics, all of
which invariably bleed over into the higher education space.
Sometimes, partners from one national context perceive the
other national context to be invested in items associated with
efficiency and scale, rather than rigor and quality. The time
and energy required to negotiate this landscape can exhaust
faculty, leading to lower levels of commitment—a threat to
any partnership’s survival.

5.4 Threats to Autonomy and Academic
Freedom

One of the most commonly cited challenges among global
partnerships has to do with negotiating different definitions
of autonomy and academic freedom. In the US context, both

are prized by academics. Institutions enjoy a great deal of
autonomy, especially from obtrusive government interfer-
ence. And individual academics enjoy, in principle, aca-
demic freedom. Both of these can be hard to come by in
national contexts where, culturally, conceptions of who
controls the academic enterprise, and what constitutes
acceptable faculty work, are differently understood.
US-based faculty working abroad find that they cannot teach
as they would in the USA, at least not without a great deal of
scrutiny. Government policies as well as disagreements over
hot political issues or curricula that run against the grain of
local sensibilities and cultural norms [49] can strain expa-
triate faculty teaching or conducting research abroad, mak-
ing daily life uncomfortable and, sometimes, even
unbearable. When a faculty member lacks the basic free-
doms to engage in their work the way they would take for
granted in their home nation, the global partnership risks
losing the best faculty. No amount of monetary incentives
(many of these arrangements make allowances for higher
pay, subsidized housing, and so forth) can ever make up for
faculty who feel disenfranchised. Collaborations that fail to
tackle, and carefully manage, the issues of autonomy and
academic freedom are at risk of long-term failure.

6 Implications and Recommendations

Global partnerships can be exciting, new ventures that yield
innovative programs and research for both partner institu-
tions. But any institution that desires a collaboration with
another global partner should balance the benefits with a
careful analysis, and detailed plan, to address the inevitable
challenges that will arise.

As we suggest in this chapter, global partnerships can
take many forms—we have illuminated five, in order of
increasing co-dependence and shared autonomy. We rec-
ommend that institutions, in the beginning, identify and
engage in lower-commitment (what we call “proof-
of-concept”) partnerships, carefully addressing issues that
arise and documenting successes. Because so much of the
success of partnerships hinges upon trusting relationships,
these proof-of-concept arrangements not only serve to build
the necessary person-to-person networks needed to manage
more complex collaborations, but also stimulate the kind of
innovative thinking that yields more ambitious collabora-
tions down the road. In the end, the best partnerships emerge
from solid person-to-person relationships that have been
forged through working together, managing complexities,
and developing a sense of mutual interest and destiny.

We also recommend that any potential global partners
take seriously the cultural differences inherent in bringing
two institutions from different nations together. Careful
negotiation of autonomy, quality determinations,
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accreditation, academic freedom, and assessment or evalu-
ation of outcomes should occur prior to any formal agree-
ments. These issues should not be ignored—hoping they will
manage themselves in situ is a fool’s errand. We recommend
that potential partners have concrete conversations that lead
to the clear identification of potential areas of conflict, and a
mutually agreeable method for addressing conflicts when
they arise. We also recommend that the parameters for fac-
ulty work are clearly articulated, and that expatriate faculty
members are given clear descriptions of these parameters so
they know what to expect.

We recommend that global partnerships deal with money
and resources upfront, and in the most transparent fashion
possible. These partnerships should carefully forecast rev-
enues and expenditures and stipulate how shortfalls will be
managed (as well as attribute responsibilities for any short-
falls say, for example, if government priorities and invest-
ment suddenly shift). The development and ongoing
management of the physical plant and any cost-sharing
agreements should also be agreed upon in advance.

Relatedly, there should be clear agreements regarding the
use of brand, name, and trademark, as well as the ownership
of any and all intellectual property. Indeed, branding is not a
trivial issue, and global partners should carefully consider
how a student graduating from a collaborative program will
present their credentials. Partnering institutions should think
through, carefully, the implications of branding for any
concurrent or joint degree programs. And co-branded insti-
tutions should consider what they can do to ensure the value
of their degrees rises, in the mind of its graduates and the
market overall, to the level the degrees offered by the con-
stituent partner institutions.

Finally, we recommend that any potential partnership be
driven by values that exceed the mere desire to raise insti-
tutional profile, or to increase revenues and market share.
Impact matters, and we believe that the collaborations that
will stand the test of time, though heeding the importance of
revenue generation, are driven by the desire to be truly
innovative and to engage real-world challenges. We believe
the opportunity to do great work, in the name both of
increasing educational access and opportunity and advancing
research, exist in regions of the world that have largely been
ignored by elite institutions. We also believe that partnerships
between institutions that are not among the typical elite can,
and will, thrive in the future as these are institutions that are
less risk-averse (at least when it comes to protecting brand),
and are more open to try new and innovative ventures.

Mostly, we are eager to remind institutions, in their quest
to go global, to resist the impulse to think only of their own
priorities and immediate needs. Partnerships that are built

upon a foundation of shared interests and mutual respect and
are also transparent and egalitarian in their decision-making
processes will be those that not only stand the test of time,
but also have the greatest positive impact.
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9Long-Term Sustainability in Global Higher
Education Partnerships

Michael Lanford

1 Introduction

The creation of a global partnership in education requires a
considerable investment of time and resources, yet com-
paratively little attention is given to long-term sustainability.
This is surprising because, even when partnerships make
excellent “common sense,” long-term sustainability can be
negatively impacted by a number of factors, including
inequitable levels of commitment, confusion about the
partnership’s objectives, and/or cultural misunderstandings
[1–3]. Moreover, the process of leveraging the necessary
expertise, resources, and human capital to forge a partner-
ship is both time-consuming and costly [4, 5].

Drawing from extant literature on global research part-
nerships that detail the firsthand experiences of international
branch campuses, transnational education agreements,
research collaborations, and other multinational consortia
arrangements, this chapter first identifies four specific threats
to long-term sustainability. The first threat involves diver-
gent motivations and goals for the partnership. The second
threat is inadequate planning and funding volatility, espe-
cially in instances when a partnership is overly reliant on one
source of funding and is susceptible to market forces. The
third threat addresses the issue of leadership turnover and a
lack of formal and informal leaders from within the part-
nership. The fourth threat concerns poor staff morale as the
result of an over-reliance on part-time employment; limited
opportunities for individual advancement; and/or differing
expectations for shared governance, faculty duties, and
academic freedom.

Afterward, the chapter proposes four conditions that can
improve the prospects of long-term sustainability for col-
leges and universities interested in stable, mutually benefi-
cial global partnerships. First, a careful, transparent analysis
of both institutions’ organizational cultures is essential so

that an alignment in motivations and goals for both parties
can be fostered. Second, multiple funding sources are vital,
along with a strategic plan that outlines the projected dura-
tion of the partnership, prospects for deeper synergies, and
entrepreneurial ventures. Third, shared leadership responsi-
bilities among multiple individuals ensure consistent per-
formance amidst turnover and change. Fourth, an
environment that promotes dialog and opportunities for
professional growth must be cultivated so that individuals
feel like vested members of the partnership, concurrent with
their membership in their respective disciplinary and pro-
fessional communities.

As a final matter, the chapter considers two ethical issues
pertinent to contemporary global partnerships. First, it
argues that global partnerships should not simply exist in a
vacuum, with benefits exclusively held by the members of
the partnership. Instead, a global partnership should also
forge a charter with society, fulfilling higher education’s
traditional outreach, instructional, and research missions so
that the continued relevance of the partnership is apparent to
internal and external stakeholders from a variety of back-
grounds and experiences. Second, it maintains that activities
related to innovation and entrepreneurship should be con-
sidered from the standpoint of the public good and con-
ducted in a transparent manner, particularly if potential
conflicts of interest might arise.

2 Threats to Long-Term Sustainability

In the early 1990s, researchers from the fields of business and
marketing established an empirical basis for understanding
why transnational collaborations either thrive or deteriorate
over time. These researchers were motivated by a sense that
globalization was rapidly transforming international trade,
fostering a sense of interconnectedness between previously
distant cultures, and encouraging competition for intellectual
property and cheap labor between individual corporations
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and nation-states [6]. Therefore, they felt that new theoretical
frameworks and data were necessary to depict changing
business practices in a world of amplified entrepreneurial
ventures and remarkable instability in labor markets.

Their conclusions were consistent in that healthy com-
munication channels and trust were repeatedly found to be
crucial for a productive and sustainable transnational rela-
tionship [7–10]. Collaborations that did not have these two
essential ingredients were unlikely to survive threats to
long-term sustainability that emerged at a surprisingly rapid
pace, even during early interaction periods between stake-
holders. Subsequent studies of global higher education
partnerships have exhibited similar results, and four themes
emerge from this evolving literature.

2.1 Divergent Motivations and Goals

The earliest factor highlighted by researchers concerned
shared motivations and goals for the partnership [11]. As
Heffernan and Poole discovered in their late-1990s studies of
Australian universities’ transnational partnerships, “quite
simply, where there was a mismatch between the Australian
university and the overseas education provider on the pri-
mary objectives and vision for the relationship, deterioration
and potential termination in the relationship often occurred”
[12]. In more recent years, the fate of several international
branch campuses has suffered from similar mismatches
between the aspirations of the home institution and the
interests of the host country.

For example, the University of Nevada at Las Vegas
(UNLV) offered undergraduate and graduate degrees in
hospitality management and executive education for nearly
ten years in the city-state of Singapore through an initially
successful international branch campus venture. However,
the branch campus was torn between the ambitions of
UNLV (to establish a more comprehensive institution in an
area perceived to have substantial economic promise and
student talent) and the more circumspect plans of Singapore
(to develop their own hospitality management program that
could produce skilled labor for the city centerpiece Marina
Bay Sands resort). Once the Singapore government no
longer needed the expertise of UNLV’s hospitality program,
the international branch campus was forced to financially
support itself through student tuition revenue. In subsequent
years, the UNLV Singapore suffered from low visibility and
paltry student enrollment, so it summarily closed [13].

2.2 Inadequate Planning and Funding Volatility

Institutions in Western nations where state funding for
higher education has precipitously declined in recent years

have been particularly keen to view global partnerships as an
opportunity to generate much-needed income [14]. For
example, Monash University in Australia unveiled interna-
tional branch campuses in Malaysia and South Africa after
its 1999 strategic development plan cited a need for greater
institutional self-reliance in the face of decreased govern-
ment funding [15]. Nevertheless, if a partnership is overly
reliant on one source of funding, it could be upended by
market forces, causing each of the vested parties to question
their long-term commitment.

Wilkins and Huisman have further observed that some
global partnerships, in the rush for alternative sources of
revenue, have failed to adequately “understand the cultures
and business practices in the regions they would like to
operate” [16]. Drawing upon Simon Marginson’s concep-
tualization of the Confucian higher education model in
Southeast Asia [17], they explain how an incomplete
understanding of cultural and political forces could result in
frustration:

In countries such as China, Korea, and Singapore, the Confucian
model molds higher education systems. Although foreign higher
education institutions might benefit from high levels of family
commitment to investment in higher education, they need to be
aware that the government retains tight control over policy,
planning, and funding [16].

Additionally, regional differences in contract law, hiring
practices, and financial accounting practices cause instability
for global partnerships [18, 19]. As a result, global part-
nerships that are created without substantial planning and an
interrogation of regional cultures and national regulatory
frameworks are unlikely to succeed beyond the first few
years.

2.3 Leadership Turnover and Instability

For global partnerships to remain viable, leaders must
carefully balance competing demands from external and
internal stakeholders who are likely to have different agen-
das and visions for the partnership. For instance, the host
institution or country (an external stakeholder from the
perspective of the partnering institutions) may want to
control resources and influence hiring practices. Internal
stakeholders, in turn, are likely to feel protective about
outside influences over curricula, research programs, and
branding efforts. For these reasons, leadership stability is
extremely important in maintaining a consistent vision and
trajectory for a global partnership [20].

Unfortunately, global partnerships have historically wit-
nessed substantial turnover in administrative and executive
positions. Further, the recruitment and retention of knowl-
edgeable administrators essential to the partnership can
prove to be difficult [21]. The pool of individuals who have
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the global perspective and administrative background to lead
a transnational partnership is relatively small. And yet, even
the individuals who have the necessary experience to lead a
global partnership may be loath to rebuild professional
contacts in a new environment while uprooting their
domestic partners and children from their professional
careers and extended families.

As a final note, organizations can have a variety of
expectations concerning leadership norms. Educational
institutions, however, are different from many organizations
in that a certain degree of freedom and collegiality is fre-
quently expected by administrators and executives. Some
may even be attracted to a global partnership specifically
because they think greater workplace freedom may result
from a group that is loosely coupled to multiple organiza-
tions, rather than intricately tied to a single institution [22].

Nonetheless, Anatoly Oleksiyenko has wisely cautioned
that “corporate abuse emerges and is sustained primarily in
zones of alienation—places with poorly designed academic
organization, which fail to safeguard academic freedom,
respect, and healthy collegial relations” [23]. The specific
location where a global partnership largely conducts its work
may have a culture that is more entrenched in hierarchical
decision-making, and it could find its momentum stymied by
frustrated employees who are used to greater independence
in their previous jobs.

2.4 Poor Faculty and Staff Morale

Similar to the topic of leadership, Phillip Altbach has argued
that recruiting and keeping faculty talent in global partner-
ships is the “greatest problem of sustainability”:

[Faculty are] reluctant to leave their work, especially in the
sciences. Junior faculty worry that overseas teaching will not
serve their chances for promotion. Concerns about the education
of children, employment of spouses, and other family issues also
intervene. Even in cases where additional remuneration and
other benefits are offered, it is frequently difficult to lure pro-
fessors overseas. The problem is exacerbated over time. The
relatively small number of home-campus faculty willing to
relocate is restricted and quickly exhausted [24].

It is also known that the expectations of shared gover-
nance [25], faculty duties and participation [26], and aca-
demic freedom [27] may differ significantly among
cross-border partners. This leads to cognitive dissonance
among faculty who assume that the governance, service
expectations, and freedom they experienced in their past
institutional environments will continue unabated in a dif-
ferent cultural realm.

Since full-time faculty are often difficult to recruit for a
global partnership, part-time faculty are frequently hired to
fill teaching (and occasionally research) positions. However,
an over-reliance on part-time faculty could limit teaching

effectiveness, research productivity, and opportunities for
individual advancement [28]. Part-time employees are also
less likely to commit to a single institution. Compounding
the problem is the fact that there is generally an unwilling-
ness for global partnerships to be forthright about the chal-
lenges faculty will face in a foreign environment [29].

3 Improving the Prospects for Long-Term
Sustainability

Given the confluence of these challenges, one might rea-
sonably wonder if a global partnership is all but doomed
beyond the first couple of years. This chapter, though, takes
a different position. It contends that the threats to long-term
sustainability outlined in the previous section can be ame-
liorated, but only if careful steps are taken to plan the future
of the partnership, determine the organizational culture,
distribute leadership responsibilities, and promote open
dialog and professional growth.

3.1 Alignment in Motivations and Goals
for Both Parties

He and Wilkins have suggested that to achieve legitimacy,
international branch campuses have been compelled to
“follow the local regulations of either the host country
government or the quality assurance bodies,” creating a
situation where “the curriculum of the international branch
campus must conform to the local standards” [30]. Thus, any
type of global partnership is placed in a bind, whereby dif-
ferent legitimacy building strategies must be strategically
considered. Some may argue that the partnership should
simply conform to local practices, as He and Wilkins have
documented. Others may assert that the partnership can
establish independence if nearby institutional forces are
weak and there is a low dependence on local resources.

This chapter instead contends that both parties need to
have a similar investment in the motivations and goals of a
partnership. For this to occur, at least three steps should be
undertaken. First, a careful, open analysis should be con-
ducted of both institutions’ organizational cultures. Location
can certainly influence this discussion; as described by
Healey, “transnational education partnerships often operate
in the rapidly growing economies of the Middle-East and
Asia, where the linguistic, cultural, political, and legislative
environments are very foreign to those of the exporting
universities” [31].

Second, an equitable distribution of staff and coherent
hiring practices should be cultivated. When too many
employees come from one institution, the strengths of
the partnership (e.g., diversity of ideas, a multicultural
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perspective) are diluted. Also, there is a risk that the organi-
zational culture and mission statement will be undermined by
the belief systems and past experiences of the majority group.

Third, the joint development of a mission statement
should guide partnership activities. For all educational
institutions, mission statements are of exceptional signifi-
cance, as they can regulate the allocation of resources,
accentuate certain organizational activities, and provide a
sense of clarity during turbulent times. Without a clear
mission, the partnership may lack coherence, and stake-
holders will question its relevance.

3.2 Careful Planning and Multiple Funding
Sources

Along with the development of a mission statement, a
strategic plan should outline the projected duration of the
partnership. In a study of 60 global higher education part-
nerships, Mwangi found “ninety percent of partnership
stakeholders cited that a critical aspect of a successful
partnership was the deliberate time and attention given to
planning before implementation as it allowed for the
development of effective and realistic goals for the project”
[32]. Thus, the strategic plan should be formulated well
before any official partnership activities take place and
substantial financial resources are apportioned. By the same
token, all institutions should have relatively equitable
investments—of both money and resources—in the success
of the partnership. As the strategic plan is developed, pro-
spects for deeper synergies, entrepreneurial ventures, and/or
other partners should be identified.

3.3 Shared Leadership Responsibilities

If global partnerships are destined to have significant leader-
ship turnover, then it may appear virtually impossible to
cultivate a consistent institutional identity and nurture values
endemic to the organization. One solution, however, is to
adopt distributed leadership theories that encourage individ-
uals throughout the organization to become experts at specific
areas essential for daily operations while concurrently devel-
oping leadership skills [33]. While no one leadership style is
ideal for every organizational culture, the sharing of leader-
ship responsibilities is important for reliable performance
amidst turnover and change. This is especially true for rela-
tively small organizations, like global partnerships, that have
difficulty in cultivating “buy-in” among employees.

The communication style of leaders should also be con-
sistent and effective in the local context. As Borgos [29] has
noted, “the success of an organization in part will depend on
its ability to make connections within the host country and to
manage its dependency on the foreign external environment
in which it operates”. Without leadership who can forcefully
articulate the goals and values of the partnership, the host
culture might face difficulties in delivering appropriate
support.

As a final point, not all leaders of an institution hold titles
that signify their leadership credentials. Every institution has
discernible “informal” leaders who may not hold an explicit
leadership role but are widely recognized by their peers as
important representatives of employee sentiments and as
conduits for information about institutional decisions. Any
partnership that hopes to maintain a sense of continuity from
one year to the next cannot ignore the influence and
prominence of these “informal” leaders. Instead, an institu-
tion needs to identify both the “formal” and “informal”
leaders within the organization so that strategic decisions are
deliberated and implemented in a manner that makes people
feel that their sentiments—and their hard work—are valued
[34].

3.4 Open Dialog and Professional Growth

Finally, a global partnership should be an environment that
promotes open dialog and encourages opportunities for
individual professional growth. The expectations of gover-
nance, faculty activities, and free speech (for all members,
including faculty, staff, and students) should be clear,
especially if they differ from the expectations of the partners’
campuses. In addition, it is essential to remember that
researchers are members of the partnership and also mem-
bers of their scholarly communities; they need to have
opportunities for personal and professional growth in both
spheres. For some individuals interested in developing their
teaching expertise, this might mean participation and finan-
cial support for pedagogical seminars and instructional col-
loquia in different countries. For faculty who wish to
maintain their research profile, grant funding support and
institutional sponsorship of faculty and student research
collaborations might be necessary.

Similarly, administrative and staff professionals will
likely maintain a duality in which they devote substantial
energy to the preservation of distant professional relation-
ships while they further the immediate goals of the part-
nership. Such a division of roles should not be seen as a
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distraction; rather, it should be encouraged as a way to both
develop the skills of partnership members and spread the
activities of the partnership to new audiences [35].

4 Establishing Legitimacy by Embracing
Community

Over the past 20 years, global higher education partnerships
have expanded due to several motivating factors grounded in
rational planning and global competition. From the per-
spective of the “host” country, a global partnership can be
one vital component of a broader strategy to expand capacity
in the higher education sector, develop a twenty-first-century
workforce, encourage collaborative research, or enhance
institutional prestige. From the perspective of the “export-
ing” institution, a global partnership can propel institutional
branding efforts, forge international ties, lead to the
recruitment of talented students and faculty, or simply be
financially advantageous.

4.1 Legitimacy Concerns

Despite these potential benefits, global partnerships continue
to suffer from internal and external legitimacy concerns. The
faculty and staff of exporting institutions regularly question
the purposes and value systems of global partnerships and, at
times, actively campaign against their development. Those
who work in a global partnership may not only feel distant
from the activities and reward structures on their home
campuses but also acutely aware of the opposition to their
work. The benefits to the majority of people in the host
country are also too frequently unclear, as global partner-
ships may appear to have little engagement with their sur-
rounding communities [36].

Therefore, it is useful to ask if the discussion around
global partnerships in higher education has been, to date, far
too circumscribed by neoliberal philosophies that extol
economic gain and competitive advantage. Partnerships are
almost always formed between inherently unequal parties.
One only needs to observe the number of global partnerships
between institutions from wealthy nations and institutions
from low-income countries, along with the resultant uneven
levels of participation and individual agency [37]. The
imbalances in North–South research collaborations that
grant Northern researchers the ability to establish research
priorities, dictate the theories to be deployed, and decide the
methods to be utilized have also been well-documented [38].

Additionally, as Phillip Altbach and Jane Knight have
cautioned, “globalization tends to concentrate wealth,
knowledge, and power in those already possessing these

elements” [39]. Authors have extended this analysis to
observe that global partnerships and international branch
campuses reify elite global university networks while having
a limited (perhaps even negative) impact on educational
equity and basic human rights, such as free speech and the
protection of minoritized people [40–42].

Conversely, an increasing number of research studies
have demonstrated that transnational higher education has a
minimal, if not completely ineffectual, impact on local
educational entities due to a lack of inter-institutional com-
munication and knowledge exchange [43]. Global higher
education partnerships have also tended to operate outside of
traditional regulatory environments in that they operate as
private entities (even when they receive public funding), and
they have nebulous accountability to both their home insti-
tutions and their respective governments [44]. These find-
ings are especially disquieting for those countries who hope
global partnerships will stimulate education hubs, a region
distinguished by an expansion of cross-border talent,
knowledge production, and innovative ideas that can have
immediate, tangible benefits for the local economy and
society as a whole [45].

4.2 Conceptualizing a Charter with Society

Hence, this chapter takes a different conceptual perspective
by asking a final question: What would it look like if global
partnerships in higher education developed a charter with
their respective societies?

As Kezar has compellingly argued, contemporary higher
education is torn between key aspects of neoliberalism, such
as private enterprise and economic enterprise, and traditional
notions of the public good, where colleges and universities
support local and regional communities through contribu-
tions to government, health care, primary education, and
other social institutions [46]. However, it is important to
emphasize that neoliberal values and the public good need
not be in perpetual conflict. In fact, global higher education
partnerships may need to refocus some of their neoliberal
activities in service of the public good in order to establish
greater legitimacy and assuage critics who feel such part-
nerships are only advancing the aspirations of elite actors
and institutions.

One way to accomplish such a task is to perform edu-
cational outreach activities in local communities. Elsewhere,
I have written about how international branch campuses can
be too often viewed as cloistered communities that preserve
valuable educational resources for a privileged few [47].
Global higher education partnerships could instead embrace,
particularly in their mission statements, the responsibility to
train globally minded citizens. Furthermore, outreach efforts
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could be maintained with local community organizations to
provide support for marginalized groups that might other-
wise be overlooked or exploited.

Second, the fruits of artistic endeavor and scientific
development should be available to individuals in the com-
munity, as well as members of the partnership and spon-
soring institutions. A global partnership should not have an
exclusive focus on enriching the coffers of the institutional
stakeholders. A long-term goal of greater access could be
simultaneously developed so that the partnership is truly a
hub for diverse backgrounds and perspectives—not just a
multicultural collection of elite actors.

Third, activities related to innovation and entrepreneur-
ship should be conducted in a transparent manner, particu-
larly if they invite potential conflicts of interest. The
temptation to monetize every innovation is understandable,
given the competitive pressures of globalization, university
rankings, and academic branding efforts. A compact with
society, though, would weigh short-term benefits related to
resources and prestige with the long-term sustainability of a
partnership that is perceived as being vital for societal pro-
gress [48]. If an innovation or important medical discovery
becomes too expensive for most people in the surrounding
community to use, then the partnership has behaved no
differently than a multinational corporation beholden to
shareholders.

5 Conclusion

A global partnership in higher education can strengthen
existing academic networks and business relationships [49],
promote greater intercultural awareness [50], and open new
opportunities for innovative research [51]. Despite their
continued expansion, however, such partnerships are pla-
gued by poor planning, sustainability problems, and legiti-
macy concerns. Many partnerships seem to be created only
with a short-term perspective that is set up to take advantage
of temporary financial windfalls and/or human capital that is
susceptible to exploitation. Once the slightest difficulty
threatens the partnership’s survival, it may be ill-equipped to
articulate a coherent mission, transition to alternative fund-
ing sources, rely on a combination of “formal” and “infor-
mal” leaders, or foster open dialog, each of which have been
proven to sustain organizations for the long term.

Moreover, power dynamics between different transna-
tional educational stakeholders remains a topic worthy of
continued investigation. As this chapter has demonstrated, a
global higher education partnership must carefully negotiate
cultural expectations and norms, consider the perspectives of
different partners, and ensure that communication channels
are maintained, particularly for those who might reside in
marginalized positions within the organization. What we

have learned over the past two decades of global higher
education partnerships is that competition too often obscures
original intent—and the intent is to sustain a mutually ben-
eficial alliance that will not only advance the dreams and
ambitions of individuals within the organization, but ulti-
mately benefit society as well.
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